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I. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

U.S. Federal Executive Order 13502, issued on February 6, 2009, announced the federal government’s policy “to encourage executive agencies to consider requiring the use of project labor agreements in connection with large-scale construction projects” (projects where the federal cost exceeds $25 million). A project labor agreement (PLA) is defined in the Executive Order as a “pre-hire collective bargaining agreement with one or more labor organizations that establishes the terms and conditions of employment for a specific construction project…”

In the fall of 2009, Interactive Elements (IEI) with its subconsultant, Hill International, was selected by the U.S. Department of Labor to conduct a study evaluating use of PLAs by federal agencies undertaking large construction projects. With federal use of PLAs proscribed between 2002 and 2008 (as a result of Executive Order 13202), the number of federally sponsored projects available for review is severely limited. The consultants, working with the Department’s project team, agreed to select case studies from public projects that had been completed by state and local entities.

This study is intended to assist federal agencies to better understand their needs when considering when and whether to require PLAs. Given the limited use among Federal agencies recently, the study goals are stated more broadly to address public construction, and are the following:

- To assess the characteristics of public construction projects to determine where the use of a PLA had been advantageous;
- To identify circumstances under which use of a PLA is likely to be beneficial and should therefore be evaluated; and
- To cite potential benefits of PLA utilization on projects selected as case studies, or reviewed in published material.

Two projects were selected as case studies.

New York City School Construction Authority (NYCSCA) Five-Year Capital Plan for Fiscal Years 2005-2009. The PLA applied to the renovation and rehabilitation elements of the capital program, costing approximately $4.6 billion.

New Jersey Transit Hudson Bergen Light Rail Transit (HBLRT). A PLA was implemented for the first phase of a New Jersey Transit design-build-operate-maintain project, with 21st Century Rail, a consortium led by Raytheon, as the prime contractor for a $990 million project, completed in 2000.

Background

Numerous legal challenges to the use of PLAs in the public sector were mounted during the 1990’s. Two cases in particular, the Boston Harbor case\(^1\) in the federal courts, and the New York State Thruway Authority case\(^2\) in New York, upheld the use of PLAs in the public sector, and provided a

\(^1\) Associated Builders and Contractors of Massachusetts/Rhode Island, Inc. v. Massachusetts Water Resources Authority (Boston Harbor), March 1993.

\(^2\) New York State Chapter ABC, Inc. v. New York State Thruway Auth., 88 N.Y. 2d 56, 643 NYS 2d 480, 666 NE 2d 185 (1996)
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basis for further use of PLAs. The court upheld the use of PLAs when it was demonstrated that open competitive bidding procedures were maintained, and when a benefit to the public could be demonstrated.

The findings of the court provide a useful standard for public agencies considering use of a PLA on their projects. Most importantly, prior to entering into the PLA, the Thruway Authority conducted a cost analysis of the anticipated savings from its use. The court found that PLAs are “neither absolutely prohibited nor absolutely permitted” on public construction projects in New York, and that they should be considered on a case-by-case basis. It would be incumbent upon the sponsor agency to demonstrate that a PLA was likely to advance the interest embodied in the competitive bidding statutes. This included protecting the public’s interest by obtaining the lowest price for the highest quality work, and “prevention of favoritism, improvidence, fraud and corruption in the awarding of public contracts.” Many of those interviewed during this study referred to the Thruway PLA as a model because the court provided a clear path for PLA implementation, namely that an analysis performed in advance of the implementation of the PLA must demonstrate savings for its use to be justified.

Among the factors that are considered in the analysis are:

- Savings and efficiencies resulting from coordination of schedules, shift work, and holidays among unions;
- Cost savings arising from alternative dispute resolution procedures;
- Potential benefits from a no strike provision; and
- Efficient access to supply of skilled labor.

Also, the PLA should ensure that hiring procedures are nondiscriminatory with respect to union membership, and that the bidding process is open and competitive.

One Federal agency that has utilized PLAs continuously for nearly twenty years is the Tennessee Valley authority (TVA). The TVA PLA is a three part agreement, each component covering different types of construction:

- maintenance and modifications for generating facilities;
- new construction projects; and
- construction project supplements for maintenance and modification of office buildings.

The TVA PLA has been in place for nearly twenty years. TVA personnel interviewed for this study were not present at the time the decision was made to implement the PLA, and they indicated it would be difficult to cite “lessons learned” from the experience, since they had no basis of comparison for projects constructed prior to the PLA. However, they were unable to cite any significant issues or problems resulting from the use of the PLA, and have commented that recent large scale construction projects, such as the Watts Bar Nuclear Plant near Spring City Tennessee and the Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant in Alabama completed in 2007, were on time and on budget.

The U. S. Department of Energy has utilized PLAs historically, dating back to the Manhattan project during World War II, and earlier. Because of the strategic nature of the project and the need to
assure a continuous supply of qualified labor in a remote location, the Department entered into agreements with unions that could assure the labor requirements of the project would be met, including access to a sufficient supply of skilled, safety trained and security cleared labor. The Department determined that the War Powers Act (PL 85804) allowed such agreements in the interest of national security. During the Cold War years as well, the Department determined that the War Powers Act would provide a basis for defending use of labor agreements that would assure continuing construction activity on sensitive sites such as Nevada test site, Idaho and Richland, Washington where nuclear energy was being produced for national defense purposes.

The agreements were constructed to assure continuing supply of labor that had security clearance and specialized skills. In certain locations, enclaves were designated to allow payment of higher wages than on non-defense related projects to assure work could continue without labor disruption and projects were on-time and on budget. The agreements provide for labor to be sourced from outside the region if the local unions are unable to meet requirements within forty-eight hours. This has assured that work would be performed uninterrupted. Safety and health provisions were included in the agreements as well.

Agreements entered into by the Department of Energy have often taken several years to construct in a manner satisfactory to all parties, and the Department indicates there is often a learning curve to be experienced in order to reflect local preferences and appropriate clauses for dispute resolution. Once an appropriate framework has been established in a location, the agreements have proved workable for large nuclear facilities and have worked for small building construction in those locations as well.

Potential of PLAs

From the owner's or project sponsor's point of view, any mechanisms that can reduce the risks inherent in large construction projects are highly beneficial. While PLAs can include clauses addressing a wide range of labor-management issues, they generally include provisions for:

- eliminating risk of strikes and disruptions during construction period;
- a process for resolution of disputes that allows work to proceed while disputes are being resolved;
- access to a pool of skilled labor through union hiring halls;
- a process for meeting labor requirements through other sources if the hiring halls are not able to meet the requirements in a timely fashion; and
- uniform work rules to improve efficiency and save money; these provisions are often the source of the largest cost savings. They normalize shift work to be consistent among the trades and to suit the conditions of construction.3

---

3 For example, a shift differential clause on a highway project might allow work to begin on Sunday night to avoid weekday traffic congestion, but with a defined (and presumably reduced shift differential). In the case of the NYCSCA, the PLA identified the first shift as commencing after the school day ends, with a flat shift differential applied to all unions.
Also, from the owner or contractor's perspective, certain costs, terms, and conditions are defined at the outset for the entire construction period. This removes considerable uncertainty in project costs and schedule. On large projects in particular, the standardization of conditions is an advantage to the construction management and oversight of the project; a contractor needs to be familiar with the terms included in one agreement, not multiple agreements with varying terms.

While these potential advantages are often cited as benefits of PLAs, many large construction contracts have been undertaken, in the past, without use of PLAs and have not experienced labor disruptions, slow downs, or significant cost overruns.

This paper examines specific cases where PLAs have been implemented successfully, and seeks to identify characteristics of construction projects that could benefit from the use of a PLA as a management tool.

**Case Study: New York City School Construction Authority**

To facilitate the construction of the NYCSCA Five-Year Capital Plan for Fiscal Years 2005-2009, NYCSCA entered into a PLA to cover approximately $4.6 billion of rehabilitation and renovation construction at New York City Schools. Rehabilitation and renovation work is carried out after school hours, so that students and teachers are no longer at the work sites. This incurs significant additional labor costs in the form of shift differentials. Limiting these costs was an important incentive for the NYCSCA to consider use of a PLA.

The use of the PLA was initially suggested by leadership of the Building and Construction Trades Council of Greater New York (BCTC), and its use at NYCSCA was the first for public projects in the City. NYCSCA has typically pre-qualified contractors and has predominantly utilized union contractors for construction work. A PLA was negotiated, its impacted estimated and reported in a feasibility study, and then the agreement was implemented. Contracts for individual projects within the Capital Program were competitively bid, allowing union and non-union contractors to bid; however, a requirement to comply with the PLA was included in the bid specifications. Projects budgeted under $1 million were not covered by the PLA; they were set aside for minority and women owned businesses.

The feasibility study, done by Hill International, looked at terms and conditions negotiated for inclusion in the PLA, estimated potential cost savings and described non-quantifiable benefits that might arise from the agreement by applying the terms of the PLA to a sample of projects included in the Capital Plan. These results were compared to the costs anticipated for the same program of work using union contractors subject to the separate collective bargaining agreements of each union. The study concluded that “the use of the PLA on the Project can result in savings in excess of $488 million together with substantial non-quantifiable economic benefits.” Most of the benefits were attributable to provisions for standardizing shift work at a flat differential and also other work rules, and the no-strike provisions.

According to the NYCSCA and based on an analysis of savings resulting from the PLA at the conclusion of the five year Capital Plan, significant savings were achieved due to the PLA. The major benefit of the PLA cited was the standardization of shift differentials and allowing second shift work as a starting shift with a uniform five percent differential on all trades. This is significant for school construction, which must avoid hours when students and teachers are on site. The savings achieved...
amounted to $221 million over the five year plan period. This amount was less than that projected in the initial cost analysis due to the variations in the component trades used in construction as compared to the a priori assumptions. A PLA was implemented for the subsequent five year Capital Plan covering rehabilitation and renovation projects for 2010-2014.

Case Study: New Jersey Transit Hudson Bergen Light Rail Transit

In 1996, New Jersey Transit entered into a public-private partnership with 21st Century Rail Corp., a consortium led by Raytheon Infrastructure Services, to design, build, operate, maintain and finance the HBLRT. The initial contract was for the 9.5 mile segment known as Minimal Operating Segment 1, or MOS 1, projected to cost $990 million. Raytheon negotiated and signed a PLA with the Hudson County Building and Construction Trades Council in 1996. MOS 1 was completed in 2000.

A feasibility study or cost analysis was not done prior to the procurement process, nor did the owner, New Jersey Transit, require a PLA in its bid documents. The contractor had experience using PLAs in the past on similar projects. An incentive to implement a PLA for this project was the contract provision that imposed penalties for delays in completion; the contractor regarded the PLA as a management tool that could help keep the project on schedule. MOS 1 was completed within its forty month schedule and within budget. The contractor realized incentives for on-time performance.

A useful provision of the PLA was the creation of a Light Rail Local Administrative Committee, comprising labor and management representatives, which met regularly and served as a vehicle for identifying and managing day to day problems. This committee was useful in organizing meetings with appropriate constituents to monitor performance against goals for Disadvantaged Business Enterprise participation and labor force participation, and to address needs in those areas through outreach and training. While NJ Transit has aggressive programs for monitoring DBE participation and workforce diversity, QWIC, who managed these functions for the consortium building HBLRT felt that the PLA contributed to the overall success of these efforts because it provided a unified focus for monitoring and managing the issues.

Conclusions and Recommendations

This study has sought to identify characteristics of construction projects where use of a PLA may be advantageous, to identify circumstances under which use of a PLA is likely to be beneficial and should be evaluated, and to cite benefits of PLA utilization. This review of PLAs suggest that when a project scope is clearly defined and labor requirements are clearly understood in advance, for a project that requires multiple trades in a geographic area where many projects are on-going and competing for skilled labor, and where an organization exists that can enter into an agreement to provide access to an efficient, trained labor supply and can negotiate beneficial terms and conditions, then a PLA makes sense and its potential benefits may be analyzed and documented in a feasibility study.

For Federal agencies that are planning to undertake construction projects, it is recommended that use of a PLA be considered and the following are suggested:
- Select projects where scope is well defined, and the construction environment and labor market factors are well understood.

- Work closely, through the construction manager or general contractor, with union leadership and communities to understand concerns and needs in order to develop a strategy for PLA implementation that promotes benefits such as improved safety, training, continuing flow of work and labor force access.

- Undertake early planning and analysis of PLA use, and conduct a feasibility study that demonstrates economic benefits, appropriate labor conditions and open competition.

- Negotiate the PLA prior to the bid process, and include PLA terms in the documents so that all potential bidders are aware of labor costs and availability.

- Include provisions for labor/management committees to monitor PLA implementation, solve on-going problems as they arise, identify training requirements, improve safety and suggest efficiencies.

- Include public policy provisions in the PLA, addressing DBE goals (or specific MBE, WBE, or SBE goals as appropriate) and local resident participation goals.

- Conduct training for agency procurement and legal staff, as well as project managers, regarding use of PLAs. Training materials could be developed including workshops, video or dvds, or web sites, and programs could be set up with speakers from agencies that have utilized PLAs.

Further, the authors suggest that U. S. DOL assist in establishing a resource center for federal agencies regarding use of PLAs, offering training programs and materials, contact to those who have experience negotiating or implementing PLAs and sample agreements. Compilation of a “best practices” handbook to be made available to agencies is also recommended for consideration.
II. INTRODUCTION

U.S. Federal Executive Order 13502, issued on February 6, 2009, announced the federal government’s policy “to encourage executive agencies to consider requiring the use of project labor agreements in connection with large-scale construction projects” (projects where the federal cost exceeds $25 million).

A project labor agreement (PLA) is defined in the Executive Order as a “pre-hire collective bargaining agreement with one or more labor organizations that establishes the terms and conditions of employment for a specific construction project...” The Executive Order recognizes that “large-scale construction projects pose special challenges to efficient and timely procurement by the federal government” and that “the use of a project labor agreement may prevent these problems from developing by providing structure and stability... thereby promoting the efficient and expeditious completion of federal construction contracts.” In effect, Executive Order 13502 reverses Executive Order 13202 (February 17, 2001) of the prior administration.

In the fall of 2009, Interactive Elements (IEI) with its subconsultant, Hill International, was selected by the U.S. Department of Labor to conduct a study evaluating PLAs usage.

a. Study Goals

The study is intended to assist federal agencies to better understand their needs when considering when and whether to require PLAs. This includes identifying those characteristics of large-scale construction projects that would warrant the use of PLAs for the efficient and expeditious completion of contracts.

Among the specific questions considered during the study are

- What are the challenges faced in implementing PLAs?
- What strategies were effective in meeting those challenges and in overcoming other barriers to the use of a PLA?
- What were the benefits and drawbacks of using the PLA?
- How was need for and subsequent use of the PLA evaluated?
- How was the PLA integrated into the procurement process?
- What were the outcomes of using a PLA?

IEI has considered these questions and has delineated the goals of this study as the following:

- To assess the characteristics of public construction projects to determine where the use of a PLA had been advantageous;
- To identify circumstances under which a use of a PLA is likely to be beneficial and should therefore be evaluated; and
- To cite potential benefits of PLA utilization on projects selected as case studies, or reviewed in published material.
b. Background

After establishing criteria for selection of projects to evaluate as case studies, it was determined that, since PLAs had not been used for federal projects since the 1990’s, with certain exceptions, there were an insufficient number of federally sponsored projects for consideration. It was decided that case studies should be selected from public projects at the state and local level.

Two projects were selected for review; they are significantly larger than the $25 million size identified in the Executive Order:

The New York City School Construction Authority’s Capital Improvement and Restructuring Programs for Fiscal Years 2005 to 2009, including “demolition, reconstruction, rehabilitation, and renovation work associated with school improvement and restructuring, technology enhancement, safety enhancement” and other programs identified in the Capital Program. This program had a budget of approximately $4-5 billion.

New Jersey Transit’s Hudson-Bergen Light Rail Transit system, which was new construction performed in segments, with the first segment operating between 34th Street in Bayonne and Exchange Place in Jersey City; it was constructed in the late 1990’s. The first segment had a construction cost of $990 million.

The determination to enter into a PLA for the project was made by the NYCSCA in the first case study and by the contractor for the HBLRT project.

The labor markets in the New York Metropolitan area and in Northern New Jersey are quite similar in composition and in wage rates. The highly unionized make-up of the labor force has had a great impact upon the utilization of PLAs as a result of both the political and market place influence of the Building Trades leadership and unionized contractor associations. Since approval of the Tappan Zee Bridge (TZB) PLA by the New York Court of Appeals in 1996, many PLAs have been successfully utilized on capital public projects throughout the state with the vast majority in the highly unionized urban areas.

The TZB decision was cited with approval by the New Jersey Supreme Court and led to enactment by the New Jersey State Legislature of the first PLA statute (NJSA 52:38-1, et.seq) (2002) in the nation. The statute provides that all public capital construction in excess of $5 million should be considered for inclusion of a PLA. Shortly thereafter, a PLA was negotiated with all 18 of the Building and Construction Trades Councils located throughout the state for all work on the school construction program of the New Jersey School Construction Corporation. The program continues to the present time with scores of schools having been completed under PLAs.

In 2009, negotiations between the City of New York, (NYC) and the Building and Construction Trades Council of Greater New York (NYCBCTC) resulted in the execution of two PLAs, one for new construction and one for renovation and rehabilitation of city owned buildings. Currently there are some fifty projects in construction utilizing these city-wide PLAs.

Some unions (Operating Engineers and Teamsters) opted out of the city-wide PLAs for reasons which have not been disclosed. To date, there has been no adverse impact in that there have been no labor disruptions. The intent at this point is to assign that work to other trades should the need arise.
Normally PLAs are negotiated between the owners, often through its General Contractor or Construction Manager, and the cognizant Building Trades Council. Some or all of the trades which will be involved in construction often participate in negotiations; however, the Council President is the authorized bargaining representative of the unions.

The study evaluates the implementation of PLAs at the two projects identified above, and discusses the characteristics of these projects for which PLAs encourage a more efficient and expeditious completion of contracts. The study also examines challenges faced in implementing PLAs, strategies for meeting those challenges, processes for evaluating feasibility of PLAs, and lessons learned. Because PLAs are also claimed to foster certain other public benefits, including workplace diversity, these issues are discussed as well.
III. METHODOLOGY

To develop an understanding of the project characteristics that favor or limit the likely success of PLA implementation on public projects, the study team, working with DOL staff:

- Developed a list of criteria for project selection;
- Performed a review of the literature;
- Conducted interviews and reviewed documents on two projects;
- Conducted a teleconference with TVA and U.S. Department of Energy personnel; and
- Held discussions with other labor and construction management personnel.

a. Criteria for Project Selection

At the commencement of the project, the IEI team met with the Department of Labor to determine how best to select projects for review. It was anticipated that five projects would be studied, and to the extent possible, the selections should represent:

- reasonable geographic sampling of the nation;
- a range of project sizes;
- a variety of project types; and
- different project sponsors (as to experience, qualifications of staff, and other factors).

Logistical difficulties and other obstacles led to a further limitation on the number of projects to be reviewed. In the end, it was determined that the study should proceed using two projects in the northeast that were funded with state and local monies, one of which, HBLRT, also had federal funding from the Department of Transportation. The project sponsors are:

New York City School Construction Authority
New Jersey Transit’s Hudson Bergen Light Rail System

The findings based on these two projects would be supplemented with information from discussions with the Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA) and the U. S. Department of Energy, which has a long history of application of PLAs.

The determination was based on:

- the fact that both projects have run to completion;
- the work represented significantly different kinds of construction (school rehabilitation vs. transportation infrastructure);
- one of the projects (New York City SCA) had performed an ex post analysis of potential benefits; and
- the projects were geographically close to the study team.
b. Review of Literature

A great deal of published material exists on PLAs. In some of this material, authors appear to have started with a particular point of view. In our review, we have approached use of a PLA as a tool that may provide advantages in appropriate conditions, and may, in other circumstances, be inappropriate. We have summarized potential benefits and disadvantages of PLAs as cited in the literature. Appendix A lists the sources we have utilized for the review.

Three articles contained the most comprehensive information about PLA history, usage, results and, in one particular, point of view. These are

- *Project Labor Agreements in New York State: In the Public Interest*, Fred B. Kotler, Cornell University ILR School, February 2009; and,

c. Case Studies of Two PLA Projects

As discussed above, the two projects selected for study are:

New York City School Construction Authority Five-Year Capital Plan for Fiscal Years 2005-2009 - a PLA restricted to the renovation and rehabilitation elements of the capital program; approximately $4.6 billion, construction complete in 2009. Although not included in the federally sponsored projects listed in Table 1, this project had certain advantages as a case study, namely, it was the first major public project in New York City to utilize a PLA, and both pre- and post-analyses were conducted of the potential and actual savings resulting from use of a PLA.

New Jersey Transit Hudson Bergen Light Rail System - a PLA for the first phase of a New Jersey Transit design-build-operate-maintain project; approximately $990 million, construction completed in 2000.

For each project, the study team was able to identify key personnel for interviews. Interviews were conducted with these current and former staff of the agencies to learn about the processes involved in making the decision to use PLAs, and issues and factors that arose in their implementation and during negotiations, procurement, and construction. Interviews were also conducted with representatives of labor and contractors to obtain their recollections about these processes and their assessment of the results. Many of those interviewed are no longer with the same company or in the same position, so we relied on their ability to recall the circumstances surrounding the project. We were also referred to other individuals with experience in using PLAs on similar projects as those selected for case studies.
Interviews began with the Interview Outline provided in Appendix B, but this served primarily as a starting point; as the interviews proceeded, interviewees expanded on the subject to provide additional information. The study team was able to develop an understanding of the issues and outcomes of PLA use on both projects by approaching the PLA as a management tool rather than a legal document. The team also reviewed the PLAs themselves and such additional documentary materials as were available for each project. It was determined by the team, in concert with DOL personnel, that conclusions drawn from the experience of both projects would serve the objectives of this study, despite the fact that only one of the projects had significant federal funding.

d. TVA Teleconferences

TVA has utilized PLAs since 1991. This is one federal agency where PLA use has been continuous and not subject to change due to the various Executive Orders issued during that period. A teleconference was arranged to discuss PLA utilization at TVA with senior staff of the Labor Relations area, as identified by U.S. DOL. Discussion covered history of PLA use and reasons for implementation, as well as assessment of its effectiveness as a management tool.

In addition to interviews with TVA managers, a teleconference was conducted with U.S. Department of Energy staff. Department of Energy has utilized PLAs at various sites for construction of large, sensitive projects.

e. Survey of Other Labor and Construction Management Individuals

A list of those interviewed for the study is included in Appendix C. In addition to those who were directly involved in the two case studies, labor and management leaders in the New York and New Jersey region were contacted for additional background on PLA use in building and transportation contracts, and staff of major contractors was contacted as well. In one of the case studies in particular, Hudson Bergen Light Rail Transit System, the project occurred sufficiently far back that many of the managers involved at the time have moved to other projects or companies. Their perspective on current PLA use was sought as well.
IV. USE OF PLAs IN PUBLIC AND PRIVATE PROJECTS

a. History

Project Labor Agreements are pre-hire agreements covering a project or program of projects. They have been utilized in private projects since the 1920s, and in public projects since the 1930s. A 1998 U.S. General Accounting Office Report references their use in the public sector on the Grand Coulee Dam in Washington State in 1938, and the Shasta Dam in California in 1940. The report also cites NASA use of PLAs in the 1960's, and private sector applications at Disney World, on the Trans-Alaska Pipeline, and elsewhere. The National Labor Relations Act of 1959 allowed the use of pre-hire agreements in the construction industry.

For the past twenty years, public sector use of PLAs has been more controversial. In 1992, President George H.W. Bush issued an Executive Order prohibiting use of PLAs on Federal projects. In the Order, he sought to

(1) promote and ensure open bidding on Federal and federally funded construction projects;
(2) increase competition in Federal construction contracts and contracts under Federal grants or cooperative agreements; (3) reduce construction costs; (4) expand job opportunities, especially for small businesses; and (5) uphold the associational rights of workers freely to select, or refrain from selecting, bargaining representatives and to decide whether or not to be union members, so as to provide access to employment opportunities on Federal and federally funded construction projects for all workers; thereby promoting the economical and efficient administration

President Clinton revoked that order in 1993 (“in order to eliminate Executive orders that do not serve the public interest”) and in 1997, issued a Presidential Memorandum encouraging use of PLAs on construction contracts over $5 million. In 2001, President George W. Bush issued executive orders prohibiting use of PLAs on Federal projects. In February 2009, President Obama issued Executive Order 13502 encouraging use of PLAs on federal construction projects over $25 million (“to promote economy and efficiency in Federal procurement”).

Numerous legal challenges to the use of PLAs in the public sector were mounted during the 1990's. Two cases in particular, the Boston Harbor case in the federal courts, and the New York State Thruway Authority case in New York, upheld the use of PLAs in the public sector, and provided a basis for further use of PLAs. The court upheld the use of PLAs when it was demonstrated that open competitive bidding procedures were maintained, and when a benefit to the public could be demonstrated.

An exception to federal restrictions on PLAs is the Tennessee Valley Authority, a public agency created in the 1930s to to provide navigation, flood control, electricity generation, fertilizer manufacturing, and economic development in the Tennessee Valley. It is currently the nation's largest public power company, providing electric power to more than nine million customers. In

---

It is interesting to note that the same benefits of cost effectiveness are cited for both encouraging and prohibiting PLAs.


Interactive Elements Incorporated
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1991, the TVA implemented a PLA that renews itself annually. U.S. Department of Energy has used PLAs historically as well. The Department has cited national security concerns as a rationale for using agreements that will ensure the ability to work continuously on projects, with no interruptions caused by labor disputes.

b. New York State Thruway

In the 1990's, the use of PLAs on two projects by New York State agencies, the Thruway Authority and the Dormitory Authority, were challenged in the courts. In 1996, the Court of Appeals in New York State upheld the use of a PLA by the New York State Thruway Authority on a $130 million construction project for rehabilitation of the Tappan Zee Bridge, but rejected the arguments for use on the Dormitory Authority project.7

The New York State Thruway Authority (NYSTA) was at that time preparing to undertake a major rehabilitation and construction project on the Tappan Zee Bridge involving multiple contractors, nineteen unions, a minimum of a four-year construction schedule with an estimated cost of $130 million. Hill International, was then under contract to the NYSTA, and was directed to pursue with the New York State Building and Construction Trades Council (NYSBTC), local union representatives, and other appropriate parties a determination as to whether a PLA could be negotiated which would:

- provide economic savings in the construction process through changes in work rules and practices and improve productivity, safety, efficiency and timeliness of construction;
- provide for the enhancement of employment opportunities for minority, women and disadvantaged persons; and
- allow all successful bidders, including open-shop contractors, to utilize a portion of their regular work force on the Project.

After an in-depth analysis of the existing labor market; a thorough review, analysis and comparison of the nineteen individual collective bargaining agreements; a review of the recent work history and labor unrest; numerous meetings and interviews with contractors and their associations' representatives; and more than four months of intensive labor negotiations, a draft PLA, acceptable to all parties, was submitted to the NYSTA Board of Directors for consideration together with the Hill report recommending approval. The report identified cost savings, as well as other benefits, to be derived from the proposed PLA, which was modeled after the Boston Harbor PLA.

The PLA was approved, executed by the necessary parties and included as part of the specifications in the first bid package issued by the NYSTA for the Tappan Zee Bridge Project. The PLA was immediately challenged in the New York State Supreme Court by open shop contractors and their associations. After a brief Temporary Restraining Order, the lower court refused to grant an injunction. Construction on the project proceeded utilizing the PLA while the litigation continued through the New York Court of Appeals, where the validity of the PLA ultimately was upheld.

7 General Building Contractors of New York State v. Dormitory Authority of the State of New York, 88 N.Y.2d 480, 666 N.E.2d 185 (1996)
The Court of Appeals noted that since a PLA is a restriction on the bidding process, the contracting authority must demonstrate that both the purpose and the effect of the PLA requirement will meet the objectives of the state competitive bidding laws, and that the facts and circumstances of each PLA be reviewed on a case-by-case basis. The Court of Appeals held that the purposes of the state competitive bidding statutes were (1) guarding against fraud, favoritism and extravagance, and (2) ensuring honest competition to obtain the best work at the lowest possible price. The Court found that the first purpose was served by the PLA because equal access to the bidding process, and the PLAs benefits, were available to both union and non-union contractors on the same terms and that ultimate contract award was to be made without regard to union status. The PLA also prohibited discrimination by unions and contractors against employees regardless of union/non-union status in either work referral from the hiring halls or on the job; thus, further ensuring equal treatment.

The second purpose NYSTA was served by the PLA requirement in that it created cost savings for the NYSTA in several ways. The court noted specific areas of cost savings from concessions such as four 10-hour days at straight time, standardization of working hours, holidays, etc. The Court also specifically noted the potential substantial savings from the PLAs comprehensive "no-strike" clause, which precluded labor disruptions for the duration of the project. The stated purposes of the statute therefore having been met, the requirement of the PLA was upheld by the Court.

The findings of the court provide a useful standard for public agencies considering use of a PLA on their projects. Most importantly, prior to entering into the PLA, the Thruway Authority conducted a cost analysis of the anticipated savings from its use. The court found that PLAs are “neither absolutely prohibited nor absolutely permitted” on public construction projects in New York, and that they should be considered on a case-by-case basis. It would be incumbent upon the sponsor agency to demonstrate that a PLA was likely to advance the interest embodied in the competitive bidding statutes. This included protecting the public’s interest by obtaining the lowest price for the highest quality work, and “prevention of favoritism, improvidence, fraud and corruption in the awarding of public contracts.” Many of those interviewed during this study referred to the Thruway PLA as a model because the court provided a clear path for PLA implementation, namely that an analysis performed in advance of the implementation of the PLA must demonstrate savings for its use to be justified.

Among the factors that are considered in the analysis are:

- Savings and efficiencies resulting from coordination of schedules, shift work, and holidays among unions;
- Cost savings arising from alternative dispute resolution procedures;
- Potential benefits from a no strike provision; and
- Efficient access to supply of skilled labor.

Also, the PLA should ensure that hiring procedures are nondiscriminatory with respect to union membership, and that the bidding process is open and competitive.

c. Boston Harbor Project
Although there is a history of use of PLAs on public projects going back to the Grand Coulee Dam in the 1930's, the first legal challenge occurred in the early 1990's, at which time a PLA was required by the public entity owner for the massive, multi-billion dollar, multi-year Boston Harbor clean-up project. The project involved scores of contractors and unions, all of which were required to become signatories to a PLA. The challenge was made on a federal preemption theory, arguing that the government requirement that all successful bidders become parties to that PLA constituted an impermissible state intrusion into the labor relations of project contractors, and was pre-empted by the National Labor Relations Act (NLRA).

In its March 1993 landmark decision, Associated Builders and Contractors of Massachusetts/Rhode Island, Inc. v. Massachusetts Water Resources Authority (commonly known as Boston Harbor), the U.S. Supreme Court held that although the government could not impose a PLA in its regulatory capacity, it was not prohibited from benefiting from a PLA wherein the government entity was acting in its proprietary capacity as an owner or a purchaser of construction services in the construction industry marketplace. This decision provided the impetus for public sector PLAs across the nation. It also has forced opponents of PLAs to base their challenge primarily on a theory that a PLA violates a State's competitive bidding statutes, because it allegedly favors union over non-union bidders.

d. Tennessee Valley Authority

One Federal agency that has utilized PLAs continuously for nearly twenty years is the TVA. The Authority operates in a seven state region that has historically had a significant union presence. TVA staff performing construction and rehabilitation were unionized personnel employed by the agency. With deregulation of the utility industries in the 1980's, the TVA determined that the construction management and safety record of its in-house staff could be improved, and efficiencies realized through restructuring and downsizing. In its reorganization, six union trades were retained within the TVA organization. Staff representing 16 other union trades were no longer retained as TVA staff. In 1991, a Project Labor Agreement, was signed by TVA and the Building Construction Trades Department in Washington DC, representing these sixteen unions.

The TVA PLA is a three part agreement, each component covering different types of construction:

- maintenance and modifications for generating facilities;
- new construction projects; and
- construction project supplements for maintenance and modification of office buildings.

The master agreement signed in 1991 has subsequently been in continuous use. The agreement includes a clause for self-renewal: each year on May 31, if no notice is given for change, the agreement is automatically extended through the next year. The most recent updates to the agreement occurred in 2004.

Contracts valued at $250,000 and under for generating facilities and $500,000 for office buildings are exempt from the PLA. These are usually set aside for small, minority, and women owned businesses. Approximately 96 percent of the total construction work performed at TVA is done under the PLA.
Wage rates are negotiated annually and the results of the negotiations are posted. The requirement to utilize the PLA is included in procurement documents. Contractors bid based on prevailing wage rates as posted, and terms and conditions included in the appropriate PLA. When a contract is awarded, a signature page is required to be completed by the contractor indicating his or her agreement to abide by the terms of the PLA and indicating which crafts are included in the contract. Occasionally, specialized work needs to be included in a contract and a supplemental agreement must be negotiated.

The TVA PLA has been in place for nearly twenty years. Newspaper articles appearing at the time the PLA decision was made cite potential cost savings, but are vague about how much savings would be expected and basis for calculating estimated savings. TVA personnel interviewed for this study were not present at the time the decision was made to implement the PLA, and they indicated it would be difficult to cite “lessons learned” from the experience, since they had no basis of comparison for projects constructed prior to the PLA. However, they were unable to cite any significant issues or problems resulting from the use of the PLA, and have commented that recent large scale construction projects, such as the Watts Bar Nuclear Plant near Spring City Tennessee and the Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant in Alabama completed in 2007, were on time and on budget.

The Watts Bar Nuclear Plant includes two nuclear reactors with a total capacity sufficient for some 1.5 million households. Current construction has been initiated to finish the second (Watts Bar 2) of two reactors, with an anticipated date of operation in 2012. The work is expected to cost $2.5 billion and employ 2,300 workers. This will be the first nuclear power plant to come online in the U.S. in more than a decade.

The Browns Ferry project involves the restoration of a nuclear reactor (Browns Ferry 1) to effective operation after a shutdown of almost two decades. The reactor came on line in May of 2007 at a cost of about $1.8 billion. The reactor has the capacity to support the power usage of 650,000 households.

e. Department of Energy

Use of PLAs in the U.S. Department of Energy traces back to the Manhattan project during World War II, and earlier. Because of the strategic nature of the project and the need to assure a continuous supply of qualified labor in a remote location, the Department entered into agreements that could assure the labor requirements of the project would be met, including access to an adequate supply of skilled, safety trained and security cleared labor. The Department determined that the War Powers Act (PL 85804) allowed such agreements with unions in the interest of national security. During the Cold War years as well, the Department determined that the War Powers Act would provide a basis for defending use of labor agreements that would assure continuing construction activity on sensitive sites such as Nevada test site, Idaho and Richland, Washington where nuclear energy was being produced for national defense purposes.

Agreements were constructed to assure continuing supply of labor that had security clearance and specialized skills. In certain locations, enclaves were designated to allow payment of higher wages than on non-defense related projects to assure work could continue without labor disruption and projects were on-time and on budget. The agreements provide for labor to be sourced from outside the region if the local unions are unable to meet requirements within forty-eight hours. This has
assured that work would be performed uninterrupted. Safety and health provisions were included in the agreements as well.

The agreements entered into by the Department of Energy have often taken several years to construct in a manner satisfactory to all parties, and the Department indicates there is often a learning curve to be experienced in order to reflect local preferences and appropriate clauses for dispute resolution. Once an appropriate framework has been established in a location, the agreements have proved workable for large nuclear facilities and have worked for small building construction in those locations as well.

The agreements constructed for defense related projects form the model for continuing use of PLAs by the Department of Energy for large construction project. A recent example is the Savannah River project. The agreements are signed by Department of Energy and international labor organization representing seventeen trades. On large projects, the PLA is included in the procurement process. On some projects, use of the PLA has been optional, but the Department has found contractors generally prefer to utilize it.

f. Other Public Projects

Public projects of the state and local agencies as well as private owners have used or considered using PLAs in recent years. Appendix D lists a large number of state and local PLA projects that Hill International has studied.

The New York City Department of Design and Construction entered into a PLA with the Building and Construction Trades Council of Greater New York and Vicinity in 2009. Thirty five unions are signatory to the agreement, which covers construction of eight new building projects in the City of New York.

The State of New Jersey enacted a law in 2002, the Project Labor Agreement Act (P.L. 2002, Chapter 44) that allowed PLAs to be used on public works building projects over $5 million in total costs. The majority of projects using PLAs following the enactment of the law and through 2008 were school projects built by the New Jersey Schools Development Authority. The Act requires that the Commissioner of Labor and Workforce Development prepare an annual report on the effectiveness of the PLA. The most recent report available (for fiscal 2008), compares costs of projects using PLAs to projects built without PLAs. The report finds that average costs per square foot were higher for PLA projects than for non-PLA projects.

This conclusion is misleading because it is based on bid costs, and no account is taken of the types of projects or the cost environments in which the work was conducted. The data utilized was unaudited construction contract award amounts, as reported by contractors. The mix of project size and scope was diverse, although all exceeded $5 million in total cost, with the largest project costing approximately $70 million. The report recognizes the limitations of the methodology: “Because districts differ with respect to population and occupational characteristics and workforce readiness, geographic location, cost (urban vs. suburban, north versus south Jersey) and construction work site en-

---

vironment/logistics (congested inner city versus open suburban space), differences between projects with and without PLAs could certainly be due to factors other than the use of PLAs.”

g. Private Construction

PLAs have been used on private construction projects as well, and it is telling that, according to some very large contractors, PLAs are preferred in large projects, suggesting that in the unconstrained market of private construction, benefits accrue to contractors and owners if PLAs are used. Furthermore, those we interviewed were generally unable to identify significant differences in the public and private sectors to influence the decision to use a PLA.

One large contractor interviewed discussed the internal analysis conducted when considering use of a PLA. Projects are assessed with respect to:

- the labor market and competitive environment, how many other projects are on-going in the geographic area, what firms will be competing for labor;
- the projected labor supply, what skill sets will be required for the work, what is the availability of trades; and
- training needs and availability.

Also identified as important in the assessment is whether there is an appropriate labor entity to negotiate an agreement. If the project extends over a large geographic area and encompasses several labor jurisdictions, an agreement may be negotiated with a national or international council, such as the Building and Construction Trades Department, AFL-CIO based in Washington DC; the Heavy and Highway Coalition; or the National Construction Alliance, both also based in Washington DC. The latter two organizations are often involved in transportation projects. Union locals may be brought into the agreement as well.

A county or regional labor council may be the negotiator for projects contained in a limited, defined geographic area, for example, the New York State Building and Construction Trades Council. The determination of the appropriate organization to negotiate a PLA would be part of the assessment made by the contractor prior to submitting a bid for a private or public project.

Contractors interviewed for this study who have used PLAs for projects with both public and private funding have generally cited benefits for large projects, defined as $100 million or more, that depend on multiple trades and crafts. However, one contractor stated that, while the benefits are larger with respect to dollars saved on larger projects, small projects can benefit equally with respect to the percentage of cost reductions potentially achieved.
V. PLA BENEFITS AND DRAWBACKS

From their first appearance in construction project management, PLAs have been simultaneously regarded as everything from extremely beneficial on a broad range of issues to undermining the benefits of the free market. The language of the sequence of federal executive orders, which seek the same benefits from encouraging and discouraging PLAs, is instructive. A number of articles summarize the case from one side or the other. This section draws heavily on those papers.

a. Advantages of PLAs

From the owner’s or project sponsor’s point of view, any mechanisms that can reduce the risks inherent in large construction projects are highly beneficial. While PLAs can include clauses addressing a wide range of labor-management issues, they generally include provisions for:

- eliminating risk of strikes and disruptions during construction period;
- a process for resolution of disputes that allows work to proceed while disputes are being resolved;
- access to a pool of skilled labor through union hiring halls;
- a process for meeting labor requirements through other sources if the hiring halls are not able to meet the requirements in a timely fashion; and
- uniform work rules to improve efficiency and save money; these provisions are often the source of the largest cost savings. They normalize shift work to be consistent among the trades and to suit the conditions of construction.

Also, from the owner or contractor’s perspective, certain costs, terms, and conditions are defined at the outset for the entire construction period. This removes considerable uncertainty in project costs and schedule. On large projects in particular, the standardization of conditions are an advantage to the construction management and oversight of the project; a contractor needs to be familiar with the terms included in one agreement, not multiple agreements with varying terms.

From a labor standpoint, the primary benefit of PLAs is their ability to provide continuity of work throughout a project’s duration. Also of considerable value to the signatory unions is the first right to assign labor. Wage rates and benefits are negotiated at the beginning of the project, and are usually prevailing wage rates in accordance with existing collective bargaining agreements. Labor leaders who negotiate PLAs may cede terms which are included in individual agreements, but the ability to predict the work requirements over a project’s duration and maintain a work flow for union workers is considered highly beneficial.


10 For example, a shift differential clause on a highway project might allow work to begin on Sunday night to avoid weekday traffic congestion, but with a defined (and presumably reduced shift differential). In the case of the NYCSCA, the PLA identified the first shift as commencing after the school day ends, with a flat shift differential applied to all unions.
Both sponsors and labor benefit from the tendency of PLAs to improve workplace safety. While this is often cited as a benefit of unions in general (attributable to training, supervision, and required ratios for journeymen to apprentices on work sites) PLAs present a simplified mechanism for monitoring and enforcing of safety rules.

In the public sector, additional benefits are claimed for the use of PLAs. Of course the first and main advantage should be the reduction in cost to the public sponsor. Another set of advantages pertains to the ability of PLAs to achieve community goals in business and workforce development. In order to address these goals, PLAs may set aside a percentage of work for minority and small contractors and provide small contractors with experience to move up and become union contractors, or become large enough to bid competitively as prime contractors on future work. Such benefits are very difficult to quantify, and it is often unclear whether any gains are the result of the PLA or other contractor, labor, and owner actions.\(^\text{11}\)

Also, PLAs may include goals for minority workforce participation or apprentice/journeymen ratios, or both. The latter may provide a higher level of skilled workers overall on the project and may create increased training opportunities for entry level staff. Also, PLAs may incorporate community goals for hiring and training local residents.\(^\text{12}\)

**b. Drawbacks of PLAs**

PLAs are often perceived to allow only union contractors to bid on a project. From a contractor/owner’s perspective, this would limit the number of contractors available to bid, and, therefore, limit competition; this, in turn, could increase costs.\(^\text{13}\) Another potential disadvantage arises from the fact that a PLA can accrue greater benefits if it includes all the labor skills required for the project. This requires, in turn, that the contractor/owner anticipate all required skills. If a project is large and complex, some skills and trades that will be needed may not be fully recognized prior to bidding the contract and the relevant crafts may not be willing to enter into the PLA (an addendum would be required) after the fact.\(^\text{14}\)

From a labor perspective, locals that cede specific terms or benefits for the duration of a project may perceive the PLA to be disadvantageous. Also labor from union halls not signatory to a PLA are excluded from work on the project. Further, because the negotiation of a sound agreement is so important, a challenge to implementing a PLA may exist if the project construction occurs over a wide geographic area where there is no single, coherent organization or negotiating team representing all unions with authority to negotiate PLA terms.

---

\(^\text{11}\) In the Hudson-Bergen project covered as one of the cases in this study, some interviewees credited the PLA with improving management of diversity issues. It is impossible to separate the influence of the PLA from the impact of the sponsor’s (NJ Transit) aggressive DBE/WBE enforcement program.

\(^\text{12}\) Belman and Bodah, cited previously, notes many examples of projects incorporating community goals for training and employing local residents.

\(^\text{13}\) This was not true for the cases studied; those PLAs did not preclude non-union contractors from bidding.

\(^\text{14}\) Addenda may be used to add a trade or local not included in the original negotiations. The PLA for the NYCSCA included a Signatory Addendum adding bricklayers and allied craft workers to the PLA. Conversely, the Operating Engineers were included at the International level, as part of the BCTC. However, the local chose not to participate. The absence of a critical trade from the agreement can obviate some of the key benefits of the original PLA and create difficulties for project managers during construction.
Disadvantages of a PLA from a public perspective were cited in a report issued by Beacon Hill Institute, *Project Labor Agreements on Federal Construction Projects: A Costly Solution in Search of a Problem* (August 2009). The report refutes the assertion that PLAs are beneficial to public construction because they prevent labor disruptions and therefore cause projects to be completed on time and within budget. The report presents data stating that large Federal projects constructed during the 2001-2008 period, when PLAs were not utilized, did not suffer from cost overruns due to labor disruptions, and therefore PLAs were not necessary and would not have provided a benefit.
VI. CASE STUDY: NEW YORK CITY SCHOOL CONSTRUCTION AUTHORITY

The New York City Department of Education is the largest school system in the nation. It provides schooling for more than 1 million children in some 1,600 schools. The physical facilities for this immense organization are provided by the New York City School Construction Authority (NYCSCA). This Authority was established in December 1988 by the New York State Legislature. Its mission is to build new public schools and manage the design, construction, and renovation of existing schools in New York City. In October 2002, the Mayor of New York City announced that all capital construction activities for the Department of Education would be consolidated under the School Construction Authority. The purpose of these changes was to improve management of the construction process, to reduce school construction costs by simplifying design standards, and to increase competition among contractors.

a. Project Description

To facilitate the NYCSCA Five-Year Capital Plan for Fiscal Years 2005-2009, the Authority entered into a PLA to cover approximately $4-6 billion of rehabilitation and renovation construction at New York City schools. This represented a little less than half of the total capital budget, the balance going for new construction. Traditionally, in contrast to new construction, rehabilitation and renovation work is carried out after hours, so that children and teaching staff are no longer at the work site. This normally incurs significant additional labor costs in the form of shift differentials. Limiting these costs was one of the main incentives for investigating the use of a PLA for this portion of the capital program. A PLA was not considered for use on new construction. As discussed below, a PLA was negotiated and its impact estimated. Upon concluding that the PLA offered sufficient benefits to the Authority, it was executed by NYCSCA and the Building and Construction Trades Council of Greater NY (BCTC)\textsuperscript{15} and implemented. Contracts for individual projects within the program were competitively bid and a requirement to comply with the PLA was included in the bid specifications. Projects budgeted at under $1 million were not covered by the PLA; they were set aside for minority and women owned businesses.

b. Background

A proposed Five-Year Capital Plan was announced by Mayor Bloomberg and the School Chancellor in November 2003. Extensive public hearings were conducted, and a proposed Plan was approved by the Panel for Educational Policy in February 2004. That Plan was submitted to the Mayor and City Council, for implementation as of the Fiscal Year beginning July 1, 2004. The Plan included new capacity construction and improvements to existing structures. The total cost of the Plan was estimated at about $13 billion over five years. Between $4 and $5 billion was estimated for capital improvement projects (rehabilitation and renovation, as opposed to new construction), the work that was covered by the Project Labor Agreement. Funding for the School Construction Authority Capital Plan is normally obtained from New York City and New York State. NYCSCA has also received a small amount of federal money (less than $25 million) for soundproofing schools located near JFK International and LaGuardia Airports in Queens, and for some construction activities at religious as well as public schools. The projects that received this funding were excluded from the Project Labor Agreement.

\textsuperscript{15} Building and Construction Trades Council of Greater New York is a trade association that represents affiliated unions in five boroughs. The association includes contractors and builders as its members. It was formed in 1938 and is based in New York City.
The use of PLAs at NYCSCA was first proposed by some labor leaders in the late 1990’s. But at that time, PLAs had limited use in the public sector, and no action was taken on the proposal. The PLA for the 2005-2009 Capital Plan was actually the first major public use in New York City. Again, the suggestion came from labor, the leadership of the BCTC. At the time of negotiations, in 2004, construction activity was strong in New York City. Aware of the cyclical nature of the construction industry, labor leadership suggested use of a PLA in order to assure continuing flow of work over the five years of the plan. Although this was the first use of a PLA on a large public project in New York City, implementation of the PLA for the NYCSCA program was relatively smooth. NYCSCA had typically pre-qualified contractors for all its construction work, and used predominantly union contractors. Under the terms of the PLA, non-union contractors were allowed to bid for work; however, any contractor awarded a contract was required to sign a certification to comply with the PLA.

c. The Project Labor Agreement

The SCA realized that the type of work in the Capital Plan to be covered by the PLA had certain characteristics that seemed especially suited for a PLA. The rehabilitation and reconstruction work was similar at all locations and utilized skilled and trades that were known in advance and typical for this type of work at schools. Because the rehabilitation and reconstruction work was done at existing schools, work had to be done after the normal school day so as not to interfere with student and teacher activities. This could involve expensive shift differentials. The BCTC, for its part, had experience with PLAs on New York State Department of Transportation projects.

The PLA was implemented in a sequence of steps. The details of the PLA were negotiated by teams from both NYCSCA and the BCTC, and agreement was reached, but the terms were still subject to formal approval by both sides. With the terms of the PLA in hand, NYCSCA conducted what was referred to as a “feasibility” study, but is perhaps more aptly described as a cost analysis. The study, which was modeled on the analysis performed for the NYS Thruway Authority PLA, identified potential savings and benefits expected to accrue as a result of the work rule changes, dispute resolution procedures, and other provisions of the PLA. As a result, the Project Labor Agreement was signed by NYCSCA and the BCTC. All unions typically involved in rehabilitation and reconstruction work for the NYCSCA were covered by the agreement, with few exceptions. International Union of Bricklayers and Allied Craftworkers signed an Addendum to the document. The International Union Operating Engineers, who operate heavy construction equipment signed the agreement, but the local union declined to participate.\(^\text{16}\)

NYCSCA utilized the PLA for rehabilitation projects included in its Capital Program for fiscal years 2005-2009. For each individual procurement, the requirement to abide by provisions of the PLA was included. Contractors awarded a contract based on competitive procurement procedures were required to include a signed statement certifying their intent to abide by the terms of the PLA, along with the final contract documents.

The PLA did not preclude non-union contractors from bidding on work covered by the PLA. However, if awarded a contract, a firm must hire from union halls to perform covered work on the spe-

\(^{16}\) This was not felt to be an obstacle, since the rehabilitation and renovation work had few requirements for heavy construction equipment.
cific project. The PLA allows a one-eighth share of the firm’s project labor force to come from existing non-unionized employees, so long as those selected meet experience and training criteria.

Some of the major provisions of the PLA agreement were

- Prohibition of strikes and other disruptions;
- Provision of a uniform dispute resolution procedure;
- Allowance of a second or third shift without a first shift;
- Both second and third shift work (assuming such work is the first shift of the day) to be performed at a flat 5% differential;
- Work may be scheduled on a five day or four ten-hour day basis at straight time rates;
- Six standard holidays for all trades with payment governed by the applicable collective bargaining agreement;
- An increase in the ratio of apprentices to journeymen by providing for a minimum 3:1 apprenticeship ratio; and
- A broad management rights clause

At the end of the Capital Plan five year period, a post review was conducted. It was determined that the use of the PLA did achieve benefits and cost reductions. The value of PLAs is further confirmed by the fact that a new PLA was negotiated and signed for the rehabilitation and renovation portion of the Capital Program for fiscal years 2010-2014. It is similar to the original PLA with a few adjustments. The adjustments to the agreement included language pertaining to the agency’s mentor program for minority and women owned businesses, and an added section on Helmets to Hardhats, a program that assists veterans to be placed in construction industry jobs.

d. Feasibility Study

Prior to signing the PLA, the NYCSCA commissioned a feasibility study.\(^{17}\) This study looked at the terms and conditions negotiated for inclusion in the PLA, estimated potential cost savings, and described non-quantifiable benefits that might arise from the agreement. Because the terms of the PLA had been negotiated, the study could apply actual factors to a hypothetical sample of projects likely to be bid and constructed. NYCSCA had typically utilized union contractors for projects in excess of $1 million. The feasibility study therefore undertook to compare the costs anticipated for the program of work using union contractors subject to the separate collective bargaining agreements of each union, as compared to the standardization negotiated and reflected in the PLA. Under the state legislation that founded the NYCSCA, the Authority is not subject to several constraints that other project owners in New York City may face, including Wicks Law provisions. These exemptions may reduce the potential savings achievable from a PLA in agencies not exempt.

To estimate the cost savings from the negotiated terms of the PLA, a sampling of projects in five major construction categories was selected: 1) exterior modernization, 2) building upgrades, 3) sys-

---

\(^{17}\) The study, Labor/Cost Analysis and Report on Feasibility for a Project Labor Agreement Covering Portions of the New York City Department of Education (DOE) 2005-2009 Five Year Capital Program (September, 2004), was performed by Hill International. (Appendix E)
tem replacements, 4) improvements and restructuring, and 5) safety and security. The sampling amounted to 71 percent of the value of projects in the rehabilitation and repair program. The value of the labor component was estimated using assumptions about the relative mix of trades in each component of work and the actual and projected prevailing wage rates and contract work rules. Escalation rates were assumed to be 4 percent per year. An average labor cost was calculated. The same assumptions as to mix of trades were used to develop an average labor cost per hour under the terms of the PLA. The cost savings estimated for the sampling of projects was extrapolated to apply to the full program. This analysis was performed for each of the five years of the capital program.

The study concluded “that the use of the PLA on the Project can result in savings in excess of $488 million together with substantial non-quantifiable economic benefits. Including a Worker’s Compensation ADR (Alternative Dispute Resolution) provision could result in additional savings of between approximately $5 million and $6.5 million over five years.”

Much of the savings estimated in the study were identified as achievable due to the PLA provisions for standardizing shift work at a flat differential.

The calculation of savings in labor costs was based on the following factors:

- Standardization of work day and work week: The PLA provides for a standard 40 hour work week at straight time pay, for either five eight hour days, or four ten hour days, with some flexibility in starting and quitting times. Savings are attributable to the five hours per week at straight time versus premium rates for those unions with thirty-five hour weeks.

- Shift differentials: The PLA allows second and third shift work to be done without a first shift. This is important in a school environment, where all work must be done outside of school hours. Explicit shift differentials vary among the trades from 12-27 percent, and in some cases where overtime rates apply a 50 percent differential might apply. The PLA standardized the differential at a flat 5 percent premium for second and third shifts. Combined with the standardization of work week savings, a savings in labor costs of 18.7 percent was estimated, amounting to $474 million over the five year plan period.

- Holidays: Existing agreements provided for as many as 11 holidays with a minimum of seven holidays. The PLA provides for six holidays. Payment for work on those holidays is in accordance with local agreements. Savings were estimated at $14 million, based on rates and number of holidays in the local agreements. In addition to the dollar savings, it was cited anecdotally that work efficiency was improved by having all trades present on the same holiday schedule.

Additional factors identified as contributing to the effectiveness of the PLA included:

- No-Strike Provisions - The existing agreements with each local were examined, and it was determined that each would expire and be renegotiated at least once during the five year term of the capital program. This meant the program could have been at risk for potential strikes or other labor disruption;

- Work rule diversity - There was significant diversity among the local trades regarding hours of work, shift differentials, flextime, holidays and grievance procedures; and
• Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR) - The PLA permits implementation of an ADR procedure for the processing of Workers Compensation Claims.

Thus, the PLA was projected to provide benefits to NYCSCA. At the time the study was done, the NYC construction industry was at a peak. An additional advantage cited in the study is the improved ability to fully staff job sites with trained crafts and trades people. Provisions of the PLA allow contractors to draw labor from sources outside the union local if there are shortages.

e. Advantages and Disadvantages of the NYCSCA PLA

The NYCSCA PLA for the rehabilitation and renovation work of the 2005-2009 Capital Plan is considered a success by the Authority. Savings and other benefits are documented in a post facto analysis performed by Hill International. A similar PLA has been implemented for the current capital plan covering 2010-2014.

Because the work covered in the agreement involved existing school facilities that were in operation during the day, construction activities were restricted to after school hours. The PLA allowed SCA to standardize shift differentials and consider second shift work as a starting shift with a uniform 5 percent shift differential. This clause alone engendered significant savings. Standardization of holidays was also a reported benefit. Officials reported that having all trades present on the same days and same shifts meant a much more coordinated and productive effort. A paramount consideration in school rehabilitation work is the safety of students, teachers, and administrators during the construction period. This led to the negotiations regarding shift differentials. The effort was successful, and no construction safety incidents involving the school users were reported during the period of the PLA work. The feasibility study done in advance of signing the agreement assumed a mix of projects during the five year Capital Plan period. In actuality, the program evolved with some projects requiring a different mix of skills and trades than originally projected. While all of the component trades were those anticipated in the feasibility study, the proportions actually utilized varied from the original assumptions. The basic model used for studying the potential benefit of a PLA was found to be sound.

According to NYCSCA, and based on the analysis performed after project completion, significant savings were achieved due to the PLA. The savings were less than those projected in the initial cost analysis due to the variation in the component trades used in actuality compared to the a priori assumptions, and also due to the decision not to implement the Alternate Dispute Resolution, which was addressed as a potential term in the PLA. It is also not possible to quantify the significant benefits achieved from the project’s safety record. The PLA for its 2010-2014 Capital Plan is based on the same economic analysis model that was conducted for the original PLA, and it is largely the same agreement. One change included in the new agreement involves the mentoring program. A clause was added with the intent of assisting firms that had “graduated” from the mentoring program to become unionized, if they desired to, and compete for more work in the program. Also, an addition to the agreement addressed Helmets to Hardhats, a program assisting veterans to enter construction jobs.

f. PLA Pre Analysis

As discussed above, prior to signing the PLA, NYCSCA engaged Hill International to conduct a feasibility study in order to project potential savings that could occur from the agreement negotiated. In
mid 2004, Hill conducted an analysis of the local labor market/pool, work history, economic benefits, and other relevant factors pertaining to the feasibility of utilizing a PLA in connection with construction of certain portions of the Department of Education (DOE) Plan. Upon completion of its study and analysis, Hill forwarded to the SCA its report with findings and conclusions and a recommendation that a PLA should be utilized for the project construction.

The study concluded that a PLA was both feasible and appropriate for the project, citing, among others, the following reasons:

- Highly unionized local workforce;
- High level of concurrently ongoing construction – potential labor shortages;
- Union apprentice programs;
- A skilled labor pipeline;
- Standardization of work rules, holidays, start/quit times, dispute resolution procedures, etc.
- No strike clause – expiration of all Collective Bargaining Agreements during project construction;
- Strong management rights clause;
- Experience of all trades with PLAs on other projects;
- NY Court of Appeals tested model PLA; and
- Substantial cost savings from negotiated 5% shift differential and other concessions.

Based upon preconstruction project data provided by the NYCSCA together with the labor and economic data assembled during the Feasibility Study, the assumptions utilized in the study resulted in substantial projected cost savings estimates. Adding the savings realized from standardization of six holidays, and the 40 hour work week, to the saving from the unprecedented five percent second shift differential resulted in an estimated savings of in excess of $488 million over the five year construction duration. This amounted to approximately 6.8% of total construction costs. Upon review of the study and report by the NYCSCA, the PLA was approved, executed by the parties and implemented in November 2004.

g. PLA Post Audit

In August, 2008, Hill International, Inc. performed a study and analysis of the cost effectiveness and other benefits or detriments related to the inclusion of a Project Labor Agreement on the ongoing five-year school construction program which formed a portion of the New York City Department of Education 2005-2009 Capital Plan. This effort was essentially a “PLA Post Audit”.

The ultimate goal of the PLA Post Audit was to evaluate and report the effectiveness of the PLA on the cost of construction for covered projects included in the NYCSCA’s 2005-2009 Capital Plan. The Authority was preparing for issuance of the next five year capital plan covering 2010-2014 and
wanted to continue using a PLA for reconstruction and rehabilitation work. The Post Audit provided evidence of the benefits of use of the PLA. No other examples of post-audits or reviews were found. When contractors were asked about such analysis, they indicated that such analyses were viewed as costly to conduct and unnecessary.

Construction had been ongoing for almost four years of the five-year plan, and sufficient actual cost data was then available from which to draw necessary samples of projects included in each of the five major categories of project work, namely:

- Exterior Modifications;
- Windows;
- ADA Compliance;
- Laboratory Upgrades; and
- Electrical

It was determined that a representative sample of 15 schools would be sufficient for analysis, three from each of the five categories where practicable. To identify relevant project costs, Hill utilized source documents provided by the NYCSCA including contractors’ bid breakdowns, engineers’ estimates, payment invoices, schedules of values, and other relevant actual cost data. These construction costs were then further segregated into three major categories: labor; material; and equipment/other. In order to properly evaluate the cost impact of the PLA, it was necessary to isolate labor costs from the total construction costs. Labor costs were calculated for each school and further segregated by specific crafts; e.g. carpenters, laborers, electricians, etc. The craft labor cost determinations were based upon a combination of applicable industry publications such as RS Means, Building Construction Cost Data, and the extensive experience of the Hill professional staff with the various types of construction and craft requirements in each of the five categories.

The PLA for the program included a major concession by the unions providing for a second shift at the standard hourly labor rate plus five percent for all trades. Since all of the work included in this analysis was performed on the second shift, it was necessary to deduct the five percent premium from the craft labor costs for each school in the sample to establish a “base labor cost”, i.e. labor costs without a second shift premium. Utilizing the collective bargaining agreement for each trade involved, Hill calculated the second shift premium that each trade would have received without a PLA in place. The difference between that amount and the base rate plus the five percent PLA second shift premium represented the major portion of quantifiable PLA cost savings for the 15 projects in the sample.

The total of major quantifiable cost savings resulting from utilization of a PLA in construction amounts to $221 million. This figure was derived by extrapolation of the sample totals through completion of construction at the end of the five-years of the Capital Plan. The results of the analysis clearly demonstrated that utilization of a Project Labor Agreement covering school construction included in the Capital Plan was unequivocally cost effective, saving the NYCSCA and the taxpayers of New York City in excess of $44 million per year over the five years of the Plan. In addition, the non-quantifiable savings resulting from standardization of work rules, the no-strike and man-
agement rights provisions and continuing labor-management harmony made the PLA an unquestionably valuable management tool.

As an illustration, in the summer of 2007, members of the Operating Engineers went on strike in NYC during the course of a local area agreement renegotiation, resulting in a shutdown of numerous large construction projects across the City and substantial delay and related costs to the many parties involved. A year later, in early July of 2008, some 400 concrete truck drivers from Teamsters Local 282 went on strike over a wage issue. The strike ultimately (after a few days) halted or slowed work at scores of sites from the Freedom Tower at Ground Zero to apartment buildings and other major construction, idling workers and frustrating owners and developers in all five boroughs. The strike lasted ten days and certainly resulted in substantial construction delay and related costs. Construction on the PLA covered NYCSCA projects continued uninterrupted. During the four years of construction under the PLA, the collective bargaining agreements of every union involved (including Operating Engineers and Teamsters) expired and was renegotiated. There was no disruption of work or threat of strike on any of the projects at any time. Further, there were no instances of shortages in skilled labor on any of the NYCSCA projects, although such shortages occurred regularly elsewhere in the city during this same period.

Though the total cost savings in excess of $221 million was less than originally estimated in 2004, it is a substantial quantifiable cost benefit; and, along with the non quantifiable benefits of the PLA, clearly demonstrates that a PLA should be considered in all projected school renovations in highly unionized labor markets for the foreseeable future.

h. Mentoring Program

Improved performance in setting and meeting both disadvantaged business participation and workforce development goals have been cited as advantages of PLAs. Most of NYCSCA’s construction work is awarded to union contractors. In large measure, this is a consequence of the New York City labor environment and the availability of qualified contractors. NYCSCA has always had a mentoring program to encourage small minority and women-owned firms to participate in the work. Under the program, contracts under $1 million are generally set aside for minority and women owned firms. MBE/WBE participation goals are set for all construction work, and NYCSCA staff monitors performance and assists contractors in meeting the goals. These goals and activities were not influenced by the implementation of the 2004 PLA.

However, with the implementation of the 2010 PLA, the Authority felt it would be appropriate to include language that would encourage these firms to grow, and to participate more broadly. A key additional public benefit of PLAs, then, is their ability to foster diversity in construction. While the PLA covering the 2005-2009 Capital Plan did not explicitly provide for a mentoring program, language was added to the subsequent PLA signed for 2010-2014 Plan. It provided that

Where a Graduate Mentor or Mentor contractor voluntarily enters into a Collective Bargaining Agreement (CBA) with a BCTC Union, the employees of such contractor at the time the CBA is executed shall be allowed to join the union for the applicable trade subject to satisfying the union’s basic standards of proficiency for admission.

This clause addresses two important issues for the entry and growth of disadvantaged businesses into the industry: once firms have grown through the mentoring program and are capable of contracting
for larger jobs, NYCSCA encourages them to gain experience working with a unionized workforce. Secondly, many graduating firms of the mentoring program would like to become union contractors, but they also want to protect their existing workforce. The PLA language encourages these graduating firms to participate and enables them to continue to employ existing workers so long as they meet union qualifications.

Neither PLA addresses labor force participation goals. Although federal construction rules include a goal of 6.9 percent for women in construction, for example, state and local construction contracts do not typically include such a requirement. According to NYCSCA, the agency recognizes the importance of encouraging minority and women’s participation in the construction workforce, but would not have the resources to monitor the staffing of every construction job awarded. However, separate from the PLA implementation, NYCSCA undertakes activities to encourage diverse labor force participation. An example cited was NYCSCA support of a job fair for NEW (Non-traditional Employment for Women).  

---

18 NEW is an organization that trains and places women from disadvantaged communities in construction trades.
VII. CASE STUDY: NEW JERSEY TRANSIT HUDSON BERGEN LIGHT RAIL TRANSIT

a. Project Description

In 1996, New Jersey Transit entered into a public-private partnership with 21st Century Rail Corporation to design, build, operate, maintain (DBOM), and finance the HBLRT located in Hudson and Bergen counties in northern New Jersey. The 21st Century Rail team was a consortium led by Raytheon Infrastructure Services, which took responsibility for the design and construction of the system and the subsequent operation and maintenance of the vehicles for 15 years. Kinkisharyo USA was to procure, commission, and maintain the light rail vehicles and Itochu Rail Car was to provide project financing. The project scope was later modified to eliminate DBOM-contractor financing, change initial routes, and include 20 years of operations and maintenance, resulting in a final contract. The HBLRT contract became the nation’s first DBOM contract, or "super turnkey" project for a mass transit system application, and was the first such contract awarded to a single contractor. The project was completed with a combination of federal and local funds.

The initial contract was for the 9.5 mile Initial Operating Segment, referred to subsequently as Minimal Operating Segment one or MOS 1, but the contract was later renegotiated for subsequent extensions. Due to alignment and other changes, MOS 1 opened in phases with Phase 1 opening to the public on April 22, 2000, and was completed in 2002 with extensions, including to the Hoboken Terminal. MOS 2, including extensions in several directions, was completed in 2006. Additional extensions are in progress. The project cost was $990 million for MOS 1 and $1.1 billion for MOS 2.

b. Background

In 1995, New Jersey’s Governor Whitman, in conjunction with NJDOT, supported the State Legislative Light Rail Committee’s recommendations to build a Light Rail transit system along the Hudson River waterfront in order to stimulate the economy, reduce traffic congestion, and spur development. Preliminary engineering called for a Light Rail system to be constructed in the traditional, design/bid/build process that would have required more than 12 years.

To accelerate the project, NJ Transit restructured the preliminary engineering documents, prepared a new form of contract, and implemented other administrative changes to permit the award of a design/build/operate/maintain contract. The DBOM’s scope ultimately included the design, construction, and commissioning of the rail infrastructure, the design and manufacture of the light rail vehicles, and the operation and maintenance of the system for 15 years. The duration of the design and construction for the first operating segment was reduced to five years. A three-part procurement process was used, that identified qualified bidders, provided a detailed technical evaluation of proposals, and compared cost factors. Three bidders eventually submitted firm, fixed price bids, and it appeared that a team led by Bechtel, as the low bidder, would be awarded the contract. Bechtel had proposed using a PLA, and included the details in its bid. However, Bechtel took exception to certain terms and conditions, and was disqualified.

The contract was awarded to the 21st Century Rail Corporation consortium who, in turn, elected, with the approval of NJ Transit, to utilize the Bechtel PLA in its contracts. The PLA was negotiated and was signed by the President of the Hudson County Building and Construction Trades Council.
and its Affiliated Unions and the Vice President for Industrial Relations of Raytheon in 1996. The decision to use a PLA was made by the contractor, based on business judgment and prior experience with PLAs. No feasibility or cost analysis was prepared in advance of construction to support the decision to use a PLA.

c. Project Labor Agreement

New Jersey Transit did not require a Project Labor Agreement in its procurement specifications. As private companies, both Bechtel and Raytheon had considerable experience using PLAs. One of those interviewed, who worked on HBLRT but also has worked on projects for Bechtel, indicated that PLAs were often used. For large transportation projects around the country, agreements were often negotiated with the Heavy and Highway Coalition or the National Construction Alliance. When Raytheon was awarded the contract for HBLRT, they continued negotiations for a PLA for the project.

As a document, the PLA's structure is similar to other PLAs reviewed. The NYCSCA document is the same as the HBLRT with respect to structure and items covered, although some terms and conditions vary as appropriate to the project, and in the case of HBLRT, the agreement refers to the contractor, not the public agency, as project manager. The document includes, in Article 8, the formation of a Light Rail Administrative Committee (LAC), comprised of representatives of the local unions signatory to the PLA and representatives of the contractors working on the project. The PLA calls for regular meetings of the LAC to "1) implement and oversee the Agreement procedures and initiatives; 2) monitor the effectiveness of the Agreement; and 3) identify opportunities to improve efficiency and work execution." Many of those interviewed cited this committee as a means of improving cooperation, oversight, and management of the project goals. The committee did in fact meet regularly, and served as an opportunity for early identification of potential issues and a cooperative venue for problem solving.

d. Assessment of Advantages and Disadvantages of the PLA

Raytheon had experience using PLAs for other construction projects in the U.S., and had entered into similar types of agreements with unions on international projects as well. The contractor doing much of the construction on HBLRT was Perini, a firm that had experience on many union construction projects in New Jersey. The PLA was viewed as a key tool to keeping the project on schedule. Construction was scheduled to be completed in forty months; delays in construction would result in penalties to 21st Century. Moreover, unlike building construction, where the owner has complete control of a clearly defined site, much of the construction occurred on public streets. Access to sites, relocation of utilities, and other factors created risks to schedule beyond the direct control of the contractors. Any tool available to the contractor that kept construction on track was critical.

The PLA signed by the Hudson County Building and Construction Trades Council included the majority of trades required for the light rail transit project. The PLA was successful in that MOS 1 was completed on schedule, including allowances for extensions. The project progressed smoothly and there were no labor disruptions.

However, when the second segment of the HBLRT project (MOS 2) commenced construction, the project borders extended into Weehawken, and required tunneling. The contractor, satisfied with the effectiveness of the PLA for the first segment, signed a new PLA for the second segment with the
same terms. The study team did not review the second PLA or interview staff directly involved in that portion of the project, but it was reported that during the second segment's construction, several labor issues arose that were not covered by the terms of the PLA. These included construction in a wider geographic area and the requirement for additional trades. The oversight and implementation of the PLA for MOS 2, therefore, was less successful than for MOS 1.

e. Mentoring Program

NJ Transit has always established aggressive goals for minority and women owned business participation in its capital program, and has a track record of working hard to meet those goals. Prior to bidding the contract for the HBLRT MOS 1 project, they established goals for minority and women participation rates in the project. The contractors were aware of the goals when bidding.

Because the project had federal funds, the overall goal for minority and women owned business participation was set as a Disadvantaged Business Enterprise (DBE) goal of 35 percent. However, NJ Transit set specific goals for eight different categories of work on the project. Since NJ Transit typically monitors Women’s Business Enterprise (WBE) and Minority Business Enterprise (MBE) participation separately on non-federally funded projects, performance in these separate areas was tracked.

In addition to the goals for DBE contractors, labor force participation by minorities and women was set at 6.9 percent, matching the goal set for federal contracts. The PLA did not specifically address inclusion of minority and women owned businesses, similar to the NYCSCA agreement. However, unlike the NYCSCA PLA, the HBLRT agreement included language aimed at improving labor force participation rates.

Section 2 of Article 13, Department of Labor specifies “To assist the Contractors in attaining a maximum effort on this Project, the Unions agree to work in close cooperation with, and accept monitoring by, the New Jersey State and Federal Department of Labor to ensure that minorities and women are afforded every opportunity to participate in apprenticeship programs which result in the placement of apprentices on this Project To further ensure that this Contractor effort is attained, up to 50% of the apprentices placed on the Project shall be first year, minority, women or economically disadvantaged apprentices as shall be 60% of the apprentice equivalents, placed on the Project, who do not meet all of the age or entrance requirements for the apprentice program or have necessarily passed the entrance examination.” The firm QWIC was a subcontractor assisting on construction management activities, and led the efforts to manage and monitor both WBE and MBE participation and labor force development.

Among the challenges to meeting the goals for business participation were:

- This was the first light rail project in New Jersey, therefore small contractors were uncertain about or not familiar with the type of work to be done; and
- The certification processes were cumbersome, involved a lot of paper work, and took a long time to complete.

Labor force participation goals, while supported by the unions signing the PLA, entail other challenges in the practical day-to-day operation of the project. Labor for the project is drawn from the local hiring halls. If adequate existing labor supply is not available, the PLA provides for labor to be
drawn from other unions or non-unionized labor and defines standards to be met to assure quality. Ensuring diversity goals are met is difficult.

QWIC undertook several initiatives to address these challenges. A task force was established with representatives of all interested parties, including county and local government diversity personnel, local community representatives, NJ Transit, unions, and the contractor. The task force met regularly to discuss goals and progress in achieving them, define ways to improve participation, and discuss training gaps.

A grant was solicited and funds were awarded for training. QWIC developed training curricula jointly with unions, NJ Transit, and contractors. Training was conducted at a variety of local institutions, such as community colleges, union training facilities, and HBLRT offices.

Participation goals for minority and women owned businesses and workforce development were largely met for the project. One component of the DBE goal, for heavy and highway work, fell slightly short. A contributing factor was a federal rule change midway through the project. In the new rule, a firm that “graduates” from DBE status partway through the project cannot be counted as contributing to the DEB goal if they are not a DBE firm at the project’s conclusion.

Throughout the construction contract period, QWIC developed reports that were sent to 21st Century as well as NJ Transit. Where gaps or weaknesses were noticed, the agency worked with the contractor to improve performance. While NJ Transit has aggressive programs for monitoring DBE participation and workforce diversity, QWIC, who managed these functions for the consortium felt that the PLA contributed to the overall success of these efforts because it provided a unified focus for monitoring and managing the issues.

---

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

Examination of the two selected case studies, as well as the research about other projects, supports the following discussion and conclusions regarding application of PLAs for public projects:

What are the challenges faced in implementing PLAs?

The NYCSCA considered using a PLA in the late 1990’s but did not actually implement a PLA until 2004. As a public agency, the challenges concerned demonstrating a public benefit in the form of cost savings, as well as demonstrating that the implementation of such an agreement would not violate competitive procurement policies. Such analyses were critical to defending the use of a PLA. In the case of NJ Transit and the HBLRT project, no such analysis was conducted. However, it was not a public agency that required the use of a PLA for the project. Rather the contractor performed its own internal analysis of the conditions surrounding the project’s implementation, and determined a PLA would be beneficial.

Implementing a PLA in both New York and New Jersey also required involvement of labor leadership to negotiate effectively for its constituent members, and for the owners and contractors to understand fully the requirements for trades and crafts. In the NYCSCA PLA, the international leadership of the operating engineers was included in the agreement, but the local declined to participate. At HBLRT, the PLA which was effectively implemented for the first segment of the project was extended for the second phase. However, additional trades were required for the second phase that were not included in the agreement.

What strategies were effective in meeting those challenges and in overcoming other barriers to the use of a PLA?

Preparing an analysis of the projected benefits from use of a PLA is clearly important for a public project. The analysis prepared by NYCSCA projected substantial cost savings for the PLA, based on the terms and conditions negotiated, compared to the projected costs under existing collective bargaining agreements. The analysis assured that the PLA would withstand scrutiny of State courts, if necessary. Over the course of the five year plan, the scope of individual projects implemented varied from assumptions made for the cost analysis. The actual savings were found to be less than projected, but substantial nevertheless.

Although no pre- or post- cost analysis was available for the HBLRT project in New Jersey, PLAs have been used on other public projects. In particular, the New Jersey Schools Development Authority used PLAs on both new construction and renovation of schools across the state. The state required that an analysis be conducted annually to compare costs of projects using PLAs to those not constructed with a PLA. The methodology utilized for the analysis was based on a comparison of reported costs. That methodology does not result in a clear understanding of the cost differentials attributable to us of a PLA because it does not adequately adjust for variations in scope, geographical and logistical conditions, or work site environment. The results of a cost analysis are therefore more conclusive if project scope can be held constant and labor cost factors are isolated for comparison, when evaluating costs with or without a PLA.

The challenge of assuring all required crafts and trades are included in the agreement was met by NYCSCA by limiting the PLA to rehabilitation and restoration of existing facilities. The type of
work being performed was similar in all locations and had been performed for many years. The agency, the many contractors who had typically bid for this work, and the unions were familiar with the type of work and skills required. When the local union representing operating engineers declined to abide by the PLA, NYCSCA did not experience significant issues because that trade is a very small component of the work covered by the agreement.

The construction of the HBLRT was the first project of its kind in New Jersey. However, the decision to implement the PLA was made by the contractor awarded the job, and that firm had had previous experience in the type of project and in using PLAs. They did not report obstacles to implementation of the agreement. While NJ Transit indicated that the second phase of the HBLRT project, where the same PLA was used, had some problems due to the requirement for additional trades, these issues did not materially impact the cost or schedule of the project.

**What were the benefits and drawbacks of using the PLA?**

The benefits reported in both case studies were similar to the benefits anticipated. The NYCSCA reported cost savings attributable to the terms of the PLA, most specifically from standardizing shift differentials at a flat five percent premium, but also due to other standardized terms. Non-quantifiable benefits were cited resulting from uniform schedules, holidays and other work rules, which increased cooperation and efficiency among trades. Improved safety was cited, but without measurable evidence.

At HBLRT, the contractor cited the benefit of the PLA use as a means of maintaining the project schedule, which had a monetary value to the contractor because the contract included incentives for completion dates, and penalties for failure to meet the schedule.

In neither case study were significant drawbacks cited. Any issues cited in implementation, such as the unwillingness of the Operating Engineers local to participate in the NYCSCA PLA, were managed on a day-to-day basis without wider repercussions on the project. At HBLRT, the contractor cited the labor-management committee that was set up in the PLA as a useful tool for becoming aware of and dealing with any of the day-to-day issues.

**How was need for and subsequent use of the PLA evaluated?**

As discussed above, in the case of the NYCSCA, the use of a PLA was initially suggested by labor union leadership. At New Jersey Transit, the use of a PLA was determined by the successful bidder for the contract. As a public agency, NYCSCA was mindful of the court cases involving PLAs and commissioned an evaluation that primarily focused on an assessment of potential cost advantages. The contractor managing the HBLRT project had used PLAs in the past, and conducted an internal analysis of market conditions and the labor and construction environment to determine that a PLA would be an appropriate tool.

One of the private company managers interviewed, when asked whether a formal analysis of potential cost savings or an ex-post analysis of actual savings is routinely performed, indicated that documented analysis is unavailable since the cost of conducting such studies is usually a deterrent. However, use of a PLA is considered on all projects in order to mitigate risks, and internal assessments are conducted.
How was the PLA integrated into the procurement process?

The NYCSCA included a requirement to abide by the terms of the PLA in the procurement process. This procedure was similar to that in use at TVA, where the terms negotiated for the PLA are known up front, and successful bidders must include a signed certification that they will abide by the terms along with the signed contract documents. At HBLRT, New Jersey Transit did not contemplate the use of a PLA prior to the issuance of the bid documents; the determination to use a PLA was made after award of contract.

Public agencies may consider several options when issuing bid documents for construction contracts. A PLA will not dictate which contract delivery method should be utilized. However, in each of the methods, there can be firm fixed price contracts as well as risk sharing through adjustments to costs based on actual labor costs that could not reasonably have been predicted at bid submission. PLAs may reduce an amount of uncertainty so that a contract administrator may elect to use a firm fixed price contract (as opposed to an equitable adjustment contract) if the only uncertainty is labor cost. Otherwise all project aspects must be considered in determining the type of contract to utilize.

The variations of Fixed Price Contracts include Firm Fixed Price; Fixed Price with Economic Price Adjustment; Fixed Price Incentive; Fixed Price with Prospective Price Redetermination; Fixed Ceiling Price with Retroactive Price Redetermination, and Firm Fixed Price level of Effort Term Contracts. In the firm fixed price contract all the risk is placed on the Contractor and full responsibility for profit and loss is placed on the Contract. The remaining variations have clauses that provide economic adjustments. If a PLA is utilized, the uncertainty related to labor rates is minimized for the duration of the project. With labor rates known, the Contracting Officer may have an opportunity to shift to a Firm Fixed Price Contract since the uncertainty of labor cost is minimized.

For Cost Reimbursement Contracts, the variations include Cost Contracts with No Fee; Cost Sharing Contracts with No Fee; Cost Plus Incentive Fee Contracts; Cost Plus Award Fee, and Cost Plus Fixed Fee. In all cases the Contractor has the responsibility to control costs. Also, in all cases, the Contractor’s cost is shared with the government. A PLA benefits both the contractor and the owner, because labor cost are and a steady supply of highly skilled labor can be provided.

Incentive Contracts are appropriate when a firm-fixed-price contract is not appropriate and the required supplies or services can be acquired at lower costs and, in certain instances, with improved delivery or technical performance, by relating the amount of profit or fee payable under the contract to the contractor's performance. The government must perform its own evaluation as the preferred contract delivery method. However, for projects with very tight schedules, a PLA would be very beneficial for incentive type of contracts primarily by providing a continuing supply of highly qualified labor. PLAs have been used by many private entities to set wage rates and work rules and assure an adequate supply of qualified labor, regardless of labor markets and union or nonunion affiliation. In rural areas that are not highly unionized, a non-union contractor may not have access to an experience labor pool. But with a PLA, a guaranteed supply of labor can be provided through the nationwide referral system maintained by the unions.

Indefinite Delivery Contracts may be structured as three types: definite-quantity contracts, requirements contracts, and indefinite-quantity contracts. Indefinite-delivery contracts are used to acquire supplies and/or services when the exact times and/or exact quantities of future deliveries are not
known at the time of contract award. The PLA will have the effect of reducing Contractors labor cost in the final cost of the product.

What were the outcomes of using a PLA?

In the case studies examined, the PLAs were viewed as useful tools with advantageous outcomes. In both NYCSCA and HBLRT, later phases of the project utilized PLAs similar to the initial agreements. Renewed utilization is a validation of the success of the PLA in completing the projects and meeting the anticipated goals.

The most frequent reason cited for using PLAs by all parties involved in the agreement has been the reduction of risk, primarily due to labor cost savings and predictability of work flow. The further benefits to communities and the public regarding women and minority business development and workforce participation goals are less clearly attributable to the use of a PLA. Using the case study approach, sufficient data did not exist to accurately assess whether PLAs specifically provided additional benefits to communities and the public regarding women and minority business development. The commitment of the project sponsor and working relationship with contractors, labor and the community are important elements. It was often cited that the PLA as a working agreement provided a tool to manage and monitor performance in these areas, but it is hard to argue that the achievement of these goals is directly attributable to the use of a PLA.

This study has sought to identify characteristics of construction projects where use of a PLA may be advantageous, to identify circumstances under which use of a PLA is likely to be beneficial and should be evaluated, and to cite benefits of PLA utilization. The public projects looked at for the study were budgeted in hundreds of millions of dollars. However, individual procurements covered by PLAs at NYCSCA and TVA, for example, ranged from very small (over $1 million at NYCSCA and over $500,000 at TVA) to billions of dollars. The recent Executive Order authorizing use of PLAs set a project budget threshold of $25 million to consider use of a PLA. A PLA is means to reduce risk on construction projects. When a PLA is in place, certain project costs are known up front, disruptions are avoided and disputes are resolved without significant schedule risk, and both supply of and demand for labor and required skills are predictable. Standards are established and consistency of rules and conditions apply.
IX. POLICY IMPLICATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Based on the reviews of the case studies and other experience with PLAs, the following recommendations are suggested in order to plan for and implement PLAs in federal agencies.

Factors to be considered in order to determine appropriateness of PLAs

To be a successful management tool for capital construction projects, a Project Labor Agreement must clearly demonstrate a reduction in risk or cost saving for all “constituents” of the project: owner and general contractor, the broader contracting community and labor, and the local community. In order to assess the construction environment and determine whether a PLA may be appropriate, these are some questions that should be considered:

- Is the project scope clearly defined so that the labor requirements, skills and trades are known?
- Will multiple projects be competing for labor with similar skills in the same geographic area?
- What is the projected labor supply in the project’s geographic region and is the labor pool trained in the appropriate skills and crafts? Will training be required?
- Can efficiencies and savings be achieved by coordination of terms and conditions among various applicable collective bargaining agreements?
- Will schedule milestones more likely be achieved through no-strike provisions or dispute resolution procedures?

This review of PLAs suggests that when a project scope is clearly defined and labor requirements are understood in advance, for a project that requires multiple trades in an area where many projects are on-going and competing for skilled labor, and where an organization exists that can enter into an agreement to provide access to an efficient, trained labor supply and can negotiate beneficial terms and conditions, then a PLA makes sense and its potential benefits may be analyzed and documented in a feasibility study.

Feasibility analyses

The need for a feasibility study for public sector projects utilizing PLAs was made clear by the courts in several cases in the 1990s, as discussed in preceding sections of this report. The important elements of such a study are a cost analysis demonstrating savings to the public resulting from use of a PLA, analysis of the labor market, and protection of competitive bidding processes.

In New York State, the courts permit PLA use provided the facts and circumstances of each PLA are reviewed on a case-by-case basis. In analyzing the cost impact of the NYCSCA PLA, the analysis compared projected costs for projects in the capital plan under the terms of the PLA that was negotiated to the projected costs for the same projects under the terms of existing collective bargaining agreements without a PLA in place. This approach provides information that is more useful to evaluate than are other cost comparisons. An alternative approach to the analysis is to compare ac-
tual costs of projects built using PLAs with projects not utilizing PLAs. This approach allows many extraneous variables to influence the calculation and isolate the impact of the PLA as compared to other factors, such as geography, environment, scope, or regulations.

Model agreement and key features to be included

The two case studies reviewed in this report negotiated PLAs that were similar. Both were modeled on the agreement implemented by the New York State Thruway Authority, which had been challenged and upheld in the courts.

In the preamble to each of the two PLAs, goals were stated. The HBLRT agreement included eight stated goals. The NYCSCA included ten stated goals, eight of which were very similar to those included in the HBLRT agreement. These are the ten goals stated in the NYCSCA PLA Preamble. The first and third were not addressed in the HBLRT PLA:

1. providing a mechanism for responding to the unique construction needs associated with this Program Work and achieving the most cost effective means of construction, including direct labor cost savings, the Building and Construction Trades Council of Greater New York and Vicinity, on its behalf and on behalf of its affiliated Local Unions and their members, waiving various shift and other hourly premiums and other work and pay practices which would otherwise apply to Program Work;
2. expediting the construction process and otherwise minimizing the disruption to the educational environment of New York City public schools;
3. promoting the statutory objectives stated in the Authority's enabling legislation, Public Authorities Law 1725 et seq., in a non-discriminatory manner designed to open construction opportunities to all qualified bidders;
4. avoiding the costly delays of potential strikes, slowdowns, walkouts, picketing and other disruptions arising from work disputes and promoting labor harmony and peace for the duration of the Program Work;
5. standardizing the terms and conditions governing the employment of labor on the Program Work;
6. permitting wide flexibility in work scheduling and shift hours and times to allow maximum work to be done during off-school hours yet at affordable pay rates;
7. permitting adjustments to work rules and staffing requirements from those which otherwise might obtain;
8. providing comprehensive and standardized mechanisms for the settlement of work disputes, including those relating to jurisdiction;
9. furthering public policy objectives as to improved employment opportunities for minorities, women and the economically disadvantaged through Project Pathways and other programs;
10. ensuring a reliable source of skilled and experience labor.

Both agreements included a provision for the creation of a labor/management committee. The HBLRT PLA refers to a Light Rail Local Administrative Committee at HBLRT, and the NYCSCA PLA refers to a Labor Management Committee. On each project, this committee met regularly and provided oversight of the project and implementation of the PLA, and dealt with matters affecting the project, as appropriate. This has been cited as a beneficial tool for managing construction and would be recommended for any PLA, especially for public projects.
Recommendations for the Federal government regarding PLA adoption

For Federal agencies that are planning to undertake construction projects, it is recommended that use of a PLA be considered and the following recommendations are suggested:

- Select projects where scope is well defined, and the construction environment and labor market factors are well understood.
- Work closely, through the construction manager or general contractor, with union leadership and communities to understand concerns and needs in order to develop a strategy for PLA implementation that promotes benefits such as improved safety, training, continuing flow of work and labor force access.
- Undertake early planning and analysis of PLA use, and conduct a feasibility study that demonstrates economic benefits, appropriate labor conditions and open competition.
- Negotiate the PLA prior to the bid process, and include PLA terms in the documents so that all potential bidders are aware of labor costs and availability.
- Include provisions for labor/management committees to monitor PLA implementation, solve on-going problems as they arise, identify training requirements, improve safety and suggest efficiencies.
- Include public policy provisions in the PLA, addressing DBE goals (or specific MBE, WBE, or SBE goals as appropriate) and local resident participation goals.
- Conduct training for agency procurement and legal staff, as well as project managers, regarding use of PLAs. Training materials could be developed including workshops, video or dvds, or web sites, and programs could be set up with speakers from agencies that have utilized PLAs.

Further, the authors suggest that U. S. DOL assist in establishing a resource center for federal agencies regarding use of PLAs, offering training programs and materials, contact to those who have experience negotiating or implementing PLAs and sample agreements. Compilation of a “best practices” handbook to be made available to agencies is also recommended for consideration.
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Appendix B: Questions for the Interview

Implementation of Project Labor Agreements in Federal Construction Projects

An Evaluation Study

Case Study Evaluation: Questions for the Interview

- Description of Project
  - Type of Project
  - Total dollars, federal and local share
  - Duration of project construction

- Reasons for using a PLA on this project?

- Were there challenges faced in implementing the PLA?

- What strategies were employed to meet those challenges?

- Were there lessons learned from the project experience that would be beneficial to other public entities evaluating the use of PLAs?

- Was there an evaluation of the feasibility of using a PLA conducted prior to procurement? Was there a post-mortem conducted on the effectiveness of the PLA?

- What do you believe were the specific benefits or shortcomings of the use of the PLA on this project?

- How was the PLA integrated into the procurement process?

- Do you think the PLA is an effective tool for large public projects and when would the use of this tool be most advantageous or disadvantageous?

- Are there documents relating to the PLA decision/use that you can share with us, and are there other individuals involved in the project that we may contact who can provide perspective on this topic?
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I. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

A. Introduction

Hill International was retained by the New York City School Construction Authority (NYCSCA/SCA) through Counsel, Bond, Schoeneck and King (BSK), to conduct a labor and cost analysis and study and to prepare a report addressing the feasibility, economic benefits and appropriateness of utilizing a Project Labor Agreement (PLA) in connection with portions of the New York City Department of Education (DOE) 2005-2009 Five Year Capital Program (Plan). Hill was selected because of its extensive experience and participation in similar studies involving more than two dozen major public projects and its familiarity with the operations of the SCA.

A PLA is a type of collective bargaining agreement often utilized as a tool for the expeditious, cost effective construction of large, lengthy and/or complex projects employing multiple contractors and trades. It provides for standardized work practices; hours; holidays; grievance, arbitration and jurisdictional dispute procedures; and, for overall labor/management harmony. A PLA precludes strikes, lockouts, work stoppages and any other work disruption for the duration of the work covered by the PLA. It typically is mandatory that all parties both union and non-union sign the PLA, which supersedes all pre-existing agreements. A PLA also provides that the bidding and selection process is open to union and non-union contractors equally. Its benefits and terms are applicable equally to all successful contractors on the same terms regardless of union or non-union status; and no discrimination in hiring hall referrals or in employment of workers based upon union membership is permitted.

Following the U.S. Supreme Court decision in the Boston Harbor case and the New York Court of Appeals Tappan Zee Bridge (TZB) decision, case law in New York and the overwhelming majority of cases nationally have upheld the validity of public owner PLAs on major capital construction projects. Outside New York, courts have found public owner PLAs valid at the federal level and in at least eighteen states. The importance and viability of PLAs in major capital public projects is reflected not only in
the court decisions, but in the repeated and expanding utilization of PLAs over the past several years nationwide on projects including major buildings, schools, airports, seaports, highways and bridges and extensive water resources projects in the west and southwest United States.

B. The Project

Among the components of DOE's Capital Plan are the Investments in Existing Assets and Restructuring Programs. Together these components entail approximately $6.8 billion. Specified portions of these efforts constitute the project (Project) which would be covered by a PLA if approved by the SCA.

1. Investments in Existing Assets

A major component of the Plan calls for substantial investments in existing assets. This component includes both Capital Improvement Program (CIP) Investments, as well as investments in other programs and needs.

a. Capital Improvement Program (CIP):

As part of the Plan, there will be a wide range of construction projects involving operating schools and which will include building repairs, system replacements and reconfiguration of existing buildings. These efforts comprise the CIP.

The emphasis of the last five year plan was on exteriors to safeguard existing buildings from water infiltration. That work continues in this plan, but the major focus turns to interior improvements necessary to facilitate the Children First reforms and to bring the interior of each building up to a state of good repair.

b. Other Programs/Needs:

Under this portion of the Plan, such things as mandated environmental programs, emergencies and kitchen area conversions will be performed.
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2. Restructuring Programs

a. School Improvements and Restructuring Allocations (SIRAs):

Another objective of the Plan is to “turn around” struggling schools where not enough students are reading or performing math at grade level. To make this goal a reality, the DOE has made instructional resources available to these schools. The Plan will support these efforts by restructuring and enhancing the physical facilities of an estimated 671 struggling schools through the SIRAs.

Options for restructuring and enhancing low performing schools include phasing out large schools and replacing them with autonomous smaller schools, each having between 400 and 500 students, and restructuring within an existing school by creating smaller learning communities as part of an overall restructuring that includes instructional, organizational and staffing changes.

b. Other Restructuring:

In addition to SIRAs, Restructuring Programs will provide a variety of other enhancements to existing schools including science lab upgrades, auditorium upgrades, accessibility improvements, physical fitness upgrades and safety enhancements.

C. The Project Labor Agreement (PLA)

Recognizing the potential for savings and other benefits which a PLA could provide the SCA in completing construction under the above components of the Plan, representatives from the SCA, together with Counsel, entered into discussions with the Building and Constructions Trades Council of Greater New York (“Council”) (which together with its constituent local union affiliates are referred to as “Unions”) regarding the possibility of a PLA for this work. (The SCA and the Building and Construction Trades Unions representatives had held discussions regarding a possible PLA for earlier CIP work in years past, but a tentative agreement on suitable terms could never be reached). After a number of face to face and telephonic negotiation sessions, the SCA and the Unions reached a tentative agreement in July of 2004 regarding a PLA for the Investment in Existing Assets and Restructuring portions of the plan. Acceptance of the
PLA is contingent on the results of this study and approval by the SCA President and CEO. This study analyzes the impact of the more significant provisions of that tentative PLA as negotiated. A copy of the PLA as negotiated is attached as Appendix D.

D. Analysis and Study

Analysis of the construction workforce in the NYC area generally reflects a highly unionized labor pool (95+% union). Virtually all public construction projects awarded in the area during the past several years have been to union contractors. When non-union contractors have received significant awards there have been demonstrations by unionized labor which have resulted in work stoppages, strikes, major traffic disruption and interference with the activities and business of the general public as well as with those targeted by the demonstrations.

In view of this recent history of public contract awards in the area, it is considered highly probable that most, if not all of the Project contracts will be awarded to union contractors.

The current collective bargaining agreements of each of the local unions that will likely be involved in the Project construction were reviewed and analyzed as part of this study. Pertinent provisions were compared to determine expiration dates and areas where special provisions of the PLA could effect cost savings. It was determined that each of those local agreements would expire and be renegotiated at least once during the term of Project construction, leaving the Project vulnerable to lawful strikes and/or work disruption absent a comprehensive “no strike” agreement. It was also determined that there was significant diversity among the trades' local agreements with regard to hours of work; shifts; flextime; holidays; grievance and arbitration procedures; and Equal Opportunity objectives. These areas as well as the rates and instances of premium pay are all subject to standardization under the PLA; and of particular importance is the PLA requirement for significant concessions with regard to overtime and/or shift premiums for after school work. In addition, the PLA permits implementation of an Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR) procedure for the processing of Workers' Compensation Claims, as provided for in New York State legislation relating to collective bargaining, which could result in added cost savings.
Construction in the Northeastern U.S., and in the New York Metropolitan area specifically, is at a peak level and is projected to remain at this level for the next several years. The significant number of other construction projects in the area scheduled during the same period that the Project will be under construction, including the World Trade Center reconstruction, may cause shortages in manpower generally, but particularly in highly skilled trades. The hiring hall provisions of the PLA provide assurances that local labor will be used to the maximum; and, that if that is not enough, the halls will be able to draw the necessary manpower from union locals elsewhere, in or out of the state as may be required.

It is estimated that the use of the PLA on the Project can result in savings in excess of $488 million together with substantial non-quantifiable economic benefits. Including a Worker's Compensation ADR provision could result in additional savings of between approximately $5 million and $6.5 million over five (5) years.

E. Conclusion and Recommendations

Because of the predominantly unionized composition of the likely workforce; the high level of on-going and projected construction in the area and consequential potential skilled labor shortages; the size of the Project and the number of trades and contractors involved, the PLA tentatively negotiated by the SCA, is considered appropriate for the Project and should be implemented.

The most significant impacts and benefits of the PLA for the Project are: (1) the assurance that the construction of all components will be completed without strikes, delay or disruption, precluding the significant costs, schedule ramifications and impact on the education of thousands of New York City school children associated with such delays, and (2) significant direct labor cost savings.

Accordingly, the following recommendations are made:

➢ The PLA negotiated between the Building and Construction Trades Council of Greater New York and the SCA, annexed as Appendix D, should be approved and executed.
➢ Further discussions between the Unions and the SCA regarding implementation of Worker's Compensation Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR) should be held. This Owner's option is permitted by NYS legislation and can save 5% – 20% of total Workers' Compensation premium costs as well as additional savings in ultimate claims costs.

➢ The PLA, open to all bidders (union or non-union), should be required by the bid specifications for each of the Project contracts (bid packages).
II. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

Hill International, Inc. has been retained by the New York City School Construction Authority (NYCSCA/SCA), through counsel, Bond, Schoeneck and King (BSK) to conduct a study, including an analysis of the labor market, work history, potential economic benefits, and other relevant factors pertaining to the feasibility of utilizing a PLA in connection with portions of the New York City Department of Education (DOE) 2005-2009 Capital Plan (Plan). Hill was selected because of its familiarity, experience and participation in similar studies on more than two dozen other major public projects for public entities including NYSDOT, NYSTA, the City of Kingston, Ulster County, and the Mt. Vernon, Clarkstown and Pelham School Districts. Hill also performed a very similar study for the New Jersey School Construction Corporation (NJSCC) involving $8 billion of school construction throughout the State of New Jersey. Hill has participated in every aspect of the PLA process and in the past has recommended both for and against the use of PLAs, based on the best interests and needs of the specific owner and project.

A. What is a Project Labor Agreement?

A PLA, sometimes referred to as a “Pre-Hire Agreement,” is a type of collective bargaining agreement commonly used for decades as a management tool for expeditious, cost effective construction on private construction projects, and for the past several years with increasing frequency, on large, time-sensitive or other special needs public construction projects. On projects where a PLA is used, i.e. one involving multiple contractors and many trades, it is normally mandatory for both union and non-union contractors (employers) to accept the PLA as a condition of being awarded the contract. This has resulted in legal challenges by non-union or “open-shop” contractors and/or contractor associations, which perceive PLAs as unfairly pro-union.

A PLA typically applies to a single project or series of projects as part of a construction program, and has no bearing or relevance to any other work a contractor or union may be involved in during the same period of time. A PLA is a specific contract for construction of a specific project or program, including its component parts or packages.
during a specific period of time. All parties involved in the construction are required to be signatories to the PLA, which supersedes any prior-existing collective bargaining agreements which might otherwise apply to the work. A PLA typically provides for standardized work practices, hours, holidays, grievance, dispute and arbitration procedures, and overall labor/management harmony for the duration of the project. PLAs often contain economic concessions and, as importantly, a PLA typically precludes any strikes, lockouts, work stoppages and/or any other disruption of work for any reason during the term of the PLA.

B. The Boston Harbor Precedent

Although there is a history of use of PLAs on public projects going back to the Grand Coulee Dam on the Columbia River in the 1930's, the first legal challenge occurred in the early 1990's, at which time a PLA was required by the public entity owner for the massive, multi-billion dollar, multi-year project involving the clean-up of Boston Harbor. The project involved scores of contractors and unions, all of which were required to become signatories to a PLA. The challenge was made on a federal preemption theory, arguing that the government entity-owner requirement that all successful bidders become parties to that PLA constituted an impermissible state intrusion into the labor relations of project contractors, and was pre-empted by the National Labor Relations Act (NLRA).

In its March 1993 landmark decision, Associated Builders and Contractors of Massachusetts/Rhode Island, Inc. v. Massachusetts Water Resources Authority (commonly known as Boston Harbor), the US Supreme Court held that although the government could not impose a PLA in its regulatory capacity, it was not prohibited from benefiting from a PLA wherein the government entity was acting in its proprietary capacity as an owner or a purchaser of construction services in the construction industry marketplace. This decision has provided the impetus for public sector PLAs across the nation. It also has forced opponents of PLAs to base their challenge primarily on a theory that a PLA violates a State's competitive bidding statutes, because it allegedly favors union over non-union bidders.
Soon after the Boston Harbor decision, then Governor Cuomo's office issued a memorandum to all state agencies and authorities, referencing the "Boston Harbor Agreement" and directing that said construction agencies and authorities:

"...evaluate the benefits, for appropriate projects, of negotiating a pre-hire agreement, ... Such benefits may include the promotion of labor stability, timeliness of completion and efficiency."

C. New York and The Tappan Zee Bridge PLA

The New York State Thruway Authority (NYSTA) was at that time preparing to undertake a major rehabilitation and construction project on the Tappan Zee Bridge involving multiple contractors, nineteen unions, a minimum of a four-year construction schedule with an estimated cost of $130 million. Hill International, Inc., was then under contract to the NYSTA, and was directed to pursue with the New York State Building and Construction Trades Council (NYSBCTC), local union representatives and other appropriate parties a determination as to whether a PLA could be negotiated which would conform to the guidelines in the Governor's memorandum as well as:

- provide economic savings in the construction process through changes in work rules and practices and improve productivity, safety, efficiency and timeliness of construction;
- provide for the enhancement of employment opportunities for minority, women and disadvantaged persons; and
- allow all successful bidders, including open-shop contractors, to utilize a portion of their regular work force on the Project.

After an in-depth analysis of the existing labor market; a thorough review, analysis and comparison of the nineteen individual collective bargaining agreements; a review of the recent work history and labor unrest; numerous meetings and interviews with contractors and their associations' representatives; and more than four months of intensive labor negotiations, a draft PLA, acceptable to all parties, was submitted to the NYSTA Board of Directors for consideration together with the Hill report recommending
The report identified cost savings, as well as other benefits, to be derived from the proposed PLA, which was modeled after the Boston Harbor PLA.

The PLA was approved, executed by the necessary parties and included as part of the specifications in the first bid package issued by the NYSTA for the Tappan Zee Bridge Project. The PLA was immediately challenged in the New York State Supreme Court by open shop contractors and their associations. After a brief Temporary Restraining Order, the lower court refused to grant an injunction. Construction on the project proceeded utilizing the PLA while the litigation continued through the New York Court of Appeals, where the validity of the PLA ultimately was upheld.

The Court of Appeals noted that since a PLA is a restriction on the bidding process, the contracting authority must demonstrate that both the purpose and the effect of the PLA requirement will meet the objectives of the state competitive bidding laws, and that the facts and circumstances of each PLA be reviewed on a case-by-case basis. The Court of Appeals held that the purposes of the state competitive bidding statutes were (1) guarding against fraud, favoritism and extravagance, and (2) ensuring honest competition to obtain the best work at the lowest possible price. The Court found that the first purpose was served by the PLA in that case because equal access to the bidding process, and the PLA's benefits, were available to both union and non-union contractors on the same terms and that ultimate contract award was to be made without regard to union status. The PLA also prohibited discrimination by unions and contractors against employees regardless of union/non-union status in either work referral from the hiring halls or on the job; thus, further ensuring equal treatment.

The second purpose was found to be served by the PLA requirement in that it created cost savings for the NYSTA in several ways, thus protecting the "public fisc." The court noted specific areas of cost savings from concessions such as four 10-hour days at straight time, standardization of working hours, holidays, etc. The Court also specifically noted the potential substantial savings from the PLA's comprehensive "no-strike" clause, which precluded labor disruptions for the duration of the project. The stated purposes of the statute therefore having been met, the requirement of the PLA was upheld by the Court.
D. Executive Order No. 49

On February 12, 1997, Governor Pataki promulgated Executive Order No. 49 Project Labor Agreements (Appendix A), which, citing the Tappan Zee Bridge decision as authority, sets forth that PLAs are one of many tools which may be used by management and labor and which may, under certain circumstances, assist in achieving the goals of timeliness, cost effectiveness, fairness, equity and conformity to the law. It sets forth the policies and procedures to be followed by State agencies in determining whether a PLA should be utilized; and if so, the interaction between Article 8 of the Labor Law and the PLA. Though Executive Order No. 49 is not binding upon the SCA, it is a valuable reference and has been often cited with approval by the New York Courts.

E. PLAs Nationwide

With public construction in the United States exceeding $200 billion annually, PLAs are becoming increasingly more popular; and, in the great majority of cases in which they have been challenged, courts have upheld their validity without nearly the amount of detailed analysis required by the New York courts. In at least thirteen states, PLAs have been upheld merely on the finding of a rational basis for the PLA (such as promoting timely and therefore cost effective project completion).

Clearly, the weight of authority both in New York and nationwide permits the use of PLAs in the construction of capital public projects. This is reflected not only in the court decisions and executive action, but in the repeated and expanding utilization of PLAs over the past few years on such major public projects as the Chicago, Orlando, Philadelphia (two (2) PLAs) and San Francisco ($2.4 billion) airports, the Central Artery/Third Harbor Tunnel and Boston Harbor, the Tappan Zee Bridge (two (2) PLAs), the I-287/Cross Westchester Expressway, and the Los Angeles County and many other School Construction Programs.

The senior members of the Hill team and the methodology employed by Hill in the conduct of this study, analysis, and report have been substantially identical to those
employed by Hill on the Tappan Zee Bridge, the I-287/CWE, and its various New York School District Projects. The PLA recommended for this Project was negotiated and prepared by BSK, the same counsel which was involved in the drafting and/or negotiation of many PLAs in New York, including the recently negotiated PLAs on the I-287/CWE and Mt. Vernon PLAs, as well as the Court approved Tappan Zee Bridge PLA.
III. THE PROJECT

As noted above, the PLA will apply to specified portions of the Plan. A more specific breakdown of coverage appears at pp 16 - 19.

A. Investments in Existing Assets

The plan calls for substantial investments in existing assets. A portion of that investment will be pursuant to the Capital Improvement Plan (CIP), and a portion will be for miscellaneous programs/needs.

1. Capital Improvement Program (CIP)

The CIP consists of a wide range of construction projects including building repairs, system replacements and reconfiguration of existing buildings aimed at providing a safe and comfortable learning environment so as to maximize every student's ability to learn.

While the emphasis of the last five year plan was on exteriors to safeguard existing buildings from water infiltration, the major focus of the CIP for these five years turns to interior improvements necessary to facilitate the Children First reforms and to bring the interior of each building up to a state of good repair.

The five-year CIP allows DOE to address all of the building elements rated “5” (poor) by the Building Construction Assessment Survey (BCAS) conducted this year, as well as the most seriously deficient components rated “4” (fair to poor). In addition, a small number of building components that were rated “3” (fair), but have deficiencies that may adversely impact life safety or the structure of the building, will also be included. Exterior building components rated “3” at schools that are slated for a full exterior modernization will be included as well.

Building interiors are the focus of the CIP due to the significant progress that was made toward making all DOE buildings watertight during the last Capital Plan. The ten-year need and five-year proposal for interiors include capital remedies identified by the BCAS. In this Plan, however, that list is augmented by interior work that is driven by the instructional agenda of the Children First reforms.
Interior improvements include electrical system upgrades to provide sufficient power to support modern office equipment, computers and other instructional technology. Effective use of technology is a major component of Children First and, accordingly, the upgrading of electrical systems is critical. Other systems may also be replaced, including plumbing, low-voltage electrical systems (including public address, fire alarm and intercom systems), climate control and mechanical systems. In many cases, these systems are outdated and often cannot be serviced because parts have become obsolete.

One of the most demanding challenges that comes with both the SIRAs and CIP construction is that this work often has to be carried out in occupied schools. Scheduling the most intrusive work during the summer months or using swing space, can mitigate some of the impacts. However, many projects are too complex to make these alternatives practical since many facilities are subject to year-round or nearly year-round use; and suitable swing space is hard to find. A better option, especially from a student safety perspective, is to perform work on a second or third shift, when building occupancy is low or non-existent. Traditionally, that is a very costly alternative due to premium shift pay.

A significant step has been made in overcoming this cost challenge through negotiation with the Council of an extremely low second and third shift premium (straight-time plus 5%). This is a substantial concession by labor and results in the ability to perform construction work outside regular school hours thus, satisfying one of SCA’s primary objectives – student safety at a great cost savings to the SCA.

2. Other Programs/Needs

Construction under this portion of the Plan is designed to meet existing facility needs for which it is not possible or appropriate to allocate funds by Borough, Region, District or School. It will focus on, among others, such items as mandated environmental programs, emergencies and kitchen area conversions.
B. Restructuring

The plan calls for substantial restructuring in existing schools, through SIRAs, as well as other enhancements.

1. School Improvements and Restructuring Allocations (SIRAs)

One of the primary objectives of the Plan is to "turn around" struggling schools where not enough students are reading or performing math at grade level. To make this goal a reality, the DOE has made instructional resources available to these schools. The Plan will support these efforts by restructuring and enhancing the physical facilities of an estimated 671 struggling schools through School Improvement and Restructuring Allocations (SIRAs).

Options for restructuring and enhancing these low performing schools include phasing out large schools and replacing them with autonomous smaller schools, each having between 400 and 500 students; and restructuring within an existing school by creating smaller learning communities as part of an overall restructuring that includes instructional, organizational and staffing changes.

Some restructuring plans will necessitate specific capital improvements that will ensure that the physical environment in the school can successfully support the new educational structure. Those elements that are critical for the restructuring will be mandated and a portion of the SIRAs will be earmarked specifically for those capital expenditures. For example, if a large school is to be subdivided, it will be crucial to make changes in the physical plant that will enhance the image of each new small school as its own separate community of learners.

This type of restructuring will necessitate the consolidation of administrative functions into central administrative spaces. Excess individual administrative offices will, as much as possible, be reconfigured into classroom space. The new administrative areas will be more open and welcoming, consisting of cubicles and shared offices that are outlined with state-of-the-art technology.

Building systems must also be upgraded to ensure that the existing building can adequately accommodate the operation of several small organizations. It will be important to ensure that communications systems within each new small school will
facilitate its operations. In many cases, public address and bell systems will need to be modified or replaced.

The Plan makes 671 struggling schools eligible to receive SIRAs during the five years of the Plan.

2. Other Restructuring

In addition to SIRAs, Restructuring Programs will provide a variety of other enhancements to existing schools including science lab upgrades, auditorium upgrades, accessibility improvements, physical fitness upgrades and safety enhancements.

C. Summary:

The scope of the Project work will include the following categories, as taken from pages C1-C4 of the Plan:

New York City Department of Education
Five-Year Capital Plan
Fiscal Years 2005 – 2009

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Major Modernizations &amp; Rehabilitations</th>
<th>Reinforcing Cinder Concrete Slabs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Exterior Modernizations</td>
<td>Flood Elimination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Air Conditioning Retrofit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lead Paint Abatement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reinforcing Support Elements</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Building Upgrade</th>
<th>Rehabilitation of Physical Education Facilities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Asbestos</td>
<td>Athletic Fields</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boiler Conversion</td>
<td>Playground Redevelopment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Climate Control</td>
<td>Swimming Pools</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indoor Air Pollution Abatement</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kitchen Conversions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low Voltage Electrical Systems</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lighting Fixtures</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elevators &amp; Escalators</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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**System Replacements**
- Roofs
- Parapets
- Painting & Plastering
- Windows
- Exterior Masonry
- Electrical Systems
- Heating Plant Upgrade
- Domestic Piping
- Toilets – Students
- Toilets – Staff
- Floors
- Paved Area – Blacktop
- Paved Area – Concrete
- Fencing
- Kitchen Areas
- Containerization
- Auditorium Upgrade
- Gymnasium Upgrade

**Educational Enhancements**
- Asset Management Program
- CIP Response
- Accessibility
- School Improvement & Restructuring
- Science Lab Upgrades
- Library Upgrades

**Safety & Security**
- Safety Systems
- Emergency Lighting & Fire Safety
- Retrofits
- Code Compliance

**Emergency, Unspecified & Miscellaneous**
- Emergency Unspecified
- Emergency Stabilization

Total costs for these portions of the Plan are estimated at $6.782 billion. Excluded from the Project are other elements of the Plan, including new construction, partnership and charter schools, Mentoring Program awards and technology enhancements which do not entail construction.
The peak level of ongoing, planned and projected construction in the New York metropolitan area, including the adjacent counties, could have significant staffing ramifications with respect to the Project.

In excess of $5 billion in major capital construction is currently in progress or projected to be in progress in the New York metropolitan area during the next five years. This known construction, including the World Trade Center reconstruction, will be ongoing simultaneously with the Project and will draw upon the same pool of skilled workers.

The local construction industry labor force is approximately 95% unionized and union membership in most of the building trades has been increasing over the past few years. All trades are actively recruiting and training new members and retraining current workers to improve their skills on newer, state-of-the-art, more productive tools, equipment and materials. Training facilities and apprentice programs are filled to capacity and are being expanded in an effort to accommodate the rapidly increasing number of new workers and applicants. Union leadership in all of the trades stress the importance of maintaining a continuous supply of trained, skilled workers necessary to man not only the high level of existing construction, but also the unprecedented level of major capital construction projected for the next several years. It is well known and understood in the industry that large construction projects create a drain on available local skilled trade workers and sometimes create shortages in particular skills.

Although few critical shortages in skilled workers have been experienced recently in any of the respective trades required on the Project, recurring shortages in some skills (e.g. electricians) are increasing in frequency. It is difficult at this time to project whether the necessary numbers of skilled workers will be continuously available locally throughout the duration of the Project based upon information currently available regarding the size, number and schedules of similar construction projects, which will be in progress simultaneously. The unions are confident, however, that no serious shortages will occur on the Project since, historically, regional trades faced with labor supply problems are effectively organized to draw workers from less active market areas in New York and/or from other states as required. This is a significant difference in the
ability of union contractors, versus non-union contractors, to staff projects. According to knowledgeable union and contractor sources, there has never been an instance when the Building Trades were unable to supply the necessary skilled craft for a project within a very short period of time.

The most established and reliable method of ensuring an adequate supply of trained, qualified skilled workers on a project is through local trade unions and their affiliates located elsewhere. Non-union employers typically do not have training facilities, and they cannot draw upon outside sources to obtain trained skilled craft workers because such sources typically do not exist.
V. CURRENT COLLECTIVE BARGAINING AGREEMENTS

In view of SCA's own contract award history, which is completely consistent with the labor force make-up, i.e., 95+% unionized construction; it is probable that most of the Project contracts would be awarded to union contractors with or without a PLA. All contractors, whether union or non-union, will be required by law to pay workers the prevailing wage rates, which rates are derived from the area collective bargaining agreements. At least thirteen (13) trades will be involved in the Project construction, all of which are members of the Building and Construction Trades Council of Greater New York. The current collective bargaining agreement (CBA) of each of the following local unions representing each respective trade was reviewed and analyzed as part of this study:

1. Bricklayers/Masons
2. Carpenters
3. Electrical Workers
4. Mason Tenders
5. Plasterers
6. Steamfitters
7. Tilesetters
8. Asbestos Handlers
9. Painters
10. Plumbers/Pipefitters
11. Sheetmetal Workers
12. Roofers
13. Tapers

The significant and pertinent provisions of these local agreements were analyzed to determine where terms and conditions varied from each other or were not in conformity with the characteristics and requirements of the Project construction; and, where the consistency and concessions included in the PLA could provide cost savings or more efficient construction. One particular area of concern studied involves the duration of the local agreements. All of the local agreements will expire at least once during Project construction through 2009. With each of these expirations comes the risk that any one of the new negotiations between the Unions and the local Contractor Associations will break down. Workers covered by those agreements may then lawfully
strike over any number of issues, including many which might have nothing to do with this Project construction. Such strikes could be expected to spread to every Project site on which the local contractors are employed, notwithstanding the fact that the Project owner was not involved in, nor did it have any control over, the negotiations in issue.

Given the high percentage of unionization in the labor force, such a strike, even by a relatively minor trade, has the potential to shut down, at least for a short time, an entire project. A lawful picket line at an entrance to a construction site would likely be honored by every other trade worker who would refuse to cross the picket line and would not work. The Owner would ultimately get the sympathy strikers back on the job, but could not help the contractor which was the target of the original strike.

Strikes not only drive up construction costs, but they disrupt construction progress resulting in completion delays. Despite best efforts to insulate school children and DOE's educational mission from the disruption naturally associated with construction, some disruption is inevitable. Work disputes which slow progress and delay completion, add to that disruption. As a result, timely construction completion is essential to minimizing the adverse impact of these critical projects on the education of thousands of students. The PLA's no strike clause virtually eliminates this otherwise lawful activity as a cause of project delay.

As noted, there is diversity among the local agreements with regard to hours of work (length of workday and workweek); shifts; flextime; holidays; grievance, arbitration and jurisdictional dispute resolution; management rights; apprentices; and Equal Opportunity objectives. The rates and instances of premium pay also vary and there are a significant number of miscellaneous clauses which appear in one or more agreements and not in others.

Following are examples of some of the differences among the provisions of the respective agreements which will be standardized under the PLA:

- **Hours of Work**
  There is diversity among the local agreements in these areas. Though some provide for a 40-hour workweek, many locals provide for a 35-hour workweek. In most agreements, starting and quitting
times are set, with union approval required for changes and premium pay for hours worked before and/or after. Under the existing local agreements, the contractor has limited flexibility in varying the scheduling of working hours without premium payments and prior approval from the unions. The PLA provides for a uniform 40 hour week at straight time with a several hour “window” at the beginning and end of the workday.

- **Shifts**
  Existing local agreements require almost uniformly that a first shift be worked in order for a second and/or a third shift to be scheduled. The numbers of hours worked, the amounts of pay for hours worked and the inclusion or exclusion of a lunch period or other work breaks varies among the trades and between the second and third shifts. Some agreements are silent with regard to shift differential pay, some provide for a dollar amount per hour, while others contain formulas. Explicit shift differentials vary among the trades from 12 – 27% and in some cases 50% where overtime rates apply. The PLA permits a second and third shift to be worked without a first shift and both second and third shift work to be done at a flat 5% premium.

- **Holidays**
  The existing Agreements provide for as many as eleven possible holidays annually with a minimum of seven (7) recognized by the respective unions. Whether holidays are paid and the rates of premium pay vary among the trades. The PLA provides for six (6) holidays with payment for work on those days as set forth in the local agreements.

- **Flextime**
  Most agreements provide for premium pay for work started prior to a set starting time and for hours worked after a set quitting time. Some agreements are silent with regard to working four (4) 10-hour days (4
- 10s) in a workweek. Others provide for time and one-half pay for 9th and 10th hours and at least one major union provides for double time. The PLA provides for flexible starting times for shifts and permits four (4) 10-hour days at straight time.

- **Jurisdictional Disputes**

  Procedures for dealing with jurisdictional work assignments and consequential disputes are not uniform or consistent. Agreements vary with regard to costs, binding effect of award, and work disruption pending decisions. The PLA provides for a uniform jurisdiction dispute resolution mechanism.

  Most importantly, there is no existing method, means, or procedure to insure that there will be no strike, lockout, work stoppage or other work disruption pending resolution of such a dispute. The PLA provides for protection against work disruption during jurisdictional disputes.

- **Grievances/Arbitration**

  Though local labor-management grievance procedures exist, they vary among specific crafts and contractor associations. No standardized, binding forum exists with authority over all respective parties. The PLA provides for a uniform procedure.

- **Management Rights**

  Many of the existing agreements do not contain a “Management’s Rights” clause. Those that exist are often ambiguous or inadequate to provide the contractor with the authority and/or flexibility required for necessary control and management of the Project work. The PLA contains a broad management rights clause.

- **Apprentices**

  Though local unions have existing apprenticeship and/or training programs, they may not provide for sufficient numbers to meet the
Project goals for craft entry opportunities for minorities, women and economically disadvantaged. Increasing the ratio of apprentices to journeymen will also provide substantial cost benefits. The PLA provides for a minimum of a 3 to 1 apprenticeship ratio.

- **Equal Employment Opportunity**
  Although most of the existing agreements contain language prohibiting discrimination on the basis of race, creed, color, sex, national origin or age, few of them contain language regarding commitments to meet minority, women or disadvantaged goals. They are also silent with regard to the contractors' rights to request such persons. The PLA addresses these issues.

As noted, all of the foregoing examples, as well as rates and instances of premium pay, are addressed and standardized in the proposed PLA (Appendix D) to conform with Project objectives and requirements, as well as to provide the contractor with manning and scheduling control necessary to effect cost savings.
VI. ANALYSIS OF ECONOMIC BENEFITS OF A PLA

A. Labor Assumptions

To perform a comprehensive analysis which would provide meaningful and supportable findings and conclusions, Hill together with SCA technical staff first separated the Project info five major construction categories:

- Exterior modernization
- Building upgrades
- System replacements
- Improvements and restructuring
- Safety and security

High value samples from each category (Appendix C) were then broken down into basic components including total cost, total labor cost, man-hours, duration, composite crew makeup, labor rate calculation and workforce size. These samples reflect 71% of the total Project work anticipated over the five (5) year period with $4,786,723,297 in total costs. Total Project costs are $6,782,800,000.

Estimates of each component of these samples were calculated by trade involved in the projected contract work. Utilizing these assumptions and estimates together with the actual and projected prevailing wage rates, a weighted average labor rate was calculated for the Project Samples (Appendix C). For purposes of the estimates which have been calculated, it is assumed that the contractors will work predominately on the 3:00pm -12 midnight shift with a minimal percentage of the work to be done on normal first shift hours. An escalation in labor rates of 4% per year was utilized based upon results of recent labor rate changes. The costs and savings calculated on the 71% of the work reflected in the samples was then extrapolated to 100% of the Project.
B. Hours of Work

1. Work Day / Work Week

The PLA provides for a standard 40 hour workweek at straight time pay; either five (5), eight (8) hour days, Monday – Friday, or four (4) 10 hour days, Monday – Thursday. The Contractor is provided with three (3) hours flexibility in starting times (6 – 9 am) and five (5) hours in quitting times (2:30 – 7:30 pm) without premium penalty. By standardizing the workweek at 40 hours for all trades, the cost savings are substantial because of the number of trades working a 35 hour week. Substantial savings result from not having to pay premium rates for five (5) hours each week during the duration of the Project for the unions which currently work a 35 hour week. These savings have been calculated and included with the cost savings resulting from the five (5%) percent shift differential set forth in Section 2 below.

2. Shifts

A. Off-Shift

The major component of the Project is comprised of rehabilitation/reconstruction at occupied schools. This work must be performed after school hours when children, teachers, and staff are not present and will, therefore, require a special or “off shift” schedule. Utilizing the five percent (5%) shift differential negotiated in the PLA, together with the 40 hour work week, estimated labor cost savings amount to $474,018,539 reducing total labor costs to $2,049,709,966. (Appendix C, p.5). This figure is derived by extrapolating the $336,553,162 in estimated savings (Appendix C, p.5) for the 71% sample to 100%, the full scope over the five (5) year period. This represents a 18.7% reduction in labor costs compared to construction without a PLA.

B. Night Shift

The study did not provide for a traditional third shift since it is not contemplated that a third shift would be employed on the Project. It is expected, however, that the off-shift might regularly include work hours which would normally have been included in a third shift.
- Neither a day shift nor a second shift is required in order to schedule during traditional third shift hours.
- An eight (8) or 10 hour shift can be worked at straight time plus a 5% shift differential in lieu of overtime.
- Starting times can be scheduled by the contractor to meet Project requirements.

3. Holidays

The existing Agreements provide for as many as 11 holidays annually with a minimum of seven (7) recognized by the respective unions. Whether holidays are paid and the rates of premium pay vary among the trades. It is quite common in the normal course of construction that any given building trade will require the support and/or assistance of one or more other trades in the performance of routine work. It is imperative, therefore, that for efficient scheduling and cost control purposes, the contractor can depend upon the entire workforce being on the job on the same days.

The PLA proposed for this project (Appendix D) provides for six (6) standard holidays for all trades. For purposes of calculating the potential cost savings from the PLA, the following six holidays were assumed:

   New Year's Day       Labor Day
   Memorial Day         Thanksgiving Day
   Fourth of July       Christmas Day

Regular holiday pay, if any, and/or premium pay for work performed on a recognized holiday would be in accordance with respective local agreements. No holidays other than the above would be recognized or observed.

The cost impact of standardizing six (6) specific holidays for all trades utilizing the existing prevailing wage, results in an estimated savings of $14,116,859 (Appendix C-1). This figure was derived by applying the weighted average labor rate to the number
of holidays to which each trade would be entitled over the term of the Project under current local agreements vis-à-vis the numbers of holidays provided for in the PLA.

4. **Apprentices**

The increase in the utilization of apprentices provided for in the PLA (one apprentice for every three journeymen) would achieve, to some extent, not only the public policy goals desired, but substantial labor cost savings on the Project. The increased ratio of apprentices would be utilized on all construction components comprising the Project in several trades involved. The total estimated savings could be substantial though not quantifiable at this time.

5. **Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR) For Workers' Compensation**

Worker's Compensation legislation adopted in New York permits the use of Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR) in the Workers' Compensation process where employers elect to participate in a collectively bargained alternative program. The process must protect the worker and have Workers' Compensation Board (WCB) approval. Such an ADR agreement has been executed, and is on file, by the BCTC and CIC of Westchester and Putnam counties and is currently in effect on the I-287/CWE and Mt. Vernon Schools Projects. Credits in Workers' Compensation premiums may be realized by contractors (employers) of from 5% to 20% and passed on to the owner:

- Participation in ADR Process 5%
- Utilization of Agreed Managed Care 10%
- Participation in Drug Free Workplace 5%

The ADR procedure replaces the existing WCB adjudication with a more expeditious non-adversarial process and could result in substantial savings on Workers' Compensation premiums. Under the PLA, use of ADR is at the option of the Owner and could be exercised at a later point in the project.
For illustration purposes, applying the above percentage savings to estimated Worker’s Compensation costs for this work could save from $1 million to $1.3 million per year or between approximately $5 million and $6.5 million over the life of the Plan. This estimate is based upon worker’s compensation insurance premiums estimated in contractor’s bids at approximately 1% of total labor costs.
VII. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

A PLA is considered both feasible and appropriate for this Project.

Because of the predominantly unionized composition of the area workforce and SCA's own contracting history; the high level of on-going and projected construction in the New York Metropolitan area and the need for securing a skilled manpower pool; the number of trades and contractors involved; and the economic and standardization provisions of the PLA which can provide substantial cost savings, a PLA will be most cost effective, is considered appropriate for the Project and should be a mandatory requirement included in the bid documents.

All of the unions which will be involved in the Project construction have been involved in other PLA projects and are familiar with the operation of a PLA. The PLA recommended for this Project (Appendix D) is modeled after those PLAs with changes necessary to conform to Project requirements.

All of the current collective bargaining agreements (CBAs) of the 13 union locals that will be involved in the construction will expire at least once during the Project construction period. This exposes the Project to the possibility of strikes should negotiations break down when any one of those agreements is being re-negotiated. A strike or strikes would be completely lawful and, in all probability, the issues involved would have nothing to do with the Project. Further, the SCA would not be a party to those negotiations and would have no control over their outcome. The length and costs of resulting delays could be substantial.

A strong "no strike" clause is provided in the PLA, precluding strikes, lockouts, work stoppages, disruptions or other delays. It supersedes the terms of the local agreements and requires that work on Project construction continue regardless of CBA status. The "no strike" clause precludes work disruption for any reason during the term of the Project construction. Even a non-union contractor or employer could not guarantee that it would continue non-union for the term of the Project.
The diversity among the CBAs regarding work rules has been standardized by PLA provisions which ensure uniform working hours, shift times, scheduling, holidays, overtime, premium pay and other terms and conditions of employment. Also, by providing a standard procedure for grievance, arbitration and jurisdictional dispute resolution, together with a strong management rights provision, the contractor can maintain firm control of the Project staffing, scheduling and administration. The comprehensive “Management Rights” clause applicable to all contractors and all unions enumerates the powers and exclusive authority of the contractor for management and control of project operations including: direction of workforce (numbers and qualifications); assignment and schedule of work (regular hours and overtime); promulgation of work rules; and determination of choice of equipment, materials, techniques, methods and technology utilized on the Project, regardless of their source.

The PLAs after which the proposed PLA is modeled also achieved the all-important and court tested goal of providing equal bidding opportunities to both union and non-union contractors. The PLA clause providing that a non-union bidder can utilize a fixed number or percentage of its workforce on the Project while bringing in the remainder of the workforce through the union halls parallels the provisions approved by the Court of Appeals in the Tappan Zee Bridge case.

The PLA and bid document language should state explicitly that the bidding and selection processes are open to union and non-union contractors alike and that union affiliation will not be a factor in selection. The PLA provides that it is applicable and binding upon all successful bidders on the same terms and conditions, notwithstanding union/non-union status. Non discrimination with regard to union/non-union affiliation also applies to the hiring of workers through the hiring halls.

Adding the savings from the Holiday provisions to the work week and shift differential savings of the PLA will alone result in increasing estimated cost savings to $488,135,398 million or 18.8% of total labor costs. A carefully executed Worker's Compensation ADR provision could result in an additional $6.5 million in savings 2005-2009. Although not quantified, substantial additional savings can inure to the SCA as a result of the PLA's no-strike protection, enhanced apprenticeship ratios and management rights provisions as well as from the staffing and scheduling coordination and flexibility the PLA permits.
The following is recommended:

- The PLA negotiated between the Building and Construction Trades Council of Greater New York and the SCA, attached as Appendix D, should be approved and executed by the parties.
- The PLA, open to all bidders (union or non-union), should be required by the bid specifications for each of the Project components (bid packages).
- The parties should continue discussions to implement an Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR) Program for Workers' Compensation claims.
VIII. APPENDICES

A. Executive Order No. 49
B. Analysis of Local Labor Agreement Provisions for the Project
C. Analysis of Economic Benefits of a PLA for the Project
D. Proposed Draft PLA
EXECUTIVE ORDER

PROJECT LABOR AGREEMENTS

WHEREAS, it is in the best interests of the People of the State of New York to promote the timely completion of public construction projects undertaken by State agencies while at the same time limiting the costs of such projects to the greatest extent possible consistent with the law and principles of fairness and equity;

WHEREAS, the New York State Court of Appeals issued a decision in the Matter of New York State Chapter, Inc., Associated General Contractors of America, et. al. v. New York State Thruway Authority, 88 N.Y.2d 56, 666 N.E.2d 185, 643 N.Y.S.2d 480 (1996), which found that project labor agreements are "neither absolutely prohibited nor absolutely permitted in public construction contracts"; and

WHEREAS, it is now clear that project labor agreements are one of many tools which may be used by management and labor and which may, under certain circumstances, assist in achieving the goals described above;

NOW, THEREFORE, I, GEORGE E. PATAKI, Governor of the State of New York, by virtue of the authority vested in me by the Constitution and Laws of the State of New York, do hereby order as follows:

Each State agency shall establish procedures to consider, in its proprietary capacity, the utilization of one or more project labor agreements with respect to individual public construction projects. The utilization of a project labor agreement shall be considered only where the standards established by the Court of Appeals can reasonably be expected to be met.

In reaching a determination on the use of a project labor agreement with respect to a specific project the agency shall consider whether the utilization of such an agreement is justified because it meets the interests underlying the State's competitive bidding laws of:

(1) obtaining the best work possible at the lowest possible price; and

(2) preventing favoritism, improvidence, fraud and corruption in the awarding of public contracts.

In considering whether to proceed with a project labor agreement, agencies should be mindful that, in the past, the courts of the State of New York have struck down any such agreement wherein a contracting entity was unable to show a proper business purpose for entering into such agreement.

No project labor agreement shall be approved by an agency unless the decision to enter into the project labor agreement has, both as its purpose and likely effect, the advancement of the interests of the State's competitive bidding statutes.
In the event that an agency enters into a project labor agreement and lets one or more contracts for work to be performed pursuant to such agreement, it shall then be forwarded to the Commissioner of Labor. Upon receipt of the project labor agreement, the Commissioner of Labor shall determine the interaction, if any, between article 8 of the Labor Law and the agreement.

GIVEN under my hand and the Privy Seal of the State in the City of New York this twelfth day of February in the year one thousand nine hundred ninety-seven.

L.S.

BY THE GOVERNOR

/is/ Bradford J. Race, Jr.
Secretary to the Governor

/is/ George E. Pataki
### Agreement Provisions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ASBESTOS WORKER</th>
<th>BRICKLAYERS/ MASONs</th>
<th>CARPENTERS</th>
<th>CEMENT MASON &amp; CONCRETE WORKERS</th>
<th>ELECTRICIANS</th>
<th>MASON TENDERS</th>
<th>PAINTERS</th>
<th>PLASTERERS</th>
<th>PLUMBER &amp; PIPEFITTERS</th>
<th>ROOFERS</th>
<th>STEAMFITTERS</th>
<th>TAPERS</th>
<th>TILES &amp; SETTERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Local 12</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Local 2</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Local 3</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Local 4</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Local 5</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Local 6</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Local 7</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Local 8</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Local 9</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Local 10</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Local 11</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Local 12</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Local 13</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Local 14</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Working Hours

- **A. Regular Work Week:**
  - 40 hrs, Mon-Fri (inclusive)
  - 35 hrs, Mon-Fri (inclusive)
  - 30 hrs, Mon-Fri (inclusive)
  - 25 hrs, Mon-Fri (inclusive)
  - 20 hrs, Mon-Fri (inclusive)

- **B. Regular Work Day:**
  - The start between 7:00-9:00 am
  - Hourly rate $10.00

### Overtime

- **Monday-Friday:**
  - 2 shifts at straight time rate
  - 2 shifts at 1.5 times rate
  - 1 shift at 2 times rate
  - 1 shift at 3 times rate

### Shift Work

- **1st Shift (Day):**
  - Work 7 hours for 7 hours pay
  - Normal pay for 7 hours worked after 8 hours pay

- **2nd Shift (Evening):**
  - Work 7 hours for 7 hours pay
  - Normal pay for 7 hours worked after 8 hours pay

- **3rd Shift (Night):**
  - Work 7 hours for 7 hours pay
  - Normal pay for 7 hours worked after 8 hours pay

### Wage Differential

- **Base Rate:**
  - $10.00/hr for 1st shift

### Holidays

- **A. Recognized Holidays:**
  - **Local 12:**
    - Labour Day
    - Canada Day
    - 1st and 2nd of January
    - 1st and 2nd of July

- **B. Payment:**
  - *Work only if necessary* when worked 1.5x when worked 2x when worked 3x when worked 4x when worked 5x

### School Construction Authority PLA

**Analysis of Existing Collective Bargaining Work Provisions**

1. 7/20/2004
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project Sampling (Fr 1)</th>
<th>Total Cost</th>
<th>Construction Cost</th>
<th>Labor &amp; Material Cost</th>
<th>Labor Cost</th>
<th>Composite Labor Cost (Fr 1)</th>
<th>Avg Labor Cost/ Hour</th>
<th>Labor Hours</th>
<th>Composite PLA Labor Cost/ Hour</th>
<th>Avg. PLA Labor Cost/ Hour</th>
<th>PLA Labor Cost</th>
<th>Estimated Savings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Exterior Modifcation</strong></td>
<td>$281,183,000</td>
<td>$241,455,228</td>
<td>$39,726,800</td>
<td>$7,072,612</td>
<td>$101,459</td>
<td>$130,720</td>
<td>$79,189</td>
<td>$164,110</td>
<td>$80,159</td>
<td>$7,562,547</td>
<td>1,308,055</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Building Upgrades</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Climate Control</td>
<td>$17,400,000</td>
<td>$14,292,225</td>
<td>$3,107,775</td>
<td>$2,729,612</td>
<td>$181,651</td>
<td>$238,100</td>
<td>$125,300</td>
<td>$234,310</td>
<td>$125,470</td>
<td>$180,400</td>
<td>5,138,800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low Voltage Electrical</td>
<td>$12,700,000</td>
<td>$11,206,238</td>
<td>$1,493,762</td>
<td>$1,433,612</td>
<td>$127,881</td>
<td>$163,800</td>
<td>$85,500</td>
<td>$163,800</td>
<td>$83,775</td>
<td>$29,430,002</td>
<td>9,360,490</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Lighting</strong></td>
<td>$107,400,000</td>
<td>$86,048,180</td>
<td>$21,351,820</td>
<td>$18,351,820</td>
<td>$157,210</td>
<td>$201,200</td>
<td>$101,400</td>
<td>$201,200</td>
<td>$101,400</td>
<td>$36,420,000</td>
<td>10,830,490</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System Replacements</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Windows</td>
<td>$129,800,000</td>
<td>$101,306,000</td>
<td>$28,494,000</td>
<td>$33,494,000</td>
<td>$355,70</td>
<td>$440,45</td>
<td>$220,22</td>
<td>$440,45</td>
<td>$220,22</td>
<td>$36,817,194</td>
<td>4,881,320</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elevator -- 5 Levels</td>
<td>$12,800,000</td>
<td>$10,306,000</td>
<td>$2,494,000</td>
<td>$3,494,000</td>
<td>$355,70</td>
<td>$440,45</td>
<td>$220,22</td>
<td>$440,45</td>
<td>$220,22</td>
<td>$1,947,470</td>
<td>251,230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HVAC</td>
<td>$14,700,000</td>
<td>$12,306,000</td>
<td>$2,394,000</td>
<td>$3,394,000</td>
<td>$339,60</td>
<td>$431,65</td>
<td>$215,82</td>
<td>$431,65</td>
<td>$215,82</td>
<td>$2,391,510</td>
<td>301,230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panel Area Concrete</td>
<td>$16,500,000</td>
<td>$13,306,000</td>
<td>$3,194,000</td>
<td>$3,194,000</td>
<td>$339,60</td>
<td>$431,65</td>
<td>$215,82</td>
<td>$431,65</td>
<td>$215,82</td>
<td>$2,158,510</td>
<td>271,415</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Architectural Details</td>
<td>$6,100,000</td>
<td>$4,520,500</td>
<td>$1,579,500</td>
<td>$1,579,500</td>
<td>$157,95</td>
<td>$213,20</td>
<td>$106,60</td>
<td>$213,20</td>
<td>$106,60</td>
<td>$662,487</td>
<td>8,954,41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electrical Systems</td>
<td>$16,800,000</td>
<td>$13,842,000</td>
<td>$3,958,000</td>
<td>$3,958,000</td>
<td>$395,80</td>
<td>$521,20</td>
<td>$260,60</td>
<td>$521,20</td>
<td>$260,60</td>
<td>$1,460,250</td>
<td>184,302</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Repairs</td>
<td>$25,200,000</td>
<td>$20,661,000</td>
<td>$4,539,000</td>
<td>$4,539,000</td>
<td>$453,90</td>
<td>$593,70</td>
<td>$306,85</td>
<td>$593,70</td>
<td>$306,85</td>
<td>$914,900</td>
<td>114,230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improvements and Restructuring</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upgrade Science Lab</td>
<td>$15,340,000</td>
<td>$15,360,000</td>
<td>$37,485,145</td>
<td>$24,985,987</td>
<td>$665,70</td>
<td>$855,70</td>
<td>$432,90</td>
<td>$855,70</td>
<td>$432,90</td>
<td>$3,962,394</td>
<td>4,405,168</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multi-Compass Transition Work</td>
<td>$65,800,000</td>
<td>$65,800,000</td>
<td>$38,485,145</td>
<td>$24,985,987</td>
<td>$665,70</td>
<td>$855,70</td>
<td>$432,90</td>
<td>$855,70</td>
<td>$432,90</td>
<td>$3,962,394</td>
<td>4,405,168</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upgrade Student Studios</td>
<td>$46,355,470</td>
<td>$46,355,470</td>
<td>$33,208,755</td>
<td>$20,208,755</td>
<td>$515,10</td>
<td>$665,20</td>
<td>$332,10</td>
<td>$665,20</td>
<td>$332,10</td>
<td>$1,911,635</td>
<td>1,592,394</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classroom Conversion</td>
<td>$16,670,470</td>
<td>$16,670,470</td>
<td>$3,115,590</td>
<td>$2,115,590</td>
<td>$215,59</td>
<td>$269,00</td>
<td>$134,50</td>
<td>$269,00</td>
<td>$134,50</td>
<td>$60,356</td>
<td>76,592</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upgrade Electrical System</td>
<td>$306,222,000</td>
<td>$306,222,000</td>
<td>$128,927,000</td>
<td>$47,927,000</td>
<td>$591,50</td>
<td>$732,50</td>
<td>$366,25</td>
<td>$732,50</td>
<td>$366,25</td>
<td>$1,518,451</td>
<td>1,596,394</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safetly Library</td>
<td>$6,400,000</td>
<td>$4,782,741</td>
<td>$1,617,259</td>
<td>$1,617,259</td>
<td>$161,73</td>
<td>$202,10</td>
<td>$101,05</td>
<td>$202,10</td>
<td>$101,05</td>
<td>$318,451</td>
<td>37,235</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safety Enhancements</td>
<td>$11,216,000</td>
<td>$9,520,561</td>
<td>$2,695,439</td>
<td>$2,695,439</td>
<td>$269,54</td>
<td>$337,20</td>
<td>$168,60</td>
<td>$337,20</td>
<td>$168,60</td>
<td>$693,849</td>
<td>79,97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safety &amp; Security (Add Ins)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safety Systems</td>
<td>$37,860,000</td>
<td>$25,615,000</td>
<td>$12,156,000</td>
<td>$6,758,464</td>
<td>$952,11</td>
<td>$1,202,10</td>
<td>$601,05</td>
<td>$1,202,10</td>
<td>$601,05</td>
<td>$2,891,389</td>
<td>344,913</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$1,181,415,433</td>
<td>$707,400,450</td>
<td>$402,850,000</td>
<td>$208,635,000</td>
<td>$116,894,000</td>
<td>$15,685,000</td>
<td>$19,685,000</td>
<td>$9,842,500</td>
<td>$19,685,000</td>
<td>$9,842,500</td>
<td>$144,900,000</td>
<td>10,293,957</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notes:**
1. The components listed in "Project Sampling" represent identified sample components of the overall project, totaling 11% of the total anticipated work. The total cost and savings calculated for this 11% of the work agree in the "Grand Total" numbers at the end of the chart. The "100% Total" which appears below entire reflects the calculated savings extrapolated to 100% of the project.
2. The Composite Labor Cost was calculated based on the costs for the inner mix working a second shift under the current labor agreements. Estimation of 4% per year was used.
3. The Composite PLA Labor Cost adjusts for the cost of the same labor mix working a second shift with the 5% shift differential under the PLA.
4. The Savings adjust the Labor Cost minus the PLA Labor Cost.
5. These savings assume that, with or without a PLA, 100% of the construction is performed by contractors otherwise subject to local labor agreements.
6. The average savings were based calculated assuming 5% each between union and nonunion contractors (based on the SCA's survey). It can be obtained that even in the absence of a PLA at least 95% of the successful bidders will be union contractors, the final, savings would be only slightly, and not significantly less.
## School Construction Authority
### Analysis of the Economic Benefits of a Project Labor Agreement
#### Shift Differential Savings

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Exterior Modernization</td>
<td>$33,062,000</td>
<td>$28,363,000</td>
<td>$3,659,000</td>
<td>$15,964,743</td>
<td>$330,20</td>
<td>$87,50</td>
<td>175,687</td>
<td>$205,29</td>
<td>$54,57</td>
<td>$11,239,303</td>
<td>$4,035,440</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Building Upgrades

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Cost</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Climate Control</td>
<td>$13,150,000</td>
<td>$10,776,689</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low Voltage Electrical</td>
<td>$69,630,000</td>
<td>$73,517,700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lighting</td>
<td>$129,180,000</td>
<td>$158,356,240</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### System Replacements

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Cost</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Windows</td>
<td>$45,670,000</td>
<td>$33,330,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exterior Masonry</td>
<td>$12,330,000</td>
<td>$10,106,587</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Floors</td>
<td>$172,120,000</td>
<td>$12,905,013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Replaced Area Concrete</td>
<td>$35,390,000</td>
<td>$25,611,111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auditorium Upgrades</td>
<td>$74,330,000</td>
<td>$84,497,933</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electrical System</td>
<td>$60,270,000</td>
<td>$49,702,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roof</td>
<td>$16,180,000</td>
<td>$16,573,020</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Improvements and Renovating

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Cost</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Upgrade Science Lab</td>
<td>$77,000,000</td>
<td>$48,723,311</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multi-Campus Transfer Work</td>
<td>$60,000,000</td>
<td>$40,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upgrade Student Toilets</td>
<td>$39,395,000</td>
<td>$48,982,177</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classroom Conversion</td>
<td>$16,670,000</td>
<td>$17,705,197</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upgrade Electrical System</td>
<td>$154,220,000</td>
<td>$150,801,783</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safety Library</td>
<td>$4,400,000</td>
<td>$4,245,747</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safety Enhancement</td>
<td>$11,610,000</td>
<td>$8,330,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Safety & Security up to date

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Safety System</td>
<td>$38,800,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Total

| Total | $856,104,400 | $721,078,000 |

---

### Notes
1. The components listed in "Project Sampling" represent identified sample components of the overall Project, totaling 71% of the total anticipated work. The total cost and savings calculated for that 71% of the work appear in the "Standard 1146" numbers at the end of the chart. The "100% Total" which appears below that entry reflects the calculated savings extrapolated to 100% of the project.
2. The Composite Labor Cost/HR was calculated based on the costs for the crew mix working a second shift under the current labor agreements. Exclusion of 4% per year increase was used.
3. The Composite PLA Labor Cost/HR calculates the cost of the same labor mix working a second shift with the 5% shift differential under the PLA.
4. The Savings equals the Labor Cost minus the PLA Labor Cost.
5. These savings assume that, with or without a PLA, 100% of the construction is performed by contractors otherwise subject to local labor agreements.

If the savings were instead calculated assuming 95% PLA, it's possible the savings would be only slightly, and not significantly, higher.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Exterior Modernization</td>
<td>$6,965,000</td>
<td>$5,883,362</td>
<td>$4,662,280</td>
<td>$5,160,460</td>
<td>$394.01</td>
<td>$91.50</td>
<td>94,793</td>
<td>$398.65</td>
<td>$97.15</td>
<td>$2,302,269</td>
<td>$328,215</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Building Upgrades</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Climate Control</td>
<td>$5,775,000</td>
<td>$4,729,306</td>
<td>$3,914,694</td>
<td>$3,240,211</td>
<td>$215.16</td>
<td>$106.58</td>
<td>22,024</td>
<td>$173.37</td>
<td>$88.60</td>
<td>$1,807,407</td>
<td>$437,774</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lighting</td>
<td>$4,650,000</td>
<td>$3,587,377</td>
<td>$2,079,824</td>
<td>$1,967,293</td>
<td>$99.21</td>
<td>$99.21</td>
<td>197,803</td>
<td>$96.36</td>
<td>$98.36</td>
<td>$17,051,854</td>
<td>$3,539,452</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System Replacements</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Windows</td>
<td>$70,390,000</td>
<td>$70,063,541</td>
<td>$67,402,556</td>
<td>$19,057,039</td>
<td>$339.71</td>
<td>$84.65</td>
<td>334,982</td>
<td>$295.88</td>
<td>$72.72</td>
<td>$16,317,775</td>
<td>$2,379,263</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exterior Masonry</td>
<td>$11,130,000</td>
<td>$10,712,131</td>
<td>$7,158,274</td>
<td>$3,006,180</td>
<td>$394.04</td>
<td>$91.00</td>
<td>98,106</td>
<td>$566.62</td>
<td>$87.15</td>
<td>$3,915,287</td>
<td>$1,391,526</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HVAC</td>
<td>$5,190,000</td>
<td>$5,111,111</td>
<td>$3,597,034</td>
<td>$1,443,330</td>
<td>$539.71</td>
<td>$84.09</td>
<td>21,904</td>
<td>$490.95</td>
<td>$76.97</td>
<td>$213,517</td>
<td>$944,514</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fire alarm System</td>
<td>$2,380,000</td>
<td>$2,207,407</td>
<td>$920,122</td>
<td>$1,203,073</td>
<td>$420.83</td>
<td>$84.16</td>
<td>141,876</td>
<td>$507.37</td>
<td>$81.47</td>
<td>$5,147,779</td>
<td>$3,535,084</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automation Upgrade</td>
<td>$10,630,000</td>
<td>$8,389,160</td>
<td>$4,981,141</td>
<td>$4,698,859</td>
<td>$599.60</td>
<td>$86.02</td>
<td>136,567</td>
<td>$556.15</td>
<td>$85.38</td>
<td>$6,123,321</td>
<td>$5,747,468</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electrical System</td>
<td>$23,750,000</td>
<td>$22,169,712</td>
<td>$9,113,248</td>
<td>$13,279,954</td>
<td>$89.21</td>
<td>$89.21</td>
<td>93,645</td>
<td>$95.36</td>
<td>$94.36</td>
<td>$1,017,747</td>
<td>$324,148</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plaza</td>
<td>$2,220,000</td>
<td>$1,819,712</td>
<td>$1,059,613</td>
<td>$1,307,329</td>
<td>$66.93</td>
<td>$66.93</td>
<td>152,181</td>
<td>$92.25</td>
<td>$92.25</td>
<td>$454,564</td>
<td>$2,921,203</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improvements and Rerouting</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upgrade Piano Lab</td>
<td>$58,710,000</td>
<td>$48,725,283</td>
<td>$39,077,024</td>
<td>$23,862,630</td>
<td>$572.52</td>
<td>$460.07</td>
<td>298,397</td>
<td>$490.81</td>
<td>$79.87</td>
<td>$10,877,143</td>
<td>$4,325,479</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marker-Point Translation Work</td>
<td>$26,609,000</td>
<td>$48,750,121</td>
<td>$36,595,207</td>
<td>$31,098,217</td>
<td>$559.42</td>
<td>$419.20</td>
<td>521,760</td>
<td>$489.16</td>
<td>$99.16</td>
<td>$2,414,752</td>
<td>$4,919,479</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upgradable Stud Walls</td>
<td>$49,205,470</td>
<td>$40,692,056</td>
<td>$30,986,115</td>
<td>$20,152,059</td>
<td>$585.28</td>
<td>$85.82</td>
<td>333,282</td>
<td>$561.69</td>
<td>$78.71</td>
<td>$11,188,091</td>
<td>$7,848,492</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elevator Conversion</td>
<td>$12,170,430</td>
<td>$11,920,852</td>
<td>$6,716,868</td>
<td>$6,007,595</td>
<td>$583.42</td>
<td>$84.20</td>
<td>68,779</td>
<td>$566.19</td>
<td>$86.09</td>
<td>$3,243,821</td>
<td>$5,733,031</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elevator System</td>
<td>$158,622,846</td>
<td>$128,001,828</td>
<td>$100,832,796</td>
<td>$42,387,159</td>
<td>$89.61</td>
<td>$88.21</td>
<td>437,991</td>
<td>$88.36</td>
<td>$94.38</td>
<td>$72,203,075</td>
<td>$5,100,084</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Site Survey System</td>
<td>$4,930,000</td>
<td>$4,740,741</td>
<td>$2,917,958</td>
<td>$2,200,281</td>
<td>$822.42</td>
<td>$822.42</td>
<td>27,919</td>
<td>$806.11</td>
<td>$99.28</td>
<td>$2,030,891</td>
<td>$2,906,910</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safety &amp; Security (in 3)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safety Systems</td>
<td>$12,100,000</td>
<td>$8,963,062</td>
<td>$7,407,407</td>
<td>$3,704,593</td>
<td>$89.31</td>
<td>$89.31</td>
<td>37,712</td>
<td>$86.38</td>
<td>$98.38</td>
<td>$3,267,270</td>
<td>$448,134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>$732,356,446</td>
<td>$565,601,606</td>
<td>$406,948,294</td>
<td>$299,326,415</td>
<td>$325.11</td>
<td>$325.11</td>
<td>226,151,139</td>
<td>$325.11</td>
<td>$325.11</td>
<td>$226,151,139</td>
<td>$13,187,222</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes:
1. The components listed in "Project Sampling" represent identified sample components of the overall Project, totaling 71% of the total anticipated work. The total cost and savings calculated for that 71% of the work appear in the "Standard Total" numbers at the end of the chart. The "100% Total" which appears below that entry reflects the calculated savings as compared to 100% of the project.
2. The Composite Labor Cost in the current sample was calculated on the costs for the same mix working a second shift under the curent labor agreements. Escalation of 4% per year was used.
3. The Composite PLA Labor Cost equals the cost of the same labor mix working a second shift with the 5% shift differential under the PLA.
4. The Savings equals the Labor Cost minus the PLA Labor Cost.
5. These savings assume that, with or without a PLA, 100% of the construction is performed by contractors otherwise subject to local labor agreements.
6. If these savings were instead calculated assuming 90%-95% split between union and non-union contractors (based on the SCA's history), it can be assumed that even in the absence of a PLA at least 25% of the successful bidders will be union contractors), the final, savings would be only slightly, and not significantly, less.
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## Project Sampling (in $)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Exterior Modernization</strong></td>
<td>$18,095,000</td>
<td>$8,899,027</td>
<td>$9,196,973</td>
<td>91,857</td>
<td>$797,956</td>
<td>$68.84</td>
<td>2,277,493</td>
<td>$2,411,327</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Building Upgrades</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Climate Control</strong></td>
<td>$13,270,000</td>
<td>$9,957,036</td>
<td>$3,313,964</td>
<td>98,175</td>
<td>$917,145</td>
<td>$99.61</td>
<td>332,407</td>
<td>$2,038,922</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Lake Village Electrical</strong></td>
<td>$7,140,000</td>
<td>$4,765,931</td>
<td>$2,374,069</td>
<td>108,603</td>
<td>$886,603</td>
<td>$80.84</td>
<td>356,285</td>
<td>$1,932,135</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Lighting</strong></td>
<td>$9,560,000</td>
<td>$6,525,049</td>
<td>$3,034,951</td>
<td>110,14</td>
<td>$102,14</td>
<td>$92.14</td>
<td>345,373</td>
<td>$2,650,777</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>System Replacements</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Wiring</strong></td>
<td>$12,000,000</td>
<td>$8,266,483</td>
<td>$3,733,517</td>
<td>36,654</td>
<td>$1,077,127</td>
<td>$30.32</td>
<td>2,808,016</td>
<td>$2,477,769</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Interior Reconfig.</strong></td>
<td>$7,360,000</td>
<td>$5,301,321</td>
<td>$2,058,679</td>
<td>201,460</td>
<td>$80.86</td>
<td>$89.84</td>
<td>1,712,134</td>
<td>$1,410,440</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Roofs</strong></td>
<td>$11,000,000</td>
<td>$7,935,724</td>
<td>$3,064,276</td>
<td>98,175</td>
<td>$917,145</td>
<td>$99.61</td>
<td>326,998</td>
<td>$1,580,485</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HVAC System</strong></td>
<td>$15,840,000</td>
<td>$11,248,111</td>
<td>$4,591,889</td>
<td>175,175</td>
<td>$1,055,127</td>
<td>$57.24</td>
<td>373,433</td>
<td>$2,654,723</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sanitary System</strong></td>
<td>$10,540,000</td>
<td>$7,950,558</td>
<td>$2,589,442</td>
<td>108,603</td>
<td>$886,603</td>
<td>$80.84</td>
<td>356,285</td>
<td>$1,932,135</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Plumbing System</strong></td>
<td>$11,010,000</td>
<td>$8,527,576</td>
<td>$2,482,424</td>
<td>108,603</td>
<td>$886,603</td>
<td>$80.84</td>
<td>356,285</td>
<td>$1,932,135</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Utilities</strong></td>
<td>$4,000,000</td>
<td>$2,495,744</td>
<td>$1,504,256</td>
<td>70,413</td>
<td>$224,956</td>
<td>$30.24</td>
<td>419,861</td>
<td>$389,522</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Safety &amp; Security</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>$281,774,499</td>
<td>$684,505,439</td>
<td>$545,350,564</td>
<td>207,443</td>
<td>$68,645</td>
<td>$69.84</td>
<td>2,351,472</td>
<td>$2,556,155</td>
<td>$1,171,420</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notes:**
1. The components listed in "Project Sampling" represent identified sample components of the overall Project, totaling 71% of the total anticipated work. The total cost and savings calculated for that 71% of this work appear in the "Sample Total" numbers at the end of the column. The "100% Total" which appears below that entry reflects the calculated savings extrapolated to 100% of the project.
2. The Composite Labor Cost is calculated based on the costs for the crew mix working a second shift under the current labor agreements. Exclusion of 4% per year was used.
3. The Composite PLA Labor Cost is calculated based on the costs for the same labor mix working a second shift under the current labor agreements.
4. The Savings equals the Labor Cost minus the PLA Labor Cost.
5. These savings assume that, with or without a PLA, 100% of the construction is performed by contractor otherwise subject to local labor agreements.
6. If the savings were indeed calculated assuming 25% / 5% split between union and non-union contractors (based on the CCA's history). It can be assumed that even in the absence of a PLA at least 50% of the successful bidders will be union contractors; the ton savings would be only slightly, and not significant, yields.
## Analyzing the Economic Benefits of a Project Labor Agreement

### Shift Differential Savings

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Exterior Modernization</strong></td>
<td>$8,040,000</td>
<td>$977,236</td>
<td>$7,363,000</td>
<td>$4,116,704</td>
<td>$1,935,730</td>
<td>$894.43</td>
<td>$792.63</td>
<td>$1,076,880</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Building Upgrades</strong></td>
<td>$33,490,000</td>
<td>$10,229,000</td>
<td>$23,000,000</td>
<td>$9,250,250</td>
<td>$720,550</td>
<td>$518.26</td>
<td>$457.26</td>
<td>$893,290</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Low Voltage Electrical</strong></td>
<td>$108,210,000</td>
<td>$63,936,700</td>
<td>$44,273,300</td>
<td>$42,985,400</td>
<td>$1,916,600</td>
<td>$593.22</td>
<td>$232.44</td>
<td>$1,253,728</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Lighting</strong></td>
<td>$159,170,000</td>
<td>$73,550,000</td>
<td>$85,620,000</td>
<td>$78,913,900</td>
<td>$1,919,100</td>
<td>$419.22</td>
<td>$324.30</td>
<td>$1,252,890</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### System Upgrades

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Windows</strong></td>
<td>$24,490,000</td>
<td>$20,010,791</td>
<td>$4,479,209</td>
<td>$6,620,439</td>
<td>$395.72</td>
<td>$99.43</td>
<td>$68.06</td>
<td>$259,482</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Exterior Masonry</strong></td>
<td>$12,970,000</td>
<td>$6,254,018</td>
<td>$6,715,982</td>
<td>$7,993,733</td>
<td>$369.73</td>
<td>$199.43</td>
<td>$132.87</td>
<td>$407,713</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Roofs</strong></td>
<td>$24,990,000</td>
<td>$15,900,089</td>
<td>$9,090,911</td>
<td>$9,090,911</td>
<td>$1,566.67</td>
<td>$95.11</td>
<td>$69.43</td>
<td>$206,713</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pavement Area Concrete</strong></td>
<td>$42,840,000</td>
<td>$20,301,000</td>
<td>$22,539,000</td>
<td>$22,539,000</td>
<td>$1,252.50</td>
<td>$99.43</td>
<td>$68.06</td>
<td>$259,482</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sidewalk/Driveway</strong></td>
<td>$123,270,000</td>
<td>$79,700,963</td>
<td>$43,569,037</td>
<td>$43,569,037</td>
<td>$1,252.50</td>
<td>$99.43</td>
<td>$68.06</td>
<td>$259,482</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mechanical System</strong></td>
<td>$103,370,000</td>
<td>$75,750,308</td>
<td>$27,619,692</td>
<td>$27,619,692</td>
<td>$1,252.50</td>
<td>$99.43</td>
<td>$68.06</td>
<td>$259,482</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Improvements and Restructuring

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Upgrade Scaffolding</strong></td>
<td>$82,280,000</td>
<td>$1,048,000</td>
<td>$81,232,000</td>
<td>$35,313,643</td>
<td>$370.70</td>
<td>$196.65</td>
<td>$138.82</td>
<td>$2,049,709</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MC Compet. - Trench Work</strong></td>
<td>$86,385,000</td>
<td>$88,000,000</td>
<td>$8,385,000</td>
<td>$39,900,000</td>
<td>$724.07</td>
<td>$421.01</td>
<td>$351.07</td>
<td>$2,049,709</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Upgrade Student Tolers</strong></td>
<td>$92,099,470</td>
<td>$93,000,000</td>
<td>$9,090,911</td>
<td>$9,090,911</td>
<td>$1,566.67</td>
<td>$95.11</td>
<td>$69.43</td>
<td>$206,713</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Chiller/Boiler</strong></td>
<td>$17,970,000</td>
<td>$6,710,000</td>
<td>$11,260,000</td>
<td>$6,832,000</td>
<td>$480.87</td>
<td>$293.31</td>
<td>$208.29</td>
<td>$2,049,709</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Upgrade Electrical System</strong></td>
<td>$166,322,998</td>
<td>$126,071,624</td>
<td>$40,251,374</td>
<td>$40,251,374</td>
<td>$1,252.50</td>
<td>$99.43</td>
<td>$68.06</td>
<td>$259,482</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sewer/Lineway</strong></td>
<td>$6,800,000</td>
<td>$6,400,000</td>
<td>$400,000</td>
<td>$2,352,101</td>
<td>$94.97</td>
<td>$66.01</td>
<td>$48.01</td>
<td>$2,049,709</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Safety Improvement</strong></td>
<td>$11,916,000</td>
<td>$5,260,000</td>
<td>$6,656,000</td>
<td>$4,229,200</td>
<td>$136.22</td>
<td>$109.22</td>
<td>$80.43</td>
<td>$2,049,709</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Safety & Security (var.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Safety Systems</strong></td>
<td>$26,410,000</td>
<td>$28,450,852</td>
<td>$2,051,000</td>
<td>$11,758,000</td>
<td>$1,360.22</td>
<td>$503.43</td>
<td>$2,049,709</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Total

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total Cost</th>
<th>$1,143,141,484</th>
<th>$119,081,282</th>
<th>$1,024,059,202</th>
<th>$424,849,011</th>
<th>$259,649,197</th>
<th>$69,808,914</th>
<th>$474,018,539</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### Notes:
1. The components listed in "Project Sampling" represent identified sample components of the overall Project, totaling 71% of the total anticipated work. The total cost and savings calculated for that 71% of the work appear in the "Grand Total" numbers at the end of the chart. The "100% Total" which appears below that entry reflects the calculated savings extrapolated to 100% of the project.
2. The Composite Labor Cost/yr. was calculated based on the cost of the crew mix working a second shift under the current labor agreements. Escalation of 4% per year was used.
3. The Composite PLA Labor Cost/yr. equals the cost of the same labor mix working a second shift under the PLA labor agreements.
4. The Savings equals the Labor Cost minus the PLA Labor Cost.
5. These savings assume, that with or without a PLA, 100% of the construction is performed by contractors otherwise subject to local labor agreements. Even in the absence of a PLA at least 95% of the successful bidders will be union contractors, the final, savings would be only slightly, and not significantly less.
## Holiday Savings 2005 - 2009:

### FY 2005

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trade</th>
<th>Current</th>
<th>PLA</th>
<th>Difference</th>
<th>Rate</th>
<th>Hours</th>
<th>Cost</th>
<th>Est. LH's</th>
<th>Hrs./Yr.</th>
<th>Est. No.</th>
<th>Savings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bricklayers</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>$62.63</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>$2,004.16</td>
<td>1,538,380</td>
<td>2080</td>
<td>740</td>
<td>$1,482,288</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carpenters</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>$73.34</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>$2,053.52</td>
<td>383,638</td>
<td>1820</td>
<td>211</td>
<td>$432,861</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cement Workers</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>$65.10</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>$2,278.50</td>
<td>14,053</td>
<td>1820</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>$17,593</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concrete Workers</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>$51.39</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>$1,798.65</td>
<td>42,159</td>
<td>1820</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>$41,684</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electricians</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>$79.76</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>$1,674.96</td>
<td>1,130,169</td>
<td>1820</td>
<td>621</td>
<td>$1,040,103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mason Tenders</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$48.63</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>$389.04</td>
<td>644,886</td>
<td>2080</td>
<td>310</td>
<td>$120,581</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Painters</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>$53.39</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>$747.46</td>
<td>93,567</td>
<td>1820</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>$36,427</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plasterers</td>
<td>10.25</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4.25</td>
<td>$57.13</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>$1,699.62</td>
<td>10,583</td>
<td>1820</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>$9,883</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plumbers/Pipefitters</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>$76.60</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>$2,144.80</td>
<td>35,922</td>
<td>1820</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>$42,332</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roofers</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>$57.46</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>$804.44</td>
<td>177,472</td>
<td>1820</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>$78,443</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steamfitters</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>$76.33</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>$2,137.24</td>
<td>35,742</td>
<td>1820</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>$41,972</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tilesetters</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>$61.69</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>$863.66</td>
<td>62,182</td>
<td>1820</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>$29,508</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Total Savings FY 2005**: $3,375,656
School Construction Authority
Analysis of the Economic Benefits of a Project Labor Agreement
Holiday Savings 2005 - 2009

FY 2006

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trade</th>
<th>Current</th>
<th>PLA</th>
<th>Difference</th>
<th>Rate</th>
<th>Hours</th>
<th>Cost</th>
<th>Est. LH's</th>
<th>Hrs./Yr.</th>
<th>Est. No.</th>
<th>Savings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bricklayers</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>$65.13</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>$2,084.16</td>
<td>341,177</td>
<td>2080</td>
<td>164</td>
<td>$341,860</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carpenters</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>$76.27</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>$2,135.56</td>
<td>280,901</td>
<td>1820</td>
<td>154</td>
<td>$329,604</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cement Workers</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>$67.70</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>$2,369.50</td>
<td>46,729</td>
<td>1820</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>$60,838</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concrete Workers</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>$53.44</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>$1,870.40</td>
<td>140,188</td>
<td>1820</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>$144,070</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electricians</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>$82.95</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>$1,741.95</td>
<td>1,168,890</td>
<td>1820</td>
<td>642</td>
<td>$1,118,763</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mason Tenders</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$50.58</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>$404.64</td>
<td>644,686</td>
<td>2080</td>
<td>310</td>
<td>$125,416</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Painters</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>$55.53</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>$777.42</td>
<td>61,136</td>
<td>1820</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>$26,115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plasterers</td>
<td>10.25</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4.25</td>
<td>$59.42</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>$1,767.75</td>
<td>122,273</td>
<td>1820</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>$118,762</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plumbers/Pipefitters</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>$79.66</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>$2,230.48</td>
<td>26,102</td>
<td>1820</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>$31,989</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roofers</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>$59.76</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>$836.64</td>
<td>155,249</td>
<td>1820</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>$71,367</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steamfitters</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>$79.38</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>$2,222.64</td>
<td>27,102</td>
<td>1820</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>$33,098</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tilesetters</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>$64.16</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>$898.24</td>
<td>62,182</td>
<td>1820</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>$30,689</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total Savings FY 2006 $2,432,570
## School Construction Authority
### Analysis of the Economic Benefits of a Project Labor Agreement
#### Holiday Savings 2005 - 2009

**FY 2007**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trade</th>
<th>Current</th>
<th>PLA</th>
<th>Difference</th>
<th>Rate</th>
<th>Hours</th>
<th>Cost</th>
<th>Est. LH's</th>
<th>Hrs./Yr.</th>
<th>Est. No.</th>
<th>Savings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bricklayers</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>$ 67.74</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>$ 2,167.68</td>
<td>83,723</td>
<td>2080</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>$ 87,253</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carpenters</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>$ 74.81</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>$ 2,094.68</td>
<td>398,026</td>
<td>1820</td>
<td>219</td>
<td>$ 458,098</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cement Workers</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>$ 70.41</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>$ 2,464.35</td>
<td>40,390</td>
<td>1820</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>$ 54,689</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concrete Workers</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>$ 55.58</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>$ 1,945.30</td>
<td>121,169</td>
<td>1820</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>$ 129,510</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electricians</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>$ 82.27</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>$ 1,727.67</td>
<td>826,944</td>
<td>1820</td>
<td>454</td>
<td>$ 784,993</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mason Tenders</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$ 52.60</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>$ 420.80</td>
<td>865,298</td>
<td>2080</td>
<td>416</td>
<td>$ 175,056</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Painters</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>$ 57.75</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>$ 808.50</td>
<td>87,150</td>
<td>1820</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>$ 38,715</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plasterers</td>
<td>10.25</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4.25</td>
<td>$ 61.80</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>$ 1,838.55</td>
<td>174,300</td>
<td>1820</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>$ 176,076</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plumbers/Pipefitters</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>$ 82.85</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>$ 2,319.80</td>
<td>13,423</td>
<td>1820</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>$ 17,109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roofers</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>$ 62.15</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>$ 1,740.20</td>
<td>177,472</td>
<td>1820</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>$ 169,691</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steamfitters</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>$ 82.55</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>$ 2,311.40</td>
<td>13,423</td>
<td>1820</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>$ 17,047</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tilesetters</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>$ 66.73</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>$ 2,335.55</td>
<td>60,762</td>
<td>1820</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>$ 77,974</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Total Savings FY 2007** $ 2,186,209
## School Construction Authority
### Analysis of the Economic Benefits of a Project Labor Agreement
#### Holiday Savings 2005 - 2009

**FY 2008**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trade</th>
<th>Current</th>
<th>PLA</th>
<th>Difference</th>
<th>Rate</th>
<th>Hours</th>
<th>Cost</th>
<th>Est. LH's</th>
<th>Hrs./Yr</th>
<th>Est. No</th>
<th>Savings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bricklayers</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>$70.45</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>$2,254.40</td>
<td>425,827</td>
<td>2080</td>
<td>205</td>
<td>$461,531</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carpenters</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>$82.49</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>$2,309.72</td>
<td>238,650</td>
<td>1820</td>
<td>131</td>
<td>$302,855</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cement Workers</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>$73.23</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>$2,563.05</td>
<td>49,592</td>
<td>1820</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>$69,839</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concrete Workers</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>$57.80</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>$2,023.00</td>
<td>148,777</td>
<td>1820</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>$165,371</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electricians</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>$85.56</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>$1,796.76</td>
<td>1,189,901</td>
<td>1820</td>
<td>654</td>
<td>$1,174,706</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mason Tenders</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>54.70</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>437.60</td>
<td>248,746</td>
<td>2080</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>52,332</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Painters</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>60.06</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>840.84</td>
<td>81,776</td>
<td>1820</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>37,781</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plasterers</td>
<td>10.25</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4.25</td>
<td>64.27</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1,912.03</td>
<td>163,552</td>
<td>1820</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>171,622</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plumbers/Pipefitters</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>86.16</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2,412.48</td>
<td>25,093</td>
<td>1820</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>33,261</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roofers</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>64.63</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>904.82</td>
<td>177,472</td>
<td>1820</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>88,231</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steamfitters</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>85.85</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2,403.80</td>
<td>50,185</td>
<td>1820</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>66,283</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tilesetters</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>69.40</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2,429.00</td>
<td>57,492</td>
<td>1820</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>76,730</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Total Savings FY 2008** $2,700,752
## Analysis of the Economic Benefits of a Project Labor Agreement

### Holiday Savings 2005 - 2009

#### FY 2009

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trade</th>
<th>Current</th>
<th>PLA</th>
<th>Difference</th>
<th>Rate</th>
<th>Hours</th>
<th>Cost</th>
<th>Est. LH's</th>
<th>Hrs./Yr.</th>
<th>Est. No.</th>
<th>Savings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bricklayers</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>$73.27</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>$2,344.64</td>
<td>80,117</td>
<td>2080</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>$90,310</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carpenters</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>$85.79</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>$2,402.12</td>
<td>217,623</td>
<td>1820</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>$287,230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cement Workers</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>$76.16</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>$2,665.60</td>
<td>123,919</td>
<td>1820</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>$181,493</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concrete Workers</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>$60.11</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>$2,103.85</td>
<td>371,756</td>
<td>1820</td>
<td>204</td>
<td>$429,735</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electricians</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>$88.98</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>$1,868.58</td>
<td>1,819,154</td>
<td>1820</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>$1,867,711</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mason Tenders</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$56.89</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>$455.12</td>
<td>140,599</td>
<td>2080</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>$30,764</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Painters</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>$62.46</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>$874.44</td>
<td>93,567</td>
<td>1820</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>$44,956</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plasterers</td>
<td>10.25</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4.25</td>
<td>$66.84</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>$1,988.49</td>
<td>187,135</td>
<td>1820</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>$204,459</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plumbers/Pipefitters</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>$89.61</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>$2,509.08</td>
<td>42,338</td>
<td>1820</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>$58,367</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roofers</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>$67.22</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>$941.08</td>
<td>177,472</td>
<td>1820</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>$91,767</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steamfitters</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>$89.29</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>$2,500.12</td>
<td>42,338</td>
<td>1820</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>$58,159</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tilesetters</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>$72.17</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>$2,525.95</td>
<td>55,280</td>
<td>1820</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>$76,722</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Total Savings FY 2009** $3,421,672

**Grand Total Savings FY 2005 - 2009** $14,116,859
PROJECT LABOR AGREEMENT
COVERING SPECIFIED CONSTRUCTION
WORK UNDER THE CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT
AND RESTRUCTURING PROGRAMS (2005-2009)

New York City School Construction Authority
-and-
Building and Construction Trades Council
Of Greater New York and Vicinity
PROJECT LABOR AGREEMENT COVERING
SPECIFIED CONSTRUCTION ON BEHALF OF THE
NEW YORK CITY SCHOOL CONSTRUCTION AUTHORITY

ARTICLE 1 - PREAMBLE

WHEREAS, the New York City School Construction Authority ("Authority"), acting as its own Construction Manager, desires to provide for the cost efficient, safe, quality, and timely completion of certain rehabilitation and renovation work performed under the Authority’s Capital Improvement Program ("CIP") and Restructuring Program ("Program Work," as defined in Article 3) for Fiscal Years 2005 to 2009 in a manner designed to afford the lowest costs to the Authority, and the Public it represents, and the advancement of permissible statutory objectives;

WHEREAS, this Project Labor Agreement will foster the achievement of these goals, inter alia, by:

(1) providing a mechanism for responding to the unique construction needs associated with this Program Work and achieving the most cost effective means of construction, including direct labor cost savings, the Building and Construction Trades Council of Greater New York and Vicinity, on its behalf and on behalf of its affiliated Local Unions and their members, waiving various shift and other hourly premiums and other work and pay practices which would otherwise apply to Program Work;

(2) expediting the construction process and otherwise minimizing the disruption to the educational environment of New York City public schools;

(3) promoting the statutory objectives stated in the Authority’s enabling legislation, Public Authorities Law § 1725 et seq., in a non-discriminatory manner designed to open construction opportunities to all qualified bidders;

(4) avoiding the costly delays of potential strikes, slowdowns, walkouts, picketing and other disruptions arising from work disputes and promoting labor harmony and peace for the duration of the Program Work;

(5) standardizing the terms and conditions governing the employment of labor on the Program Work;
(6) permitting wide flexibility in work scheduling and shift hours and times to allow maximum work to be done during off-school hours yet at affordable pay rates;

(7) permitting adjustments to work rules and staffing requirements from those which otherwise might obtain;

(8) providing comprehensive and standardized mechanisms for the settlement of work disputes, including those relating to jurisdiction;

(9) furthering public policy objectives as to improved employment opportunities for minorities, women and the economically disadvantaged through Project Pathways and other such programs;

(10) ensuring a reliable source of skilled and experienced labor;

and, WHEREAS, the Building and Construction Trades Council of Greater New York and Vicinity, its affiliated Local Unions and their members, desire to assist the Authority in improving public education in the City of New York, as well as to provide for stability, security and work opportunities which are afforded by a Project Labor Agreement;

and, WHEREAS, the Parties desire to maximize Program Work safety conditions for both workers and users of New York City Schools under construction;

NOW, THEREFORE, the Parties enter into this Agreement:

SECTION 1. PARTIES TO THE AGREEMENT

This is a Project Labor Agreement ("Agreement") for rehabilitation and renovation work to be performed under the defined CIP and Restructuring Program entered into by the New York City School Construction Authority and the Building and Construction Trades Council of Greater New York and Vicinity ("Council") (on behalf of itself and its affiliated Local Unions and their members) ("Local Unions"). The Council hereby warrants and represents that it has been duly authorized to enter into this Agreement on behalf of and to bind.
its affiliated Local Unions and their members, as well as itself, as if each had individually signed this Agreement.

ARTICLE 2 - GENERAL CONDITIONS

SECTION 1. DEFINITIONS

Throughout this Agreement, the various Union parties, including the Building and Construction Trades Council of Greater New York and Vicinity and its affiliated Local Unions, are referred to singularly and collectively as "Union(s)"; where specific reference is made to "Local Unions," that phrase is sometimes used; the term "Contractor(s)" shall include any Construction Project Manager who may serve as a successor to the Authority in that role, to General Contractors and to all other contractors, and subcontractors of whatever tier, engaged in Program Work within the scope of this Agreement as defined in Article 3; the New York City School Construction Authority is referred to as the "Authority," except that when the Authority is referred to in its capacity as Construction Project Manager, it (or any successor to the Authority acting in that capacity) is referred to as "Construction Project Manager," the Building and Construction Trades Council of Greater New York and Vicinity is referred to as the "Council"; and the work covered by this Agreement (as defined in Article 3) is referred to as "Program Work".

SECTION 2. CONDITIONS FOR AGREEMENT TO BECOME EFFECTIVE

This Agreement shall not become effective unless each of the following conditions are met: (1) the Agreement is signed by the Council, on behalf of itself, its affiliated Local Unions and their members; and (2) the Agreement is approved and signed by the President and Chief Executive Officer of the Authority.
SECTION 3. ENTITIES BOUND & ADMINISTRATION OF AGREEMENT

This Agreement shall be binding on all Unions and their affiliates, the Construction Project Manager (in its capacity as such) and all Contractors performing Program Work, as defined in Article 3. The Contractors shall include in any subcontract that they let for performance during the term of this Agreement a requirement that their subcontractors, of whatever tier, become signatory and bound by this Agreement with respect to that subcontracted work falling within the scope of Article 3. This Agreement shall be administered by the Construction Project Manager or such other designee as may be named by the Authority, on behalf of all Contractors.

SECTION 4. SUPREMACY CLAUSE

This Agreement, together with the local Collective Bargaining Agreements appended hereto as Schedule A, represents the complete understanding of all signatories and supersedes any national agreement, local agreement or other collective bargaining agreement of any type which would otherwise apply to Program Work, in whole or in part. Where a subject covered by the provisions of this Agreement is also covered by a Schedule A, the provisions of this Agreement shall prevail. It is further understood that no Contractor shall be required to sign any other agreement as a condition of performing Program Work. No practice, understanding or agreement between a Contractor and a Local Union which is not set forth in this Agreement shall be binding on Program Work unless endorsed in writing by the Construction Project Manager or such other designee as may be designated by the Authority.
SECTION 5. LIABILITY

The liability of any Contractor and the liability of any Union under this Agreement shall be several and not joint. The Construction Project Manager and any Contractor shall not be liable for any violations of this Agreement by any other Contractor; and the Council and Local Unions shall not be liable for any violations of this Agreement by any other Union.

SECTION 6. THE AUTHORITY

The Authority shall require in its bid specifications for all Program Work within the scope of Article 3 that all successful bidders, and their subcontractors of whatever tier, become bound by, and signatory to, this Agreement. The Authority (including in its role as Construction Project Manager) shall not be liable for any violation of this Agreement by any Contractor. It is understood that nothing in this Agreement shall be construed as limiting the sole discretion of the Authority (including in its role as Construction Project Manager) in determining which Contractors shall be awarded contracts for Program Work. It is further understood that the Authority (including in its role as Construction Project Manager) has sole discretion at any time to terminate, delay or suspend the Program Work, in whole or part.

SECTION 7. AVAILABILITY AND APPLICABILITY TO ALL SUCCESSFUL BIDDERS

The Unions agree that this Agreement will be made available to, and will fully apply to, any successful bidder for Program Work who becomes signatory thereto, without regard to whether that successful bidder performs work at other sites on either a union or non-union basis and without regard to whether employees of such successful bidder are or are not
members of any unions. This Agreement shall not apply to the work of any Contractor which is performed at any location other than the site of Program Work.

ARTICLE 3 - SCOPE OF THE AGREEMENT

SECTION 1. WORKED COVERED

Program Work shall be limited to designated rehabilitation and renovation construction contracts bid and let by the New York City School Construction Authority after the effective date of this Agreement for rehabilitation and renovation work performed on New York City Public Schools pursuant to funds authorized under the Capital Improvement and Restructuring Programs for Fiscal Years 2005 to 2009. Subject to the foregoing, and the exclusions below, such Program Work generally shall include demolition, reconstruction, rehabilitation, renovation work associated with school improvement and restructuring, technology enhancement, safety enhancement, general enhancement, CIP and other programs and needs as set forth in the Capital Program.

It is understood that Program Work does not include, and this Project Labor Agreement shall not apply to, any other work, including:

1. Contracts let and work performed in connection with projects carried over, recycled from, or performed under bids or rebids relating to work initiated under Fiscal Years Programs prior to 2005, or to any contracts for Fiscal Year Programs after 2005 which have been bid prior to the effective date of this Agreement.

2. Contracts let and work performed in connection with any and all Mentor Contracts involving minority and women contractors, provided such contracts have a value of $1,000,000 or less.
3. Contracts let by and work performed under the authority of the New York City Department of Education or the New York City Department of Design and Construction.

4. Contracts let and work performed for lease build out construction.

5. Contracts let and work performed under the New Capacity Program of the Capital Plan (including new building construction, additions to existing facilities, and lease build outs).

6. Contracts let and work performed under the Charter and Partnership Schools Program of the Capital Plan.

7. Contracts let and work performed for Maintenance and Janitorial work.

8. Technology Enhancements to the extent they do not involve construction services.

9. Contracts let and worked performed which is supported by federal funding or financial assistance and falls within the coverage of Executive Order 13202 (or any similar rule, regulation or order), but only so long as Executive Order 13202 (or any similar rule, regulation or order) is in effect.

SECTION 2. TIME LIMITATIONS

In addition to falling within the scope of Section 1, to be covered by this Agreement Program Work must be (1) let for bid after the effective date of this Agreement, and (2) let for bid prior to June 30, 2009, the expiration date of this Agreement. It is understood that this Agreement, together with all of its provisions, shall remain in effect for all such Program Work until completion, even if not completed by the expiration date of the Agreement. If Program Work otherwise falling within the scope of Section 1 is not let for bid by the expiration
Manager, then those employees of the Construction Project Manager performing manual, on site construction labor will be covered by this Agreement);

e. Employees engaged in on-site equipment warranty work;

f. Employees engaged in geophysical testing other than boring for core samples;

g. Employees engaged in laboratory, specialty testing, or inspections, pursuant to a professional services agreement between the Authority, or any of the Authority's other professional consultants, and such laboratory, testing, inspection or surveying firm;

h. Employees engaged in work which is ancillary to Program Work and performed by third parties such as electric utilities, gas utilities, telephone companies, and railroads.

i. Employees engaged in technology installation (except to the extent they are involved in construction services in connection with such installation).

SECTION 4. NON-APPLICATION TO CERTAIN ENTITIES

This Agreement shall not apply to those parents, affiliates, subsidiaries, or other joint or sole ventures of any Contractor which do not perform Program Work. It is agreed, for the purposes of this Agreement only, that this Agreement does not have the effect of creating any joint employment, single employer or alter ego status among the Authority (including in its capacity as Construction Project Manager) or any Contractor. The Agreement shall further not apply to the Authority or any New York City or other municipal or State agency, authority, or
entity (including but not limited to the New York City Department of Education or the Department of Design & Construction), or any other public entity, and nothing contained herein shall be construed to prohibit or restrict the Authority or its employees or any State, New York City or other municipal or State authority, agency or entity (including but not limited to the New York City Department of Education or DDC) and its employees from performing on or off-site work related to Programs. As the contracts involving covered work are completed and accepted, the Agreement shall not have further force or effect on such items or areas except where inspections, additions, repairs, modifications, check-out and/or warranty work are assigned in writing (copy to Local Union involved) by the Construction Project Manager for performance under the terms of this Agreement.

ARTICLE 4 - UNION RECOGNITION AND EMPLOYMENT

SECTION 1. PRE-HIRE RECOGNITION

The Contractors recognize the Unions as the sole and exclusive bargaining representatives of all craft employees who are performing on-site Program Work, with respect to that work.

SECTION 2. UNION REFERRAL

A. The Contractors agree to hire craft employees for Program Work covered by this Agreement through the job referral systems and hiring halls (where the referrals meet the qualifications set forth in items 1, 2 and 4 of subparagraph B) established in the Local Unions' area collective bargaining agreements (attached as Schedule A to this Agreement). Notwithstanding this, Contractors shall have sole right to determine the competency of all
referrals; to determine the number of employees required; select employees for layoff (subject to Article 5, Section 3); and the sole right to reject any applicant referred by a Local Union, subject to required show-up payments. In the event that a Local Union is unable to fill any request for qualified employees within a 48-hour period after such requisition is made by a Contractor (Saturdays, Sundays and holidays excepted), a Contractor may employ qualified applicants from any other available source. In the event that the Local Union does not have a job referral system, the Contractor shall give the Local Union first preference to refer applicants, subject to the other provisions of this Article. The Contractor shall notify the Local Union of craft employees hired for Program Work within its jurisdiction from any source other than referral by the Union.

B. A Contractor may request by name, and the Local will honor, referral of persons who have applied to the Local for Program Work and who meet the following qualifications:

1. possess any license required by New York State law for the Program Work to be performed;
2. have worked a total of at least 1000 hours in the Construction field during the prior 3 years; and
3. were on the Contractor's active payroll for at least 60 out of the 180 calendar days prior to the contract award.

No more than twelve per centum (12%) of the employees covered by this Agreement, per Contractor by craft, shall be hired through the special provisions above. Under this provision, name referrals begin with the eighth employee needed and continue on that same basis.
SECTION 3. NON-DISCRIMINATION IN REFERRALS

The Council represents that each Local Union hiring hall and referral system will be operated in a non-discriminatory manner and in full compliance with all applicable federal, state and local laws and regulations which require equal employment opportunities. Referrals shall not be affected in any way by the rules, regulations, bylaws, constitutional provisions or any other aspects or obligations of union membership, policies or requirements and shall be subject to such other conditions as are established in this Article. No employment applicant shall be discriminated against by any referral system or hiring hall because of the applicant's union membership, or lack thereof.

SECTION 4. MINORITY AND FEMALE REFERRALS

In the event a Local Union either fails, or is unable, to refer qualified minority or female applicants in percentages equaling affirmative action goals as set forth in the Authority's bid specifications, the Contractor may employ qualified minority or female applicants from any other available source.

SECTION 5. CROSS AND QUALIFIED REFERRALS

The Local Unions shall not knowingly refer to a Contractor an employee then employed by another Contractor working under this Agreement. The Local Unions will exert their utmost efforts to recruit sufficient numbers of skilled and qualified crafts employees to fulfill the requirements of the Contractor.
SECTION 6. UNION DUES

All employees covered by this Agreement shall be subject to the union security provisions contained in the applicable Schedule A local agreements, as amended from time to time, but only for the period of time during which they are performing on-site Program Work and only to the extent of tendering payment of the applicable union dues and assessments uniformly required for union membership in the Local Unions which represents the craft in which the employee is performing Program Work. No employee shall be discriminated against at any Program Work site because of the employee's union membership or lack thereof. In the case of unaffiliated employees, the dues payment will be received by the Local Unions as an agency shop fee.

SECTION 7. CRAFT FOREPERSONS AND GENERAL FOREPERSONS

The selection of craft forepersons and/or general forepersons and the number of forepersons required shall be solely the responsibility of the Contractor except where otherwise provided by specific provisions of an applicable Schedule A. All forepersons shall take orders exclusively from the designated Contractor representatives. Craft forepersons shall be designated as working forepersons at the request of the Contractor, except when an existing local Collective Bargaining Agreement prohibits a foreperson from working when the craftspersons he is leading exceed a specified number.
ARTICLE 5 - UNION REPRESENTATION

SECTION 1. LOCAL UNION REPRESENTATIVE

Each Local Union representing on-site Program Work employees shall be entitled to designate in writing (copy to Contractor involved and Construction Project Manager) one representative, and/or the Business Manager, who shall be afforded access to the Program Work site.

SECTION 2. STEWARDS

(a) Each Local Union shall have the right to designate a working journey person as a Steward and an alternate, and shall notify the Contractor and Construction Project Manager of the identity of the designated Steward (and alternate) prior to the assumption of such duties. Stewards shall not exercise supervisory functions and will receive the regular rate of pay for their craft classifications. There will be no non-working Stewards.

(b) In addition to their work as an employee, the Steward shall have the right to receive complaints or grievances and to discuss and assist in their adjustment with the Contractor's appropriate supervisor. Each Steward shall be concerned with the employees of the Steward's Contractor and, if applicable, subcontractors of that Contractor, but not with the employees of any other Contractor. The Contractor will not discriminate against the Steward in the proper performance of Union duties.
(c) The Stewards shall not have the right to determine when overtime shall be worked, or who shall work overtime except pursuant to a Schedule A provision providing procedures for the equitable distribution of overtime.

SECTION 3. LAYOFF OF A STEWARD

Contractors agree to notify the appropriate Union 24 hours prior to the layoff of a Steward, except in cases of discipline or discharge for just cause. If a Steward is protected against layoff by a Schedule A provision, such provision shall be recognized to the extent the Steward possesses the necessary qualifications to perform the work required. In any case in which a Steward is discharged or disciplined for just cause, the Local Union involved shall be notified immediately by the Contractor.

ARTICLE 6 - MANAGEMENT'S RIGHTS

SECTION 1. RESERVATION OF RIGHTS

Except as expressly limited by a specific provision of this Agreement, Contractors retain full and exclusive authority for the management of their operations including, but not limited to: the right to direct the work force, including determination as to the number of employees to be hired and the qualifications therefore; the promotion, transfer, layoff of its employees; or the discipline or discharge for just cause of its employees; the assignment and schedule of work; the promulgation of reasonable Program Work rules that are not inconsistent with this Agreement or rules common in the industry and are reasonably related to the nature of the work; and, the requirement, timing and number of employees to be utilized for overtime work. No rules, customs, or practices which limit or restrict productivity or efficiency of the
individual, as determined by the Contractor or Authority (including in its role as Construction Project Manager), and/or joint working efforts with other employees shall be permitted or observed.

SECTION 2. MATERIALS, METHODS & EQUIPMENT

There shall be no limitation or restriction upon the Contractors' choice of materials, techniques, methods, technology or design, or, regardless of source or location, upon the use and installation of equipment, machinery, package units, pre-cast, pre-fabricated, pre-finished, or pre-assembled materials or products, tools, or other labor-saving devices. Contractors may, without restriction, install or use materials, supplies or equipment regardless of their source. The on-site installation or application of such items shall be performed by the craft having jurisdiction over such work; provided, however, it is recognized that other personnel having special qualifications may participate, in a supervisory capacity, in the installation, check-off or testing of specialized or unusual equipment or facilities as designated by the Contractor. There shall be no restrictions as to work which is performed off-site for Program Work.

ARTICLE 7 - WORK STOPPAGES AND LOCKOUTS

SECTION 1. NO STRIKES-NO LOCK OUT

There shall be no strikes, sympathy strikes, picketing, work stoppages, slowdowns, hand billing, demonstrations or other disruptive activity at the Program Work site for any reason by any Union or employee against any Contractor or employer. There shall be no other Union, or concerted or employee activity which disrupts or interferes with the operation of the Program Work or the educational mission and objectives of the New York City public
schools at any Program Work site. Failure of any Union or employee to cross any picket line established by any Union, signatory or non-signatory to this Agreement, or the picket or demonstration line of any other organization, at or in proximity to a Program Work site is a violation of this Article. Should any employees breach this provision, the Unions will use their best efforts to try to immediately end that breach and return all employees to work. There shall be no lockout at a Program Work site by any signatory Contractor.

SECTION 2. DISCHARGE FOR VIOLATION

A Contractor may discharge any employee violating Section 1, above, and any such employee will not be eligible thereafter for referral under this Agreement for a period of 100 days.

SECTION 3. NOTIFICATION

If a Contractor contends that any Union has violated this Article, it will notify the Local Union involved advising of such fact, with copies of the notification to the Council. The Local Union shall instruct and order, the Council shall request, and each shall otherwise use their best efforts to cause, the employees (and where necessary the Council shall use its best efforts to cause the Local Union), to immediately cease and desist from any violation of this Article. If the Council complies with these obligations it shall not be liable for the unauthorized acts of a Local Union or its members. Similarly, a Local Union and its members will not be liable for any unauthorized acts of the Council. Failure of a Contractor or the Construction Project Manager to give any notification set forth in this Article shall not excuse any violation of Section 1 of this Article.
SECTION 4. EXPEDITED ARBITRATION

Any Contractor or Union alleging a violation of Section 1 of this Article may utilize the expedited procedure set forth below (in lieu of, or in addition to, any actions at law or equity) that may be brought.

a. A party invoking this procedure shall notify John Feerick or Jeffrey Selchick who shall alternate (beginning with Arbitrator Feerick) as Arbitrator under this expedited arbitration procedure. If the Arbitrator next on the list is not available to hear the matter within 24 hours of notice, the next Arbitrator on the list shall be called. Copies of such notification will be simultaneously sent to the alleged violator and Council.

b. The Arbitrator shall thereupon, after notice as to time and place to the Contractor, the Local Union involved, the Council and the Construction Project Manager, hold a hearing within 48 hours of receipt of the notice invoking the procedure if it is contended that the violation still exists. The hearing will not, however, be scheduled for less than 24 hours after the notice to the district or area council required by Section 3, above.

c. All notices pursuant to this Article may be provided by telephone, telegraph, hand delivery, or fax, confirmed by overnight delivery, to the Arbitrator, Contractor, Construction Project Manager and Local Union.
involved. The hearing may be held on any day including Saturdays or Sundays. The hearing shall be completed in one session, which shall not exceed 8 hours duration (no more than 4 hours being allowed to either side to present their case, and conduct their cross examination) unless otherwise agreed. A failure of any Union or Contractor to attend the hearing shall not delay the hearing of evidence by those present or the issuance of an award by the Arbitrator.

d. The sole issue at the hearing shall be whether a violation of Section 1, above, occurred. If a violation is found to have occurred, the Arbitrator shall issue a Cease and Desist Award restraining such violation and serve copies on the Contractor and Union involved. The Arbitrator shall have no authority to consider any matter in justification, explanation or mitigation of such violation or to award damages (any damages issue is reserved solely for court proceedings, if any.) The Award shall be issued in writing within 3 hours after the close of the hearing, and may be issued without an Opinion. If any involved party desires an Opinion, one shall be issued within 15 calendar days, but its issuance shall not delay compliance with, or enforcement of, the Award.

e. An Award issued under this procedure may be enforced by any court of competent jurisdiction upon the filing of this Agreement together with the Award. Notice of the filing of such enforcement proceedings shall be
given to the Union or Contractor involved, and the Construction Project Manager. In any court proceeding to obtain a temporary or preliminary order enforcing the Arbitrator’s Award as issued under this expedited procedure, the involved Union and Contractor waive their right to a hearing and agree that such proceedings may be ex parte, provided notice is given to opposing counsel. Such agreement does not waive any party's right to participate in a hearing for a final court order of enforcement or in any contempt proceeding.

f. Any rights created by statute or law governing arbitration proceedings which are inconsistent with the procedure set forth in this Article, or which interfere with compliance thereto, are hereby waived by the Contractors and Unions to whom they accrue.

g. The fees and expenses of the Arbitrator shall be equally divided between the involved Contractor and Union.

SECTION 5. ARBITRATION OF DISCHARGES FOR VIOLATION

Procedures contained in Article 9 shall not be applicable to any alleged violation of this Article, with the single exception that an employee discharged for violation of Section 1, above, may have recourse to the procedures of Article 9 to determine only if the employee did, in fact, violate the provisions of Section 1 of this Article; but not for the purpose of modifying the discipline imposed where a violation is found to have occurred.
ARTICLE 8 - LABOR MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE

SECTION 1. SUBJECTS

The Program Labor Management Committee will meet on a regular basis to: 1) promote harmonious relations among the Contractors and Unions; 2) enhance safety awareness, cost effectiveness and productivity of construction operations; 3) protect the public interests; 4) discuss matters relating to staffing and scheduling with safety and productivity as considerations; and 5) review Affirmative Action and equal employment opportunity matters pertaining to Program Work.

SECTION 2. COMPOSITION

The Committee shall be jointly chaired by a designee of the Authority and the Council. It may include representatives of the Local Unions and Contractors involved in the issues being discussed. The Committee may conduct business through mutually agreed upon sub-committees.

ARTICLE 9 - GRIEVANCE & ARBITRATION PROCEDURE

SECTION 1. PROCEDURE FOR RESOLUTION OF GRIEVANCES

Any question, dispute or claim arising out of, or involving the interpretation or application of this Agreement (other than jurisdictional disputes or alleged violations of Article 7, Section 1) shall be considered a grievance and shall be resolved pursuant to the exclusive procedure of the steps described below, provided in all cases that the question, dispute or claim arose during the term of this Agreement.
Step 1:

(a) When any employee covered by this Agreement feels aggrieved by a claimed violation of this Agreement, the employee shall, through the Local Union business representative or job steward, give notice of the claimed violation to the work site representative of the involved Contractor and the Construction Project Manager. To be timely, such notice of the grievance must be given within 7 calendar days after the act, occurrence or event giving rise to the grievance. The business representative of the Local Union or the job steward and the work site representative of the involved Contractor shall meet and endeavor to adjust the matter within 7 calendar days after timely notice has been given. If they fail to resolve the matter within the prescribed period, the grieving party, may, within 7 calendar days thereafter, pursue Step 2 of the grievance procedure by serving the involved Contractor with written copies of the grievance setting forth a description of the claimed violation, the date on which the grievance occurred, and the provisions of the Agreement alleged to have been violated. Grievances and disputes settled at Step 1 are nonprecedential except as to the specific Local Union, employee and Contractor directly involved unless the settlement is accepted in writing by the Construction Project Manager (or designee) as creating a precedent.

(b) Should any signatory to this Agreement have a dispute (excepting jurisdictional disputes or alleged violations of Article 7, Section 1) with any other signatory to this Agreement and, if after conferring, a settlement is not reached within 7 calendar days, the dispute shall be reduced to writing and proceed to Step 2 in the same manner as outlined in subparagraph (a) for the adjustment of employee grievances.
Step 2:

The Business Manager or designee of the involved Local Union, together with representatives of the involved Contractor, Council and the Construction Project Manager (or designee), shall meet in Step 2 within 7 calendar days of service of the written grievance to arrive at a satisfactory settlement.

Step 3:

(a) If the grievance shall have been submitted but not resolved in Step 2, any of the participating Step 2 entities may, within 21 calendar days after the initial Step 2 meeting, submit the grievance in writing (copies to other participants, including the Construction Project Manager or designee) to Jeffrey Selchick or John Feerick who shall act, alternately (beginning with Arbitrator Selchick), as the Arbitrator under this procedure. The Labor Arbitration Rules of the American Arbitration Association shall govern the conduct of the arbitration hearing, at which all Step 2 participants shall be parties. The decision of the Arbitrator shall be final and binding on the involved Contractor, Local Union and employees and the fees and expenses of such arbitrations shall be borne equally by the involved Contractor and Local Union.

(b) Failure of the grieving party to adhere to the time limits set forth in this Article shall render the grievance null and void. These time limits may be extended only by written consent of the Construction Project Manager (or designee), involved Contractor and involved Local Union at the particular step where the extension is agreed upon. The Arbitrator
SECTION 2. OVERTIME

Except as provided elsewhere in the PLA (e.g., Article 12, Section 1C and Article 12, Section 3B), overtime pay for hours outside of the standard work week and work day, described in paragraph A above, shall be paid in accordance with the applicable Schedule A. There will be no restriction upon the Contractor’s scheduling of overtime or the non-discriminatory designation of employees who shall be worked, including the use of employees, other than those who have worked the regular or scheduled work week, at straight time rates, except that, in order to promote efficiency, weekend overtime work shall be offered first to members of the crew which handled that work during the week. There shall be no pyramiding of overtime pay under any circumstances. The Contractor shall have the right to schedule work so as to minimize overtime or schedule overtime as to some, but not all, of the crafts and whether or not of a continuous nature.

SECTION 3. SHIFTS

A. Flexible Schedules - Scheduling of shift work, including Saturday and Sunday work, shall be within the discretion of the Contractor in order to meet Program Work schedules and existing Program Work conditions including the minimization of interference with the educational mission of the New York City public schools. It is not necessary to work a day shift in order to schedule a second or third shift, or a second shift in order to schedule a third shift, or to schedule all of the crafts when only certain crafts or employees are needed. Shifts must have prior approval of the Construction Project Manager, and must be scheduled with not less than five work days notice to the Local Union.
D. Four Tens – Notwithstanding any other provision of this Agreement, when working a four-day work week, the standard work day shall consist of 10 hours work for 10 hours of pay at the straight time rate exclusive of an unpaid 1/2 hour meal period and regardless of the starting time.

SECTION 4. HOLIDAYS

A. Schedule - There shall be 6 recognized holidays:

New Years Day      Labor Day
Memorial Day        Thanksgiving Day
Fourth of July      Christmas Day

All said holidays shall be observed on the dates designated by New York State Law. In the absence of such designation, they shall be observed on the calendar date except those holidays which occur on Sunday shall be observed on the following Monday.

B. Payment - Regular holiday pay, if any, for work performed on such a recognized holiday shall be in accordance with the applicable Schedule A.

C. Exclusivity - No holidays other than those listed in Section 4-A above shall be recognized or observed.

SECTION 5. REPORTING PAY

A. Employees who report to the work location pursuant to their regular schedule and who are not provided with work shall be paid two hours reporting pay at straight
time rates. An employee whose work is terminated early by a Contractor due to severe weather, power failure, fire or natural disaster or for similar circumstances beyond the Contractor's control, shall receive pay only for such time as is actually worked. In other instances in which an employee's work is terminated early (unless provided otherwise elsewhere in this Agreement), the employee shall be paid for his full shift.

B. When an employee, who has completed their scheduled shift and left the Program Work site, is "called out" to perform special work of a casual, incidental or irregular nature, the employee shall receive overtime pay at the rate of time and one-half of the employee's straight time rate for hours actually worked.

C. When an employee leaves the job or work location of their own volition or is discharged for cause or is not working as a result of the Contractor's invocation of Section 7 below, they shall be paid only for the actual time worked.

D. Except as specifically set forth in this Article there shall be no premiums, bonuses, hazardous duty, high time or other special premium payments or reduction in shift hours of any kind.

E. There shall be no pay for time not actually worked except as specifically set forth in this Article and except where an applicable Schedule A requires a full weeks' pay for forepersons.
SECTION 6. PAYMENT OF WAGES

A. Payday - Payment shall be made by check, drawn on a New York bank with branches located within commuting distance of the job site. Paychecks shall be issued by the Contractor at the job site by 10 a.m. on Thursdays. In the event that the following Friday is a bank holiday, paychecks shall be issued on Wednesday of that week. Not more than 3 days wages shall be held back in any pay period. Paycheck stubs shall contain the name and business address of the Contractor, together with an itemization of deductions from gross wages.

B. Termination- Employees who are laid off or discharged for cause shall be paid in full for that which is due them at the time of termination. The Contractor shall also provide the employee with a written statement setting forth the date of lay off or discharge.

SECTION 7: EMERGENCY WORK SUSPENSION

A Contractor may, if considered necessary for the protection of life and/or safety of employees or others, suspend all or a portion of Program Work. In such instances, employees will be paid for actual time worked, except that when a Contractor requests that employees remain at the job site available for work, employees will be paid for that time at their hourly rate of pay.

SECTION 8. INJURY/DISABILITY

An employee who, after commencing work, suffers a work-related injury or disability while performing work duties, shall receive no less than 8 hours wages for that day.
Further, the employee shall be rehired at such time as able to return to duties provided there is still Program Work available for which the employee is qualified and able to perform.

SECTION 9. TIME KEEPING
A Contractor may utilize brassing or other systems to check employees in and out. Each employee must check in and out. The Contractor will provide adequate facilities for checking in and out in an expeditious manner.

SECTION 10. MEAL PERIOD
A Contractor shall schedule an unpaid period of not more than 1/2 hour duration at the work location between the 3rd and 5th hour of the scheduled shift. A Contractor may, for efficiency of operation, establish a schedule which coordinates the meal periods of two or more crafts. If an employee is required to work through the meal period, the employee shall be compensated in a manner established in the applicable Schedule A.

SECTION 11. BREAK PERIODS
There will be no rest periods, organized coffee breaks or other non-working time established during working hours. Individual coffee containers will be permitted at the employee's work location.
ARTICLE 13 – APPRENTICES

SECTION 1. RATIOS

Recognizing the need to maintain continuing supportive programs designed to develop adequate numbers of competent workers in the construction industry and to provide craft entry opportunities for minorities, women and economically disadvantaged non-minority males, Contractors will employ apprentices in their respective crafts to perform such work as is within their capabilities and which is customarily performed by the craft in which they are indentured. Contractors may utilize apprentices and such other appropriate classifications in a ratio not to exceed 25% of the work force by craft (without regard to whether a lesser ratio is set forth in Schedule A), unless the applicable Schedules A provide for a higher percentage. Apprentices and such other classifications as are appropriate shall be employed in a manner consistent with the provisions of the appropriate Schedule A. The parties encourage the use of the Construction Skills 2000 program as an appropriate source of apprentice recruitment.

ARTICLE 14 - SAFETY PROTECTION OF PERSON AND PROPERTY

SECTION 1. SAFETY REQUIREMENTS

Each Contractor will ensure that applicable OSHA and safety requirements are at all times maintained on the Program Work site and the employees and Unions agree to cooperate fully with these efforts. Employees must perform their work at all times in a safe manner and protect themselves and the property of the Contractor and Authority from injury or harm. Failure to do so will be grounds for discipline, including discharge.
SECTION 2. CONTRACTOR RULES

Employees covered by this Agreement shall at all times be bound by the reasonable safety, security, and visitor rules as established by the Contractors and the Construction Project Manager for this Program Work. Such rules will be published and posted in conspicuous places throughout Program Work sites.

SECTION 3. INSPECTIONS

The Contractors and Construction Project Manager retain the right to inspect incoming shipments of equipment, apparatus, machinery and construction materials of every kind.

ARTICLE 15 - NO DISCRIMINATION

SECTION 1. COOPERATIVE EFFORTS

The Contractors and Unions agree that they will not discriminate against any employee or applicant for employment because of race, color, religion, sex, sexual orientation, national origin, marital status, age or any other status provided by law, in any manner prohibited by law or regulation.

SECTION 2. LANGUAGE OF AGREEMENT

The use of the masculine or feminine gender in this Agreement shall be construed as including both genders.
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ARTICLE 16 - GENERAL TERMS

SECTION 1. PROGRAM WORK RULES

The Construction Project Manager and the Contractors shall establish reasonable Program Work rules that are not inconsistent with this Agreement or rules common in the industry and are reasonably related to the nature of the work. These rules will be explained at the pre-job conference and posted at the Program Work sites and may be amended thereafter as necessary; notice of amendments will be provided to the appropriate Local Union. Failure of an employee to observe these rules and regulations shall be grounds for discipline, including discharge. The fact that no order was posted prohibiting a certain type of misconduct shall not be a defense to an employee disciplined or discharged for such misconduct when the action taken is for cause.

SECTION 2. TOOLS OF THE TRADE

The welding/cutting torch and chain fall are tools of the trade having jurisdiction over the work performed. Employees using these tools shall perform any of the work of the trade. There shall be no restrictions on the emergency use of any tools or equipment by any qualified employee or on the use of any tools or equipment for the performance of work within the employee's jurisdiction.

SECTION 3. SUPERVISION

Employees shall work under the supervision of the craft foreperson or general foreperson.
SECTION 4. TRAVEL ALLOWANCES

There shall be no payments for travel expenses, travel time, subsistence allowance or other such reimbursements or special pay except as expressly set forth in this Agreement.

SECTION 5. FULL WORK DAY

Employees shall be at their work area, as designated by the Contractor, at the starting time established by the Contractor. The signatories reaffirm their policy of a fair day's work for a fair day's wage.

SECTION 6. COOPERATION AND WAIVER

The Construction Project Manager, Contractors and the Unions will cooperate in seeking any NYS Department of Labor, or any other government, approvals that may be needed for implementation of any terms of this Agreement. In addition, the Council, on its own behalf and on behalf of its affiliated Local Unions and their individual members, intend the provisions of this Agreement to control to the greatest extent permitted by law, notwithstanding contrary provisions of any applicable prevailing wage, or other, law and intend this Agreement to constitute a waiver of any such prevailing wage, or other, law to the greatest extent permissible for work within the scope of this Agreement, including specifically, but not limited to those provisions relating to shift, night, and similar differentials and premiums. This Agreement does not, however, constitute a waiver or consent to modify the prevailing wage schedules applicable to work not covered by this Agreement.
ARTICLE 17. SAVINGS AND SEPARABILITY

SECTION 1. THIS AGREEMENT

In the event that the application of any provision of this Agreement is enjoined, on either an interlocutory or permanent basis, or is otherwise determined to be in violation of law, or if such application may cause the loss of Program funding for all or any part of the Program, the provision involved (and/or its application to a particular part of the Program, as necessary) shall be rendered, temporarily or permanently, null and void, but where practicable the remainder of the Agreement shall remain in full force and effect to the extent allowed by law, unless the part or parts so found to be in violation of law are wholly inseparable from the remaining portions of the Agreement and/or are material to the purposes of the Agreement. In the event a court of competent jurisdiction finds any portion of the Agreement to be invalid, the parties will immediately enter into negotiations concerning the substance affected by such decision for the purpose of achieving conformity with the court determination and the intent of the parties hereto for contracts to be let in the future.

SECTION 2. THE BID SPECIFICATIONS

In the event that the Authority's bid specifications, or other action, requiring that a successful bidder become signatory to this Agreement is enjoined, on either an interlocutory or permanent basis, is otherwise determined to be in violation of law, or may cause the loss of Program funding for all or any part of the Program, such requirement (and/or its application to a particular part of the Program, as necessary) shall be rendered, temporarily or permanently, null and void, but where practicable the Agreement shall remain in full force and effect to the extent allowed by law. In such event, the Agreement shall remain in effect for contracts already bid.
and awarded or in construction only where the Contractor voluntarily accepts the Agreement. The parties will enter into negotiations as to modifications to the Agreement to reflect the court or other action taken and the intent of the parties for contracts to be let in the future.

SECTION 3. NON-LIABILITY

In the event of an occurrence referenced in Section 1 or Section 2 of this Article, neither the Authority, the Construction Project Manager or any Contractor, or any Union shall be liable, directly or indirectly, for any action taken, or not taken, to comply with any court order or injunction, other determination, or in order to maintain funding for Program Work. Bid specifications will be issued in conformance with court orders then in effect and no retroactive payments or other action will be required if the original court determination is ultimately reversed.

SECTION 4. NON-WAIVER

Nothing in this Article shall be construed as waiving the prohibitions of Article 7 as to signatory Contractors and Unions.

ARTICLE 18 - FUTURE CHANGES IN SCHEDULE A AREA CONTRACTS

SECTION 1. CHANGES TO AREA CONTRACTS

A. Schedule A to this Agreement shall continue in full force and effect until the Contractor and/or Union parties to the Area Collective Bargaining Agreements which are the basis for Schedule A notify the Construction Project Manager in writing of the hourly rate
changes agreed to in that Area Collective Bargaining which are applicable to work covered by this Agreement and their effective dates.

B. It is agreed that any provisions negotiated into Schedule A collective bargaining agreements will not apply to work under this Agreement if such provisions are less favorable to those uniformly required of contractors for construction work normally covered by those agreements; nor shall any provision be recognized or applied on Program Work if it may be construed to apply exclusively, or predominantly, to work covered by this Agreement.

C. Any disagreement between signatories to this Agreement over the incorporation into Schedule A of provisions agreed upon in the renegotiation of Area Collective Bargaining Agreements shall be resolved in accordance with the procedure set forth in Article 9 of this Agreement.

SECTION 2. LABOR DISPUTES DURING AREA CONTRACT NEGOTIATIONS

The Unions agree that there will be no strikes, work stoppages, sympathy actions, picketing, slowdowns or other disruptive activity or other violations of Article 7 affecting the Program Work by any Local Union involved in the renegotiation of Area Local Collective Bargaining Agreements nor shall there be any lock-out on such Program Work affecting a Local Union during the course of such renegotiations.
ARTICLE 19 - WORKERS' COMPENSATION ADR

SECTION 1.

The Authority is continuing to investigate the feasibility of utilizing a Workers Compensation ADR program under Section 25 (2-C) of the New York Workers Compensation Law, to be used in conjunction with its Owner Controlled Insurance Program ("OCIP") for Program Work. The Authority's current OCIP expires December 31, 2004, at which time the program will be renewed. The Authority agrees that it will bargain with the Union over inclusion of a pilot Workers Compensation ADR program for use under its OCIP commencing January 1, 2005. This bargaining will include negotiations concerning the pilot program site, the availability of an ADR carrier with the necessary waivers or exemptions under the statute for the particular pilot program site, and other terms and conditions for such an ADR program. Contractors will be required to participate in any resulting program as determined by the Authority. In the event the pilot ADR program is successful and demonstrates meaningful savings for the Authority, the parties will negotiate regarding an ADR program on a Program wide basis. Notwithstanding the status of any of these negotiations, the remainder of this Agreement will remain in full force and effect.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF the parties have caused this Agreement to be executed and effective

as of the __ day of __________, ______.

FOR BUILDING AND CONSTRUCTION TRADES COUNCIL
OF GREATER NEW YORK AND VICINITY

BY: ____________________________
    Edward J. Malloy, President

FOR NEW YORK CITY SCHOOL CONSTRUCTION AUTHORITY

BY: ____________________________
    William H. Goldstein, President & CEO
IN WITNESS WHEREOF the parties have caused this Agreement to be executed and effective
as of the ___ day of __________, ____.

FOR BUILDING AND CONSTRUCTION TRADES COUNCIL
OF GREATER NEW YORK AND VICINITY

BY: ____________________________
   Edward J. Malloy, President

FOR NEW YORK CITY SCHOOL CONSTRUCTION AUTHORITY

BY: ____________________________
   William H. Goldstein, President & CEO